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Introduction

Most of the contributions to this volume are from the area of experimental linguistics. The volume begins with Linda Shockey's doctoral dissertation, submitted in 1973. The paper by Sara Garnes constitutes an expanded version of a paper given at the summer meeting of the Linguistic Society of America in Ann Arbor in August 1973. A condensed version of the first paper by Ilse Lehiste was presented at the 86th meeting of the Acoustical Society of America on October 30, 1973, at Los Angeles. The second paper by Lehiste and the paper by Patricia Miller appear here for the first time. The work of Ilse Lehiste and Linda Shockey was partially supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant GS-31494 #2. Sara Garnes' work was partially supported by NSF grant GS-36252.

The volume also contains two annotated bibliographies by Arnold M. Zwicky and one by Patricia Miller on topics that happen not to be directly connected with experimental linguistics, but continue a feature started in Working Papers 16.
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CHAPTER I

1.1. This study examines some general aspects of connected American English speech. It deals with recurrent low-level phonological processes found in connected speech and the differences in realizations of these processes in two different styles of speech (Chapter II), the interrelation of speed and style as determiners of phonological reduction (Chapter III), and the degree to which style of speaking affects the achievement of vowel targets (Chapter IV).

Numerous studies have been conducted on connected speech, usually to determine the characteristics of individual dialects of English (Stanley 1937, Hall 1943, Rubbell 1950, and Pederson 1965, to name only a few). These studies, based on data taken from a large number of subjects, characteristically consist of impressionistic phonetic analyses of recordings made of subjects reading a story, sometimes supplemented by recordings or field observations of relaxed conversations. They invariably attempt to describe all (segmental) characteristics of the dialects in question, with little emphasis being put on special properties possessed by their data as a direct result of its being naturally flowing speech rather than words in isolation. The study at hand, unlike those mentioned, singles out properties of unself-conscious speech for particular consideration. Also unlike the works mentioned, it is not concerned with arriving at a phonemic inventory for the dialects studied.

The phonological properties of informal or relaxed speech are currently under investigation by several phonological theorists, notably Labov, Zwicky, Stampe, Bailey, Harris, Dressler, and Selkirk. Bailey has discussed several low-level processes (1973, to appear) and attempts to explain the generalization of some of these through a horizontal and vertical wave theory of rule propagation, which includes as essential parameters not only relationships between and among speakers who manifest a particular phonological process, but also sociological relationships (age, status, etc.). Labov is also concerned with social determiners of variant pronunciations (1966, 1958, 1972) and attempts as well to relate synchronic variability to diachronic sound change (for a concise statement of his view, see Weinreich, Labov and Herzog in Lehman and Malkiel 1968:156). Labov et al (1972) has done extensive spectrographic studies of variable pronunciations by subjects in different social situations which he believes to reflect 'sound change in progress'. Stampe (1972) uses numerous
examples from English casual speech in developing his theory of natural phonology, especially when discussing the feasibility of rule ordering (Stampe, Chapter 2).

The other phonologists listed above have studied low-level rules in regard to generalization of application as a function of speed and/or style of speech. Harris (1969) proposes that rate is a determinant of several possible stylistic levels in modern Mexican Spanish. Zwicky (1971) discusses processes in his dialect of English which become more generally applicable along a continuum of greater to lesser formality. (I use 'formality' here as a cover term for slow speech rate and non-casual style). Also, Zwicky (1972) discusses types of and restrictions on casual speech processes. Dressler (1971) argues that the discovery of a process applying in casual or 'allegro' speech forms makes its postulation as a viable abstract rule much more plausible. Dressler also (1972) examines degrees of reduction in Viennese German, as taken from tape recordings of natural speech, and relates progressively greater reductions to lesser degrees of social pressure, with greater rate playing a somewhat secondary role. He argues for inclusion of physical postures and gestures as further determinants of speech styles. Selkirk (1972) relates increase in rate and consequent increase in phonological reduction to progressive deletion of exactly the kinds of grammatical boundaries postulated in Chomsky and Halle's (1968) phonological theory.

With the exception of Labov, the phonologists mentioned above use impressionistic phonetic transcriptions as data sources. Labov and Dressler, to the best of my knowledge, constitute the group that works from actual texts of unselfconscious connected speech; the others, while thereby arriving at valuable insights, depend upon unreliable, second-hand data and self-generated data which are subjected to introspection (or judgment by native speakers if the languages are non-native to the researcher) to determine their relative speed, style, and acceptability. As discussed by Labov (Linguistic Society of America Meeting, Atlanta, 1972), an individual's intuitions about his linguistic behavior do not provide a uniformly satisfactory mirror of his actual performance. Introspection about one's own phonological behavior and the rules underlying it, while far from a useless endeavor, is in some respects like thinking about one's thought processes; it is extremely difficult to achieve a perspective which allows for objective decisions. My preference is, therefore, for extracting generalizations from spontaneous texts, which procedure has been followed in this study, as outlined below.

Chapter III examines the degree to which speed and achievement of careful speech forms are interrelated for the subjects in my study.

Lindblom (1973) has suggested that on the phonetic level a tendency toward vowel reduction is linked with increased rate of speech. Whether style of speech can be said to contribute to this tendency is apparently as yet uninvestigated. Chapter IV looks at the question of whether rate can be considered the only factor contributing to vowel reduction or whether there is possibly another variable, in some way related to style.
1.2. Experimental Technique. Since the results presented in all three major portions of this treatise are derived from the same body of data, I will now discuss the general experimental procedure used for the investigation.

1. Elicitation and recording of two styles of connected speech.

A. Conversational style.

The technique used here was designed to create the most favorable circumstances possible for carrying on a normal, relaxed conversation under conditions conducive to making acoustically satisfactory tape recordings.

Crystal (1969:96) states:

It is well-known that most people will behave differently if they are aware of being tape-recorded, and as a result the language they use simply cannot be taken as a reliable sample of spontaneous informal conversation. Even if it seems they have 'forgotten' about the microphone, the data cannot be trusted.

If his claim is interpreted literally and acted upon, then the making of recordings in an acoustically favorable environment is effectively precluded. While many dwellings contain rooms with enough padded furniture and rugs to prevent distortion due to reverberation, one still has to deal with unsatisfactory degrees of loudness, background noise, and interruptions which occur in a normal everyday conversational situation.

It was decided therefore to make the recordings for this study in a good acoustic environment, using subjects who were familiar with recording equipment so as to minimize 'mike fright' as much as possible. Two of the subjects, RC and DJ, are recording technicians for the Ohio State Listening Center. The third subject, BN, is a graduate student in the OSU Department of Linguistics who has done work in phonetics and who has thereby become familiar with the laboratory equipment. All three of the subjects were previously known to the experimenter, so little artificiality was introduced into the situation through nervousness at dealing with an unfamiliar person. The experimenter and one subject at a time were seated in an anechoic chamber (Eckel Industries). A tape recorder (Ampex 350) was set up to record the ensuing conversation at a speed of 7.5 inches per second. An Altec 683-A microphone was used.

The usual precaution of ascertaining that the subject's mouth remain about the same distance from the microphone at all times was not enforced, so as to provide a freer atmosphere.

The subjects were encouraged to discuss any topic they wished and the experimenter prompted as needed. The subjects without exception became involved in expressing their views and seemed to feel little or no effect from the unusual environmental conditions, speaking naturally and fluently.

B. A more formal style.

It was assumed that a more formal cycle could be induced by asking each subject to read aloud. A spelling transcription was
made of approximately five minutes of the original recorded conversation, selected on the basis of being (1) a section in which the subject was doing most of the talking, and (2) a section in which the subject was quite relaxed and seemed to be concentrating on conveying his thoughts and therefore not concentrating on his speech patterns.

Each subject was asked to read the transcription of his original speech in a style that would be clearly understandable to a listener. It was suggested to each that he might try to copy the style used by a television news announcer. The speakers were specifically instructed not to overarticulate. The two technicians had no difficulty in executing the instructions. The graduate student was able to do so after a further period of discussion.

Recordings were made of the subjects reading, using the same equipment described for the first recording condition. The data base then consisted of two approximately five-minute recordings for each speaker, one or more selected portions of the original conversation and a recording of the same material being read.

Each recording was played back on an Ammex 350 record and the resulting signal channeled through a Frøkjær-Jensen Trans-Pitch meter and then into a Mingograf model 42-B inkwriter set at a speed of 100 mm/sec. The result was a permanent continuous oscillogram. Wide-band spectrograms were made of all the recorded material on a Voiceprint 10-A spectrograph.

With the aid of these spectrograms, a phonetic transcription was made of all the recorded material, in IPA notation with a few modifying symbols. Each approximately 3-second section of the tape was listened to many times using a Tandberg loop repeater. The English spelling transcriptions, corresponding to the phonetic transcriptions line-for-line, make up Appendix B.

Measurements of formants 1, 2, and 3 of selected vowels (as explained in Chapter IV) were made. Durations of phrases were measured from oscillograms as explained immediately below, but durational measurements of individual speech elements were not taken from spectrograms or oscillograms, since the subjects were not controlled in any way in regard to the rate of speech used. It is known that environmental influences, position in a phrase, and rate of speech interact to affect the durations of individual speech sounds (Lehiste 1971, Gaithen 1965, Kochevnikov and Chistovich 1965). Therefore, it was decided that durational measurements of sounds in conversational speech would, even if averaged, provide no firm basis on which to make generalizations, especially since speech sounds differ very greatly in frequency of occurrence.

The oscillograms were used to determine speech rates. The duration of each uninterrupted speech sequence (inter-nause talkspurt, as discussed in Chapter III) was measured; the number of words contained in it was determined; and from this a calculation was made of the average rate in words per second of each span of speech unbroken by pauses. Rates were determined on the basis of number of actual English words per second, regardless of the length of the words. This procedure would obviously make a speech sequence
containing several long words appear (to a person looking only at word-per-second calculations) to be spoken at a slower rate than an equivalent-duration sequence containing only one-syllable words, even if their rate as determined perceptually or in syllables per second were in fact identical. It was concluded that this influence was not a strong one, however, since none of the speakers displayed a tendency to string together polysyllabic words. Hesitation noises such as 'uh' were counted as words, since they took up at least as much time as words with lexical content.

It should be noted that for any given speaker, the reading and conversational versions of the text were not identical in every respect for the following reasons: (1) phrasing was not always the same in both versions; (2) sometimes the conversational recordings contained utterances which were too grammatically scrambled to be read intelligibly. These were altered slightly so as to resemble possible English constructions when the transcription was made from the tape; (3) the same is true for stuttering and multiple repetition in the conversational version which were eliminated in the transcript, partly to facilitate continuous reading and partly because it was decided that the inclusion of speech errors might be interpreted unfavorably by the subjects; (4) when filler noises ('uh' and 'you know') were used in the near exclusion of recognized lexical items in conversation, some of them were omitted in the written texts, for the reasons stated in (3) above; and (5) subjects would occasionally mis-read and/or re-read portions of the script, thereby introducing new elements into the reading version of the text.

The two technicians, DJ and RC, are lifelong residents of Columbus, Ohio. All four of their parents were also born and reared in Columbus. Central Ohio is generally considered to constitute part of the upper boundary of the Midland dialect (Davis 1948). Little or no work has been published on the specific dialect area around Columbus: two characteristic dialect features of the informants are 'r-fullness', and lack of palatal onglide to [u] after alveolars. Columbus speakers frequently use non-apical [l] (written [l] or [l]) in this paper, since it is realized as a very constricted, almost pharyngealized, high back vowel. These speakers also frequently show a raising of [æ] to [a] before nasals.

BN is from Brooklyn, New York. His mother was born in Patterson, New Jersey and moved from there to Brooklyn; his father was born in the Bronx and moved to Brooklyn. BN's speech has such typical New York City properties as the use of a very low rounded back vowel in such words as 'water' and 'awful' ('wɔr'); 'ɔf' (Hubbell 60) and the sporadic changing of word initial [ö] to [d]. (Hubbell 37). His speech is almost completely r-full, which Hubbell (46) cites as uncommon for most types of New York City pronunciation, but Weinreich et al (1969: footnote 63, p. 179) note that pronunciation of r in word-final and pre-consonantal positions is a new prestige pattern quite common in younger upper-middle-class speakers.

It seems reasonable to assume that tendencies found in connected speech in these two rather dissimilar dialects might well be found in the connected speech of other speakers from these and other dialect areas.
Footnotes to Chapter I.

1. "Unreliable" is intended here in the sense that since no permanent record is available to the researcher, information such as extended environment, overall style of speech, individual speaker characteristics, and relative stress level due to position in an utterance are consequently unavailable.

2. BW recalls family pressure against the use of r-less pronunciation.
CHAPTER II

2.1. This chapter deals with some of the phonological processes which were discovered to be in effect when phonetic transcription of naturally-spoken language in two styles were analyzed (see the previous chapter for a description of the experimental technique used). The questions this chapter addresses are: (1) what are some frequently-recurring differences between a naturally-spoken corpus and an 'idealized,' maximally differentiated corpus, and (2) given two styles of speech, one theoretically more formal than the other, do they differ as regards application of processes?

2.2. The data used in this investigation were taken from phonetic transcriptions made by the experimenter of the six original recordings described in Chapter I. These six phonetic texts, which comprise Appendix A, were examined in detail, and a tabulation was made of the low-level phonological processes found to occur for each speaker in each condition, as determined by comparing the actual phonetic output with the author's maximally differentiated Midwestern pronunciation.

2.2.1. The above procedure does not reflect a belief that the Midwestern dialect is an absolute standard or is somehow phonologically neutral, since the forms actually produced are not being compared to supposed Midwestern forms in detail. When I speak of an 'ideal' form, I mean a skeleton structure which contains all the segments normally realized in a careful pronunciation in a very great number of American English dialects. Granted that many small details of most precise pronunciation may differ from area to area and person to person: they are irrelevant to this study since no processes are discussed which depend on these very small differences. Only relatively gross differences between the 'ideal' form which are relatively easy to determine and which I believe to be unambiguous in most cases are covered here. The ideal pronunciation is similar in some respects to the Platonic concept of ideal: several distinct maximally differentiated pronunciations of the word 'hand' exist which we all easily recognize to be tokens of the lexical item hand, just as dogs can differ from each other in many ways and yet be immediately recognizable as representatives of their class to those familiar with the concept. And just as a three-legged dog is recognized as differing from 'ideal,' a realization of the word hand as [hæn] can be identified as missing a part. In other words, when an actual form differs from my most precise pronunciation of that lexical item, it will, in my opinion, differ from most people's maximally differentiated form in at least the same ways specified. Thus the ideal form corresponds in some sense to the standard concept
of 'underlying form,' but differs in that it represents the union of pronounceable forms rather than being unspecified in those respects where actual pronunciations are expected to differ.

2.2.2. Given the above remarks, it might seem unnecessary to discourse at length on the pronunciation of Midwestern American English. But in order to provide a reference for those who might want to examine what elements I consider to be present in an ideal pronunciation, I have compared below my concept of standard pronunciation with the pronunciation of words in my corpus with the Kenyon and Knott Pronouncing Dictionary of American English (1944). About 200 words of the beginning of each speaker's written text were compared with their pronunciation as listed in Kenyon and Knott, as well as selected other words throughout each text for which it was felt that there might not be a widespread standard pronunciation. Kenyon and Knott state (xxvii):

...for words that are in general colloquial use, it is intended to give first what is believed to be the most colloquial.

Since the less colloquial realization is often the more maximally differentiated, a pronunciation other than the first in order is sometimes considered ideal or basic. For example, the word 'difference' is listed first in Kenyon and Knott as [difrans]. Since this word may have three syllables in careful speech, the trisyllabic form is considered maximally differentiated, even though it is listed third in Kenyon and Knott. In a very few cases, my most careful style has less reduction than any form listed in Kenyon and Knott, as in the word 'prolong', which can easily be pronounced [prəlɔŋ] in careful speech. Kenyon and Knott list only [pro] as a possible realization of the first syllable.2 Other differences between the Pronouncing Dictionary and the author's dialect are as follows:

1. There is some disagreement as to the quality of unstressed vowels; I occasionally indicate them as being higher than they are represented in Kenyon and Knott. Examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>word</th>
<th>Kenyon and Knott</th>
<th>Shockley</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>scientist</td>
<td>'saiəntIst</td>
<td>'saiəntIst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intelligent</td>
<td>In'teledʒənt</td>
<td>in'tέIldənt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>between</td>
<td>bə'thin</td>
<td>bi'tuin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>establish</td>
<td>əz'tæblIʃ</td>
<td>Is'tæblIʃ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Kenyon discusses the increase in frequency of [a] in unstressed syllables in American Pronunciation 1935:318 and 321).

2. Kenyon and Knott indicate that unstressed [i] approximates [I], while I think it remains much closer to [i] (in maximally careful speech). Examples:
(See American Pronunciation 253).

3. The stressed forms of 'of' and 'from' are [əv] and [fram] for the present writer, but listed as [əv] and [fram] in Kenyon and Knott (but see American Pronunciation §139).

4. The sequence 'ar' or 'arr' is often pronounced [ər] in the author's dialect; Kenyon and Knott list [ər] in such words as 'paralyzed', 'married', 'narrow', and 'comparison'. They note in section 94 p. xxxix that [ər] is "a widespread pronunciation in the North and Canada". (See also American Pronunciation 361).

5. There is an occasional disagreement as to whether unstressed [ə] plus-resonant or syllable-reonant should be considered basic, as in:

   even  'ɪven
   capsule  'kæpsəl
   passenger  'pæspədər
   thousand  'θæUsnd

   (But see §114 and American Pronunciation §321).

6. 'With' is listed as [wθ] in Kenyon and Knott, whereas I would transcribe the most careful form as [uθ]. (Kenyon discusses the problem in American Pronunciation §141).

7. There are two words which appear in the texts for which my pronunciations are simply different:

   disgust  'dɪgəst
   adamant  'dæmənt

   While these small differences do exist, a very high percentage of the pronunciations listed in Kenyon and Knott do not differ from my author's judgment of my most precise style. Only (5) has implications for the rules discussed below.

2.3. The considerations involved in this study differ from more abstract treatments of phonological questions in that they do not handle facts such as that the word 'business' (in the meaning 'financial endeavor, occupation') is related to the word 'busy' and that one underlying form might conceivably have to be postulated to generate both of them. A more abstract treatment than the present one might postulate a form [bɪzi+ɪnɪs], which yields [bɪznɪs] through reduction and perhaps a syncope rule. This study accepts [bɪznɪs] as the standard, careful pronunciation of the word in modern Midwestern American English, and records only deviations from that pronunciation as low-level phonological processes. In short, this study deals not with how different surface forms might be rule-related to an abstract underlying structure,
but with how surface realizations can differ from their maximally differentiated (or 'ideal') forms. Suppose that the word 'business' were realized as [pʰɛnəs], as might well happen considering rule F', word-initial devoicing, discussed below. It would be recorded that the initial, ideal [b] had undergone devoicing.

2.4. The following is an enumeration and discussion of the processes discovered to be in effect by examination of phonetic transcriptions. These processes will be presented in three main classes: (1) word-internal processes, (2) morphologically insensitive processes, and (3) external sandhi processes. This classification is a forced one in the respect that although many of these processes do indeed occur within the boundaries of entities normally called words, a great number of them seem to occur at the beginnings and ends of these words. This might well be considered a sandhi-type phenomenon, since it indicates that the speaker is 'aware' at some level of the word boundary, or perhaps of the possibility of sandwiching the utterance in question between periods of silence; i.e. there is an element of sequentiality which could be interpreted as non word-internal. Nevertheless, in this treatment, any intra-word processes (occurring within word boundaries) is separated from processes which occur primarily across word boundaries. The distinction shall be that if a process could occur for a word said in isolation, it will be called an intra-word process.

To list each phonological process discovered for each speaker, sketch its interrelations with other rules discovered, and discuss its implications for phonological theory is a task beyond the scope of this paper which attempts primarily to discover consistent features of connected speech. Therefore, the following sections include a statement of the most frequent processes found to be in effect: processes common to all three of my subjects which seem to play a significant role in the shaping of connected speech. This technique of describing the most frequently-applying processes is perhaps the principal difference between this study and those mentioned in Chapter I; all of the processes discussed in this chapter have received notice at some time in the literature, as referenced for individual cases below.

Although many opportunities to do so present themselves, I will not attempt to sketch the implications of these results for the various partial phonological theories now in existence. The present study is intended as an overview of major properties of connected speech as represented by my data; questions of theory should, I think, be treated separately. Consequently the results of this investigation will not be presented as supporting or disproving current hypotheses.

The processes to be discussed in section I are:

A. t > ʌ / __ #
B. t > ? / __ #
C. d > ʌ / __ #
D. ƞ > n / __ #
E. v > ʌ / __ #
2.4.1. Processes occurring within word-boundaries.

A. Deletion of word-final [t] (cf. Kenyon 1935:150, Bailey PRO:B-33). This process occurs frequently in unstressed words such as 'it' and 'but'. It is especially common when the final [t] is preceded by a resonant [l] or [n] or by the voiceless consonants [p, k] and [s]. Examples:

\[ \text{EN-C}^5 \ (12) \text{ feet} \quad 'fɪt' \\
\text{isn't} \quad 'ɪzn't \\
\text{panicked} \quad 'pənɪkd' \\
\text{EN-R} \ (17) \text{ about} \quad 'əbɒut \\
\text{felt} \quad 'fɛlt' \\
\text{just} \quad 'dʒʌst' \\
\text{DJ-C} \ (32) \text{ not} \quad 'næt' \\
\text{spent} \quad 'spent' \\
\text{start} \quad 'stɑːrt' \\
\text{DJ-R} \ (23) \text{ cat} \quad 'kæt' \\
\text{fast} \quad 'fæst' \\
\text{respect} \quad 'rɪspɛkt' \\
\text{RC-C} \ (7) \text{ but} \quad 'bʌt' \\
\text{wouldn't} \quad 'wʊdənt' \\
\text{broadcast} \quad 'bɹədəst' \\
\text{RC-R} \ (\emptyset) \text{ (see below)} \]

Speaker DJ applies this process much more than the other two speakers. DJ and RC both show a tendency to lose word-final [t] more frequently in conversational than read speech; in fact RC shows no instances of it when reading. Speaker EN shows little stylistic difference.

B. Word-final [t] becomes glottal stop. (Thomas 1947:40, Bailey PRO:B-36, Selkirk 1972:196). This may possibly be considered an intermediate step between fully realized t and ø. As evidence for this, there is occasionally a word-final t which gives the perceptual effect of being closed simultaneously at the glottis and alveolar ridge, especially when the t is to be released into another alveolar consonant. This possible simultaneous closure should be further investigated. The mention of a following alveolar suggests that we are dealing here with an external sandhi phenomenon: it
used
started
wind

third
mind
could

should
sand
head

changed
would

The above figures may not indicate that d-loss is at all a frequent process. This is because I have excluded the figures on 'and', which is an exceptionally frequent word and in which the final d essentially never appears. Excluding the nd clusters which 'flap' (see below, section II), the following distribution was found for the word 'and' with and without final d:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>retaining d</th>
<th>deleting d</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BN-C</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN-R</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ-C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ-R</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC-C</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC-R</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(The most frequently-found realizations of the word 'and' are [ɛn] or [æn] and [ɒ].)

D. Word-final 'ng' becomes n. (Bailey PRO:R-18, Thomas 1947: 64, Kenyon 1935:217). This is the process known in grammar school as 'dropping the g' and spelled with an apostrophe ('singin'') by those wishing to represent informal pronunciation. It is apparently not a significant feature of this New York dialect; speaker BN shows only one instance of it. Examples:

DJ-C (11) promising  'pəməsɨn

DJ-R (Ø)

RC-C (10) going  'gouIn

RC-R (Ø)
seems further that the change of [t] to [ʔ] is conditioned by a following consonant or silence, the transcriptions showing only one case of its occurring before a vowel. This appears to be a case where a silence functions like a consonant, therefore the criterion for word-internal phenomena (p. ) is somewhat misleading.

| BN-C (13) | right | raj? |
| BN-C (13) | lot | la? |
| BN-C (13) | out | ʔy? |
| BN-R (14) | that | ʔe? |
| BN-R (14) | quote | ʔkʰoʔ |
| BN-R (14) | different | ʔtɪɪʔ |
| DJ-C (7) | heat | ʔhi? |
| DJ-C (7) | Robert | ʔˈləbəʔ |
| DJ-C (7) | not | ʔnʔ |
| DJ-R (8) | start | ʔstaʔ |
| DJ-R (8) | can't | ʔkʰʔ |
| DJ-R (8) | put | ʔpəʔ |
| RC-C (15) | got | ʔɾʔ |
| RC-C (15) | bit | ʔbɪʔ |
| RC-C (15) | eight | ʔeɪʔ |
| RC-R (26) | remote | ʔjɪˈmoʔ |
| RC-R (26) | state | ʔstεʔiʔ |
| RC-R (26) | eat | iʔ |

RC shows a marked tendency to change t to ʔ before labial elements across a word boundary, as in 'remote broadcasts' [jɪˈmoʔ ʔbɪˈɡkʊs], but the other subjects do not seem to share this conditioning factor (again, signs of external sandhi). The glottal stop can alternatively be realized as laryngealization. The process t > ʔ occurs also very often within a word before a syllable nasal.

Speakers BN and DJ apply this rule about the same number of times in both styles. RC applies it nearly twice as much when reading as when conversing. (This suggests that RC changes t to ʔ rather than deleting it entirely, whereas the other frequently delete. See A above.).

C. Word-final d drops. Final d is especially likely to be lost after another alveolar element (i.e. in a cluster) or before a consonant or silence. Examples:

| BN-C (10) | wide | ʔwʔ |
| BN-C (10) | weekend | ʔˈwɪkən |
| BN-C (10) | realized | ʔˈjɪˈlælz |
| BN-C (10) | mild | ʔməlʔ |
This process is included not because it ranks near the others in frequency of occurrence but because it gives a clear indication of difference in style. For the two speakers who apply it at all, it supplies an absolute distinguishing criterion between reading and conversational speech; i.e., it applies occasionally in conversation, never in reading. The process applies differentially according to grammatical class: present participles undergo it, other forms ending in -ng do not.

E. [v] drops word-finally. Word-final v-dropping is nearly restricted to the word 'of' in my texts. Speaker BN applies it once to the word 'have'; and DJ applies it twice to 'have', once to 'alive' and once to 'believe'. Following is a tabulation of the number of times [v] is retained and deleted in the word 'of' for each speaker and each style:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker/C</th>
<th>v retained</th>
<th>v deleted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BN-C</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN-R</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ-C</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ-R</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC-C</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC-R</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Only for DJ do we get a marked tendency toward pronouncing the word 'of' more carefully when reading.

Kenyon (1935: 182) notes that 'the v of unstressed 'of' was formerly dropped before consonants (in speech and sometimes in spelling as the n of 'an' still is.) For my speakers this feature seems to continue in the sense that there are no cases in which the [v] drops when the following sound is a vowel; of course, there are numerous cases of [v] before consonants.7

F. Word-final devoicing of voiced obstruents. This very common rule in natural languages like German as well as in child language (cf. Stampe 1972:1) occurs for all three speakers but is far more frequent for BN than for the other two speakers. Examples:

(Element in parentheses represents immediately following segment in the text. Ø represents silence.)

| Speaker/C | (16) of | ay (p) |
|           | yards | i̯aw̯ds (u) |
|           | roads | ɾ̷ɔ̞t̷s (Ø) |
|           | stands | st̷ã̞nts (n) |
| BN-R      | (16) walls | w̷a̞z̷ (I) |
|           | needs | n̷ids ( ) |
|           | mild | m̷aj̷it (k) |
|           | would | w̷u̞ɔ̞t̷ (s) |
| DJ-C      | (7) you've | j̷e̞f̷ (g) |
|           | said | s̷et̷ (b) |
|           | large | l̷aw̷d̷ʃ̷ (f) |
DJ-R (11) kids  
kidz, (\emptyset)  

families  
'famliis (\emptyset)  

changed  
't|eInʒt (\emptyset)  

RC-C (4) of  
of (k)  
is (r)  

used  
just (\emptyset)  
sounds  
'skəʊnts (\emptyset)  

RC-R (3) ohms  
ohms (\emptyset)  
kinds  
'kainnts (\emptyset)  
organs  
'orgənts (\emptyset)  

As is obvious, word-final devoicing does not require a following voiceless segment or silence, although either of these conditions creates a favorable environment for it. It is also evident that word-final devoicing is much more common for BN than for the other two speakers. BN also exhibits word-initial devoicing, while the Ohio speakers do not. Examples:

EN-C (8) got  
(f) kat  

but  
(\emptyset) be  

very  
(a) fəl  

EN-R (20) disgusting  
tə'kurɪŋ  

guy  
(a) kəI  

(Again the immediately preceding segment is indicated in parentheses. \emptyset = silence.)

G. Dropping of nasal consonants between vowels and consonants. This process occurs most frequently with nt clusters and with three-element clusters:

EN-C (17) don't  
dət  

convinced  
'kɪn'vɪst  
camp  
kæmp  
turned  
tərd  

kind  
kənd  

EN-R (10) wants\(^\beta\)  
wənts  
campus  
'kæməpus  
different  
'tɪfərnt  

want  
uənt  

DJ-C (25) think  
θɪk  

once\(^\beta\)  
θənts  

wants  
θənts  

unless  
'sliːz  

control  
kəntrəln  

\(^\beta\) indicates word-initial devoicing.
For all three speakers, there is an occasional epenthetic t in an original n-s cluster, which may create a favorable environment for the application of the nasal-dropping rule, to avoid long clusters. There are cases of labial clusters reducing (EN 'camp' 'campus') and velar clusters (DJ 'think', RC 'finger'). Also, speaker EN evidences nasal dropping before a voiced final consonant ('turned', 'kind'). (See EN-C above for transcription.)

Speaker DJ, for whom this process is the most frequent, also applies it to simple VN combinations (prolonging > pə'lanI; intelligent > əə'theωdɔ; mean > mi' one > uŋ; young > iŋ). Since the following word frequently starts with a consonant, this may constitute a generalization of the rule across word boundaries. This process does not behave consistently as regards style; for speaker RC it applies much more frequently in the supposedly more formal style.

H. Diphthong reduction: (ai, au a" in relatively unstressed position). This process seems also to be affected by 'semantic stress' i.e. it applies more freely to low-information-content words than others. Examples:

1. au-reduction

| EN-C (12) | about
| now
| out | ə'ba>^t
| na>^t |  a>t |
| EN-R (7) | about
| found
| around | ə'baet
| ə'm>ʃ |  a>n |
| DJ-C (15) | about
| out | ə'ba<r
| a>t |  a>t |
| DJ-R (10) | about | ə'baet |
| RC-C (10) | sounding
| so<ʃI |
| RC-R (18) | out | a>t |
ii. aɪ-reduction (Bailey PRO:B-26, Thomas 147:153) cites [a] as a regular substitution in some Southern dialects for [aɪ].
None of my speakers possesses such a general rule—this substitution is a result of both low stress and little semantic content.
Examples:10

BN-C (15) I
  like
  kind

BN-R (10) I'm

DJ-C (25) while
  sometimes

DJ-R (6) kind of
  might

RC-C (21) Ohio

RC-R (9) I

These reductions might well be viewed as part of the well-known tendency of present-day English vowels to become centralized when in relatively unstressed position. I feel that they are of special interest since they involve a clear perceptual monophthongization and a falling together of the diphthongs [aɪ] and [aʊ] in relaxed speech.

For the two Ohio speakers, there is quite a marked difference between conversational (more reduction) and reading (less reduction) styles for [aɪ] monophthongization; and speaker BN shows a tendency in the same direction. This generalization cannot be made, however, for [aʊ] reduction.

I. Initial h-loss. This process is mentioned very frequently in books for learners of English (Jespersen 1912 (195):147, Kohmoto 1965:79; Thomas 1947:101) is discussed at length by Kenyon (1935: 204, 105), and has been discussed more recently by Zwicky (1972:326). One would expect it to happen rather frequently, since it has been noticed so consistently. Surprisingly, it is not all that frequent.11

The following figures give a tally of the number of times initial h is deleted for each speaker and each condition, as opposed to retentions in the second column:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>#h deleted</th>
<th>#h retained</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BN-C</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN-R</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ-C</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ-R</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC-C</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC-R</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These deletions all occur in the words he, her, him, has, have, and had.

2.5. Processes not sensitive to word boundary.

The processes which follow occur within words and across word boundaries. Discussed are the following:

I. Schwa loss
   1. in the environment of a resonant (other than a vowel)
   2. in the environment of a vowel
   3. after an aspirated stop
   4. in the environment of a fricative
   5. near the glide y

II. Flapping and flap-deletion.

I. There is a process or group of processes which, speaking very broadly, causes a schwa to become lost, usually when there is another element in the environment which might be perceived as syllabic, either through being one of the elements commonly thought of as potentially syllabic, such as [l] or [n], or through being a rather intense sound such as aspiration or [ɡ]. Since 'syllabic' is not a well-defined term, I am allowing myself the liberty of speaking of a purely perceptual phenomenon, although I hope to investigate in future studies the properties of perceptual syllabicity using synthetic speech so as to control the various parameters which could be involved.

I conjecture that the elements I perceive to be syllabic are attended by at least three characteristics: in the word 'elaborate' (as spoken by DJ) I perceive a syllabic [l] as constituting the first syllable, (i.e. the [l] in elaborate [læbəræt] sounds longer than the average initial [l]. As mentioned in Chapter I, since my material is not controlled for tempo, it seems futile to measure and compare durations from these corpora. A controlled experiment would be much less cumbersome and more conclusive).

Incidentally, if this conjecture is true, then English could be said to have word-initial length oppositions for pairs such as 'light' [laɪt] and 'alight' [ˈaɪt] at least phonetically.

In words like 'police' [ˈpɒlɪs] the period of l-colored voiceless frication after the release of the [p] seems syllabic; perhaps the fully voiced [l] after the aspiration-like period adds to this impression, since English resonants are normally at least partially devoiced after initial voiceless stops in English (cf. Lehiste 1964: 77). Also, the period after the release of the [p] until the onset of voicing may well be longer than for a normal aspirated stop; again, this calls for experimental validation. Similarly, the [z] in the word 'places' [ˈpleɪsəz] seems syllabic, perhaps because of the unusual word-final cluster, perhaps because of unusual length of the fricative cluster, perhaps only because I know it is a disyllabic word in its carefully-articulated form.

The schwa-submerging processes which I assume to belong together are the following:

a. $1 > 1$

EN-R (19) finally
bicycles
gravel

EN-C (22) people
Alaska
the lake

DJ-R (10) believe
renewable
people

DJ-C (9) usually
a little
elaborate

RC-R (7) little
special
articles

RC-C (4) handle
particularly

b. $\eta$ > $\eta$

EN-R (23) wouldn't
thousand
right in

EN-C (22) and
gotten
itself in

DJ-R (16) even
capsules
certain

DJ-C (41) taken
place on
papa not

RC-R (48) detection
Henderson
in

RC-C (68) Preston
a new
wouldn't
c. ɒm > quential, ɑʃ > ə (rare)

BN-R  completely  km'plitli
BN-C  can  kə
DJ-R  the Mexican  ɬ'克斯κəl3
DJ-C  amount  qəño
RC-R  and Marlena  ɬələline
RC-C  comparison  km'neʃən
    talking  tokə

d. ər > r

There is little evidence for the existence of a sequence [ə + r] within word boundaries in English even in formal speech (Lehiste 1964). But since [ə] can be the reduced form of a sequence such as [ɔj], e.g. 'yer' [jə] for 'your', it might not be out of the question to assume (if I may be permitted a theoretical assumption despite my initial claims) that it passes through a stage like reduced vowel + r which is unpronounceable in practice except for when there is an intervening word boundary, such as in 'Linda Ruth', which can be pronounced ['lɪndə'ruθ], even though it is much more frequently ['lɪndə'ruθ]). Examples from the texts:

BN-R  (8) for  fə
  already  ɬər1 (l + ə)
  your  ɬə

BN-C  (2) you're  ɬə
  there  ʌə

DJ-R  (7) very  təvəl
  their  tə
  to rebel  tə'bel

DJ-C  (10) or  tə
  the road  tə'od
  for  tə

RC-R  (9) or (x 9)  ɬə

RC-C  (7) they're  ɬə
  for  ɬə
  of remote  ɬə'mo-ro (v + ə)

For most [ə] + consonant > syllabic consonant combinations, there is a corresponding consonant + ə > syllabic consonant processes which occurs less frequently:
a'. 1 + a > syllabic l
DJ-R    intelligent    Int'tll'ŋ
RC-C    development    dt'velopment

b'. n + a > np
DN-C    in the    Iŋ
DJ-C    planet    plənt

d'. w + a > l ¹⁴ (This is an especially common process. It has been discussed by Zwicky (1972:287) under the name Ruh-reduction.)

RN-R (1) priorities    phwəj'pris
DJ-R (7) congress     'kang'gres
   prolonging    pə'lanəng
   irritating    'Irətərinəng
DJ-C (6) several    'sevrəl
   different    'difərn
RC-R (11) microphone    'ma'krɪfon
   where if    'hwərəf
   over at    'əvət
RC-C (9) here at    'hərət
   for a    fə
   Professor Era ¹⁵    pfrəsən'tərə

2. Vowel plus schwa ¹⁶ becomes monophthongized. This process can occur when two vowels come together in any manner: across a word boundary, when an intervening element has been deleted, etc. It does not preserve disyllabicity, although the resulting vowel can be long. Examples:

BN-R (3) being    b̥ning
   kind-of    b̥ning (əI > a, nd > r, r > ə), ¹⁷
   area if    'ərəf

HN-C (15) I agree     ál'gərə
   the academy    'ba'krəmi (r > ə)
   beautiful     bə'lərəl

DJ-R (10) definitely     də'rələ (r > ə, t > ə)
   little     ləl (r > ə)
   got a     gə (r > ə)
DJ-C (25) scientists
rcona ('going to')
that'd (that would)
be an

RC-C (12) it'd
you a
on a

Note that this process is used by all three speakers noticeably more in conversational style than when reading.
3. Aspiration plus schwa becomes aspiration plus voiceless vowel. This process occurs only after voiceless aspirated consonants. Examples:

BW-R (3) to go
to Fairbanks
thəu'mo
thə 'ftbranks

BW-C (9) to me
after the
thə mi
əfθərə ( > ə/-#: ə > ã > ŗ)

DJ-R (4) could
culture
kəd
'kluris

DJ-C (5) degree
ticket
θəwi
'tkikt

RC-R (5) between
particularly
θət̪ˈjyaɪn
θə't̪'jikoɪl

RC-C (7) to several
before
tə 'səvəl
pə 'fəu

The statement made in section 3 above about the complete devoicing of schwa after a voiceless aspirated consonant may in fact be too categorical. In working with spectrograms, one is led to believe that the vowel has become completely devoiced, as in the following display:
Fig. 2.1. Speaker EN-R, showing apparent loss of vowel after t-release in the word 'to'. Utterance: (Dawson) 'creek to Fairbanks'.

However, Professor R. Reddy (personal communication) has pointed out to me that in such cases there may actually be a few vocal-fold flaps in the position where one would expect to find a reduced vowel. This very weak source does not have the duration or energy to excite the oral resonators, therefore no formant structure can be seen on a spectrogram. However, on an oscillogram such as produced from digitized speech at Carnegie-Mellon University (Working Papers in Speech Recognition No. 3, to appear) one can see that a small amount of low-frequency periodicity does exist in some cases, as in the following:
Fig. 2.2. Oscillogram of same utterance shown in spectrogram on previous page, somewhat expanded temporally (interval between dashed vertical lines equals 40 milliseconds). This display shows what might be considered a very short, very reduced vowel after the t-release, as evidenced by about three irregular cycles. "Cr[ikh]a[irbanks]."

It was observed that, especially for speaker BN, there were many short vowels in which formant structure was discernible for two to four vocal fold cycles in the same environment where the voiceless vowels were found in other cases, as below in Figure 2.3. (Note that a similar extremely short vowel is found after the s in 'she', another potential vowel-loss environment):

Fig. 2.3. Speaker BN. 'She wants to buy', showing unusually short vowels. (See text).
Thus it seems that naturally very short reduced vowels are susceptible to even further reduction. Kozhevnikov and Chistovich (1965:89) suggest that vowel loss at faster rates of speech is due to articulator inertia; i.e. given, as they postulate, that consonants take up relatively constant amount of time regardless of rate, and that syllables take up a consistent percentage of an utterance regardless of rate, then at fast rates of speech, there is not enough time in some syllables for the articulators to execute both the consonants and vowels, and the vowels are not achieved. Perhaps the same can be said for unstressed vowels in casual speech in English.

4. Fricative + schwa become syllabic fricative. This process applies to fricatives created by palatalization (see below, 'External sandhi processes') as well as others.

BN-R  (9) difficult  'dɪf'kelt
        university  ju:nɪvˈərɪ
        it's a  It's

BN-C  (17) its about  'ɪts  hæ̃t
        that you  ət
        campus is  ˈkæmpʊs (z → s / /)

DJ-R  (2) officer  'əfər
        hit you  'hɪt

DJ-C  (1) accident  'əkˈsɪdənt

RC-R  (10) that you  ˈæt
        maximum  ˈmækˈsɪməm
        so  ə

RC-C  (8) impedance, you  ɪmˈpɪnd\,
        much equipment  met\,ˈmʌtʃ\ɪm\,
        just  dʒʊ

One occasionally finds the reverse situation, schwa plus fricative becoming syllabic fricative, as in:

DJ-R  its got  skat
      (presumably t in it's > ˈə)

DJ-C  if you  fi\u

The following sequence of segments seems to have a decided syllabic fricative, but its phonological analysis is not clear to me:

DJ-C  people that's  pipəts

The perceptual syllabicility of these so-called syllabic fricatives is not always completely clear: for example, DJ-R 'it's got!' (above)
sounds very much like the name 'Scott'. (It is certainly quite clear that the reduced vowel in 'it's' is no longer there.) But loss of syllabic is also a feature of the other schwa-plus-consonant combinations discussed here as well, as in the following:

| DJ-C  | planet      | 'plænt    |
| RC-R  | and then    | nIn       |
| BN-C  | memories    | 'meməriz  |
| DJ-C  | operation   | əpˈreʃən |
| DJ-C  | irritating  | 'ɪtrəˈtɪərɪŋ |
| DJ-R  | Police      | 'pʰlɪs   |

Examples of this type are infrequent, so I cannot deduce any conditioning factor for this loss of syllabic.

5. [u:] plus [e:] becomes [œ]. This normally occurs in monosyllabic words, so syllabic need not be considered. Examples include the words 'was' [wɒz] 'what' [wɒt] and 'would' [wʊd]. Frequency of occurrence: BN-R 2, BN-C 10, DJ-R 1, DJ-C 1, RC-R 1, RC-C 3.

These five processes, which could conceivably be different aspects of one process of perhaps a 'conspiracy' of several processes producing similar effects (cf. Kisseberth 1969) all tend to eliminate unstressed vowels. On the whole, these apply more frequently in conversational speech than in reading aloud. In total, there are 101 more instances of schwa-submerging processes in conversations (all three speakers combined) than in reading; actual figures are reading applications 223, conversational applications, 324.

2. The other very frequent non-word-boundary-sensitive process to be discussed here is flapping. (Stampe 1972:55, Bailey PRO:B-57, Selkirk 1972:197, Kenyon 1935 §163). Flapping differs from the other processes discussed in this exposition in being very nearly obligatory in American English. It is discussed here as a preface to the remarks to follow on unexpected flap-like segments and flap-deletion. This process changes t to d to [ɾ], the element commonly termed 'flap' in English; and n, nt, and nd to the nasal flap [ɾ]. ([ɾ] with the velum lowered), in relatively unstressed positions and especially in the posttonic position.

Examples from the texts: Flap from t:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>word-internal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BN-R (25) water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN-C (19) city</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ-R (13) setting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DJ-C (13) fruity  'fjuːri
RC-R (18) better  'betər
RC-C (11) data  'deɪta

word-initial
EN-R (Ø)
EN-C (Ø)
DJ-R (3) door to  'dɔərə
DJ-C (1) four to  'fɔərə
RC-R (5) go to  'ɡəʊə
RC-C (3) over to  'əʊvərə

word-final
EN-R (37) forgot exactly  ˈfɔrɡətɪkɛktli
EN-C (25) it a  'ɪtə
DJ-R (31) but its  bərlts
DJ-C (20) get even  ɡərəvən
RC-R (32) built a  'bɪltə
RC-C (15) about a  ə'bəʊtə

There are consistently more flaps in the above category in the read version than in conversation for all speakers. I suggest two reasons for that: (1) I am only counting flaps which actually appear in the phonetic transcription, and many flaps are deleted in the conversational version (see below), and (2) Flapping at a word boundary implies planning ahead, i.e. one cannot flap a word-final t unless one knows the next word is going to start with a proper element. This is much easier in reading since no creativity is involved and one knows exactly what one will say.

Flaps from d:

word-internal
EN-R (10) adamant  'ədəmənt
EN-C (5) yesterday  'ɪstərəd
DJ-R (2) body  'bəri
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Transcription</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DJ-C</td>
<td>(3) already</td>
<td>ɔ'ʃeəri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC-R</td>
<td>(6) bladder</td>
<td>'blærd'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC-C</td>
<td>(7) radio</td>
<td>'rɛriəʊ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**word-initial**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Transcription</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BN-R</td>
<td>(6) I don't</td>
<td>ōərən?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN-C</td>
<td>(8) three days</td>
<td>ə'rireəs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ-R</td>
<td>(9) to do</td>
<td>ərəu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ-C</td>
<td>(4) they don't</td>
<td>ērən</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC-R</td>
<td>(1) the detection</td>
<td>ērətɪkʃp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC-C</td>
<td>(3) I did</td>
<td>əiId</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**word-final**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Transcription</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BN-R</td>
<td>(11) would if</td>
<td>ə'wəIf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN-C</td>
<td>(12) side of</td>
<td>'saiəə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ-R</td>
<td>(7) read about</td>
<td>ə'werkəmər</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ-C</td>
<td>(7) could ever</td>
<td>kər'ɛv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC-R</td>
<td>(21) good equipment</td>
<td>gər'rikəlwɛmən</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC-C</td>
<td>(10) old, established</td>
<td>ə'vrɪs'tæbliʃ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Flaps from nt:**

**word-internal**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Transcription</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BN-R</td>
<td>(1) wanted</td>
<td>ə'wəʔId</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN-C</td>
<td>(Ø)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ-R</td>
<td>(2) twenty</td>
<td>ə'thuəʔi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ-C</td>
<td>(1) interesting</td>
<td>ə'ɪʃəstɪŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC-R</td>
<td>(2) center</td>
<td>ə'sɛʔə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC-C</td>
<td>(1) interesting</td>
<td>ə'ɪʃəstɪŋ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**word-final**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tag</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Transcription</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BN-R, BN-C</td>
<td>(Ø)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DJ-R (5) percent of 
DJ-C (2) want it 
RC-R (4) spent about 
RC-C (2) print out 

Flaps from nd:²⁰

word-internal

BN-R, BN-C (Ø)
DJ-R (1) hundred 
DJ-C (Ø)
RC-R (1) sounding 
RC-C (Ø)

word-final²¹

BN-R (10) turned out 
BN-C (7) kind of 
DJ-R (8) mind and 
DJ-C (3) and a 
RC-R (2) kind of 
RC-C (1) and then 

Flaps from n:

word-initial²²

BN-R (20) car needs 
BN-C (14) I don't know 
DJ-R (2) or no 
DJ-C (1) you know 
RC-R (Ø)
RC-C (1) you know
It is commonly assumed that the flapping gesture can be made only between vowels. Malecot and Lloyd (1968:264) state:

A flap is by definition a momentary, passing apico-alveolar single trill necessarily preceded and followed immediately by vowels.

Stampe (1972:55) includes 'r, nonapical l, nasalized vowels, etc.' in the possible preflapping environments, and there are several cases of such in my data:

four to  'fouər
party  'pæri
start adding  'stərədʒiŋ
door to door  'dɔːrədɔr
piled all  'pældəl
built a  'bliːt
old, old  'ɔldəd
There are also cases of other extremely short alveolar stops which I have sometimes characterized with the flap symbol in my transcriptions, although I am aware that the physical mechanism for producing them is no doubt somewhat different. They occur: (1) after n and (2) after continuants (other than vowels, l and r) which do not involve the tongue tip. In the case of n, the tongue tip is actually at the point of articulation for a flap-like sound and only a well-defined oral release is necessary to approximate a flap; this course be thought of as an n with an abrupt release. For example, on the spectrogram of the phrase 'I kind of' by BN, reading style (Figure 2.4) I have marked off the duration of the stop following the n in 'kind', which is approximately 27 milliseconds:

Fig. 2.4. Speaker BN 'I kind of' showing short alveolar stop after n (duration 27 ms.)
Fig. 2.5. Speaker BN, 'Maybe that high off' showing flap before [h].
(duration 36 ms.)

In case 2 above, the tongue tip can move to the alveolar position during the articulation of the previous sound, thus facilitating a very short alveolar stop. Three examples are displayed in Figures 2.5 - 2.7 in the phrases 'that high' by Speaker BN, 'them to' by BN, and 'going to' by Speaker RC.
Fig. 2.6. Speaker BN, 'What you want them to do,' showing very short stop after m (duration 15.2 ms.)

Fig. 2.7. Speaker RC, 'going to,' showing very short alveolar stop after [ŋ] (duration 34 ms.)
2'. Flap deletion. In many environments where a flap would be expected, no closure at all is achieved. This is interpreted here, following the suggestion of Stampe (1972:56) and Selkirk (1972:200), as a deletion of the flap. Examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BN-R  (2)</th>
<th>somebody's</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BN-C (12)</td>
<td>forgot exactly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ-R (39)</td>
<td>but as</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ-C (48)</td>
<td>benefitted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC-R (20)</td>
<td>little</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC-C (28)</td>
<td>better</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[oral flaps]</td>
<td>[nasal flaps]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>'səmbəniiz</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>kind of</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>anyway</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>anyway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>about it</td>
<td>on the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(24)</td>
<td>many</td>
<td>many</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(16)</td>
<td>money</td>
<td>many</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(16)</td>
<td>one of</td>
<td>money</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(15)</td>
<td>getting</td>
<td>one of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(15)</td>
<td>got out of</td>
<td>one of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(9)</td>
<td>want to</td>
<td>one of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>'ti</th>
<th>anyway</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'tĭ̞̂ni</td>
<td>anyway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>on the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m̩̆i</td>
<td>many</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>planets</td>
<td>planets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scientists</td>
<td>scientists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>să̞̂̂s</td>
<td>scientists</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
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about eight
'øt'i

vent out
'ε`a-t

Flap deletion seems to be consistently more frequent in conversational speech than in reading, except that DJ deletes nasal flaps more often in the reading condition.

2.6.C. External Sandhi Processes. Defined as processes which apply only at word boundaries, external sandhi processes are rare in my recordings of connected speech. I will describe below two which occur, one infrequently and one very frequently; palatalization and ʒ-assimilation respectively.

I. Palatalization. This process is discussed in studies of abstract phonology (e.g. Chomsky and Halle 1968:230, Bailey PRO B-21), where it is used to account for pronunciations such as [bebjo3en] for abrade + ion and [kbel[ʔ]] for erase + ure. On a more superficial level it applies when a word-final t, d, s, or z is followed by the glide ı̊ to yield [tʃ], [dʒ], [ʃ] or [ʒ] respectively (Zwicky 1972:280). Examples from my texts are the following:

1. d # i. (total of 5 cases for all speakers)
   
   BN-R would you'23 'u u 3 u
   DJ-R world, you 'y s ld3 u
   DJ-C married you 'mejld3 u

2. t # i. (total of 16 for all speakers)
   
   BN-R that you 'øtʃ u
   BN-C put your 'pr tʃə
   DJ-R hit you 'hItʃ
   DJ-C out you 'mqtʃə
   RC-R what you 'huatʃə
   RC-C that you 'øtʃ

3. s # i. (total of 10 for all speakers)24
   
   DJ-R voice your 'voʃʃə
   DJ-C keeps you 'kiptʃə
   RC-R impedance you Im'pidtʃ u
   RC-R course you 'kɔʃʃə
4. z # i. (total of 7 for all speakers)

DJ-R    degrees, you    ɗI'g4i3u
DJ-C    things you      '0Inz3I3
RC, C and R use your   ɗu3ø

II. ō-assimilation (Hubbell 1950:37). This process is quite frequent in connected speech. It causes a word-initial ō to assimilate to a preceding alveolar consonant or to [v].

I believe this process is different from simple word-initial ō-dropping (Zwicky 1972), of which there are several cases in my texts, usually occurring after silence or velars. Since the words for which this process occurs are a closed class (the, they, them, these, those, that, this, there, then), I will not list specific instances of it for each speaker, but only the number of times it occurs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BN-R</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN-C</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ-R</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ-C</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC-R</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC-C</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In all cases, initial ō is deleted more in conversation than reading, although it happens more than just a few times even in conversation only for DJ.

However, ō-assimilation is quite common for all three speakers. I think the process instantiated below is an assimilation rather than a simple loss for the following reasons:

(1) As a hypothetical example, in a phrase such as, 'Run the quarter mile', which would be pronounced ['run.qæ.mə.kwæ.tɔr.mæl] after ō-assimilation; the remaining consonant from the original consonant # ō cluster frequently gives the impression of extra length, as in the example. This lengthening suggests a geminate consonant consisting of the original pre-ō consonant plus another copy of itself which replaces the ō.

(2) Further, there are cases where ō seems to have only partially assimilated to the previous consonant, for example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Phrase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BN-R</td>
<td>from the  ɓamnə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC-C, DJ-R</td>
<td>from this  ɓamni:s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in which there is partial assimilation of point of articulation and total assimilation of manner;

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Phrase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC-C</td>
<td>at the  ɓtɓə</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in which there is assimilation of place and manner and only voicing remains unassimilated;
RC-C magazines that in which there is again place assimilation without complete voicing assimilation.

Examples of complete ɒ-assimilation from the texts follow:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>#</th>
<th>Word(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t, ɒ²⁶</td>
<td>BN-R (6)</td>
<td>out that aren't the ɑɡt·et ɔntə</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BN-C (3)</td>
<td>that at the ɑt·e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DJ-R (13)</td>
<td>that get these ɑt·cI ɡIθIz ɔt̚θe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DJ-C (12)</td>
<td>got this respect the out there ɡaltIs ɪs'pektθə ɑtθI&gt;r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RC-R (0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RC-C (1)</td>
<td>out there ɑt̚tIw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d, ɒ²⁷</td>
<td>BN-R (2)</td>
<td>head that argued the 'hed·et 'aɡIʃe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BN-C (2)</td>
<td>rearranged the ɹIʃ ·IʃIndθe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RC-C (1)</td>
<td>word that ɣŋ·dIt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s, ɒ</td>
<td>BN-R (0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BN-C (1)</td>
<td>course they kɔs·e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DJ-R (6)</td>
<td>Congress that once they that's the 'kæŋɡəs·et ʊǝseI ɑs·e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DJ-C (1)</td>
<td>course the kɔs·e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RC-R (2)</td>
<td>impedance that Im'pIpsIet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RC-C (3)</td>
<td>effects the ɛ'Icks·e</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
suppose they're
blows the
there's the
cause the
dudes that
bills that
does their
broads that
size (of) the
was that
was there
years there
magazines that
shields the
cause they
in the
in there
on the
seen the
gone the
isn't that
on they
on this
on their
one (of) these
and these
upon the
between the
and then
in the
and then
line that

There are also a few examples of $l \# \delta > 1$ and $n \# \delta > v$, but only a very few; the examples above should serve to illustrate the process under consideration adequately. In some of the alveolar consonants derived from clusters listed above, there is no indication
of extra length (e.g. BN-R 'in the' [INa]), because the perceived length of the elements in question did not warrant it. This suggests a degemination process, which has been postulated for English by both Bailey (PRO: B-37) and Stampe (1972:56) for reasons independent of those stated here.

The example of 'in the' cited above points out that in some cases where δ-assimilation and degemination have applied, there is no apparent distinction between the definite and indefinite article, i.e. 'in the' is pronounced similarly to 'in a'. For elements which flap (see previous section) the distinction between definite and indefinite may be preserved in some cases since it is much less likely that intervocalic alveolars derived from original alveolar-plus-δ clusters will flap than original intervocalic alveolars.

2.7. The processes outlined above constitute only the most frequent ones represented in my texts. Each speaker shows individual phonological characteristics, but a description of these has been excluded since my aim in this study was to determine some of the more general characteristics of connected speech. One obvious omission from this treatise is the subject of vowel reduction as a function of stress, position in an utterance, and style in connected speech. This subject certainly deserves careful attention and hopefully will be covered in a separate paper.

Other questions still to be investigated are 'Given that the processes discussed here generate more than one possible pronunciation for a sequence of sounds, is it possible to predict when one is likely to find a given one of them?' Situations which arise in the texts make one doubt that this is possible.

For example, BN in the conversational text says, 'We would sit in the...in the highest balcony' [yi̯i̯ ̃d si̯tIni...pda'hoĩ̯st'h'wak̯i̯ni̯], where the first occurrence of the words 'in the' is realized as [Ini] the second as [ŋdə]. The two lexically identical phrases have quite dissimilar phonetic shapes; in one word-initial δ has assimilated to the preceding nasal, in the other it has become [d]; in one word 'in' has a vowel in it, in the other it is represented by a syllabic nasal; in one, the vowel of 'the' is [i], in the other it is [ə].

If one were asked to choose which of the realizations were more likely to come after a fully articulated t (as in 'sat' above), one would almost surely choose [ŋdə], since articulation of the sequence [tpra] involves little more than lowering and then raising the velum. But in fact, one finds that the [ŋdə] version occurs after a short pause.

DJ's conversational phrase, 'People not working are getting money' is realized as ['çphipona'ur kprḁ'gIrIn'men]. Notice that the first final -ing is realized as [n], while the second is [ŋ].

These words both occur in the same sentence in the same style and represent the same grammatical type, yet they are realized differently.

Secondly, given a particular phrase, can one expect it to reflect a homogeneous style? This seems unlikely just from the phrase by DJ 'I haven't had', which is realized in reading style as [aɪævʊd], but in conversation as [æɪævʊd]. In the first, the word 'I' is realized as [I], and both possible word-initial h's are deleted. In conversation, 'I', is pronounced [æ], but one of the word-initial h's is fully articulated. One would like to be able to associate style of speech with degree of reduction; but even though the same
phrase in two different styles is realized differently, it is difficult to say which version is more formal or less reduced.

In short, there are many intriguing phonological inquiries still to be made about the properties of connected speech even from this rather limited corpus taken from a small number of speakers.

2.8. Phonological differences between styles.

It is generally believed (see e.g. Kenyon 1935:16 and Joos 1962: Chapter 4) that reading aloud is conducive to using a more careful style of speech than speaking conversationally. This study suggests that except for one phonological process which we are made aware of in elementary school: η > n / # (dropping the η), and which, perhaps because of this educational experience, two of my subjects are able to suppress at will when reading, the phonological differences between reading and conversational speech are more quantitative than qualitative. A given rule may apply more or less frequently in a given style than in another, but a different set of speech patterns is not brought into use. (Perhaps if the subjects were induced to speak unnaturally in some respect, new phonological patterns would appear. The subjects in this study had no restrictions on their speech in either condition except that they were asked to speak intelligibly when reading. See Chapter I). The processes outlined above show noticeable differences in frequency of application in the same direction for all three speakers are monophthongization of vowel plus schwa and flap deletion. In both of these cases, the process was more widespread in conversational style. (It was pointed out earlier that deletion of unstressed vowels is, for all speakers combined, more general in conversational style).

Considered individually, speakers do display differences between styles as related to frequency of rule application. The following chart indicates differences between styles for individual speakers:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Style in which predominant</th>
<th>difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BN</td>
<td>C &gt; -voi / #</td>
<td>conversational</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN</td>
<td>ηNC &gt; ηC</td>
<td>conversational</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN</td>
<td>+fric. &gt; syllabic fric.</td>
<td>conversational</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN</td>
<td>t &gt; r / #</td>
<td>reading</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN</td>
<td>d &gt; r / #</td>
<td>reading</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BN</td>
<td>n &gt; r / #</td>
<td>reading</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ</td>
<td>v &gt; o / #</td>
<td>conversational</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ</td>
<td>aU &gt; a</td>
<td>conversational</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ</td>
<td>eU &gt; n</td>
<td>conversational</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ</td>
<td>v &gt; o / #</td>
<td>reading</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ</td>
<td>t &gt; r / #</td>
<td>reading</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ</td>
<td>n &gt; r / V V</td>
<td>reading</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td>t &gt; ? / #</td>
<td>conversational</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td>aU &gt; a</td>
<td>conversational</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td>eU &gt; n</td>
<td>conversational</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td>ηNC &gt; ηC</td>
<td>reading</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td>t &gt; r / V V</td>
<td>reading</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td>t &gt; r / #</td>
<td>reading</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I have commented above on the unusual frequency of flaps in reading style. For most other processes, there is greater frequency of application in conversational style, as might be expected.

There are doubtless other differences between reading and conversational speech, such as in phrasing (see Chapter III) and intonation as well as number of hesitation noises ('uh') and filler material ('you know') that give the listener cues as to whether a speaker is reading. Style, of course, also associated with features on different levels of linguistic analysis such as choice of lexical item or grammatical construction (see for example Joos 1962, Crystal 1969). These elements may in themselves convey the level of linguistic formality which the speaker intends to utilize with little help from phonological mechanisms.

Footnotes to Chapter II

1. No claims are being made about innateness or about the actual existence of an ideal pronunciation from which all realizations derive their being.

2. See Kenyon American Pronunciation, p. 198 for a rationale for this point of view. "It is a very small proportion of words to which the full vowel sound of the unaccented syllables can be restored without making the pronunciation wholly unnatural and even unintelligible."

3. Kenyon used "r" for the American r, usually represented as [ɹ] in IPA notation.

4. In this paper, I use [ə] for both stressed and unstressed schwa and [ʌ] for both stressed and unstressed retroflex schwa, thus having one symbol each for major vowel categories. Perceptible reductions are indicated by dialetics.

5. Key: The first two letters are the initials of the speaker, the letter after the hyphen indicates the speaking style, C for conversational; R for reading. The number in parentheses indicates the number of times the process was found to occur for the speaker and style given.

6. However, BN consistently pronounced the phrase 'going to' as [gəfə], which, frequently spelled 'gonna' in written colloquial dialogue, is probably lexicalized as a unit in the speech of most Americans.

7. As a speaker of the same dialect as the two Columbus informants, I feel that is perfectly natural to say ['lætə 'mplz] for 'lots of apples', even without a glottal stop before the [m]. However, no cases of eV# + ə [ə] / Vowel occurred in the texts.

8. u is the symbol used in this treatise for a very constricted high back vowel-like sound substituted for [u] by the Columbus speakers in some cases.

9. Although some natives of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania use this process quite generally, as far as I can determine from informal field work, e.g. 'house' [həs], 'cloud' [kləd].
10. While transcribing, I have variously written the resulting monophthong as a fronted back vowel or a backed front vowel.
11. If the initial sounds in words like when, why, where are considered a sequence of [hu], we could say that DJ and EN consistently apply h + œ / _ u; whereas RC does not apply it at all.
12. The striking frequency of this process is a result of its being a possible reduction of the word and (nd > end > an > ə), which all of the speakers use often and which speaker RC uses after practically every span of connected speech, as a filler word.
13. Followed by a labial.
14. I am assuming that [j] and [ʃ] function identically in this process.
15. Name of Latin-American origin: pronounced locally [sheIə]
16. In this case, as perhaps in most, 'schwa' is a cover term for unstressed, reduced vowels. It is doubtful that the second vowel in 'being' ever gets as low as a true schwa.
17. See below for flapping and flap deletion.
18. The fact that flapping (see below) can occur between the period of voicelessness and the following vowel tends to support the idea that the first vowel becomes simply devoiced rather than deleted.
19. One might alternatively claim that t and ð drop in nt and nd clusters, then the n flaps. One certainly can find cases of intervocalic n where an nt or nd is expected, suggesting that a stop-dropping rule in this environment is necessary at any rate. (Zwicky (1972) quotes S. Jay Keyser as suggesting the opposite phenomenon—n drops and the remaining t flaps).
20. It appears to be far more common for the cluster nd to become [n] than go to a nasal flap, which might be described as an extra short [n] (see footnote 19).
21. mostly from and and kind of.
22. mostly from you know.
23. EN frequently changes affricates to simple fricatives.
24. EN does not contribute any examples to 3 and 4.
25. See Chapter I for an explanation of why actual measurements were not done. Hubbell (1950) apparently agrees that extra length is involved: "In negligent pronunciation, the initial fricative is sometimes assimilated to certain preceding consonants. In phrases like all the men...., who's there....., ll, nn, zz, sz (ss) may replace /l/, /n/, /z/, /s/, respectively. The double consonants that result are sometimes simplified."
26. The resulting t frequently has a very dentalized release, suggesting that the tongue has moved forward during the closure. This could be tested by examination of transitions in an experiment where phonetic environment could be controlled.
27. Since EN changes [ɬ] to [d] word-initially at apparently random times in other environments, it is difficult to interpret these data.
CHAPTER III

3.1. As mentioned in Chapter I, there is currently much discussion among phonologists as to the nature of fast or casual speech. Although there is interest in the phonological properties of non-maximally-differentiated speech, there is considerable vacillation of opinion as to whether speed or style or a combination of these serve as a trigger for the reductions that one encounters in natural connected speech for the various degrees of reduction that the same phonological sequences can undergo. Zwicky (1971) discusses possible reasons for alternative pronunciations in "On Casual Speech" and a rather impressive example of variant pronunciations of the same phrase is offered by Stampe (1972:56).

Several scholars have used the term 'fast speech' to refer to relatively reduced sequences (Harris 1969, Zwicky 1972, Stampe 1971: Chapter 1.) It is intuitively satisfying as well as in accord with experimental data (Lindblom 1963, Kozhevenkov and Chistovich 1965: Chapter 3) that as a speaker increases his rate of speech, he has less time to achieve targets, therefore segments may be non-maximally articulated or deleted entirely. Therefore, the term 'fast speech' may be a proper one for speech manifesting many imprecisely articulated forms. But Stampe (1972:1) has made a convincing case for the position that phonological processes are basically mental, although their possible forms are strongly determined by the nature of the human nervous system and vocal tract. If so, utterances showing relatively greater amounts of phonological reduction may reflect an attitude on the part of their producer as to the formality of the speaking environment, and therefore the terms casual or relaxed speech may be more appropriate to describe reduced utterances. However, data from the previous chapter suggested that when texts taken in their entirety are examined, there are practically no differences between naturally spoken texts in two different styles as to types of phonological processes manifested and only small differences between them as to number of times the process applies. The technique makes the assumption that consistent style is used by a given speaker in a given recording situation, though as pointed out in Chapter 2 the term 'consistent style' may be somewhat difficult to define, considering the apparently random variations in phonetic realizations of the 'same' sequences one encounters between styles and within the same style.

In this chapter, an investigation is made of the rate-of-speech characteristics of each of the two styles of speech under discussion. Then a more specific study is made of individual rate and style relationships for each speaker: pairs of utterances containing very similar lexical material and spoken at similar and different rates of speech are examined to determine: (1) whether greater reduction
is characteristic of utterances spoken at relatively greater speeds, and (2) whether utterances spoken at nearly the same rate exhibit differences in amount of phonological reduction, which might be attributed to style.

3.2. The term 'degree of reduction' is rather hard to quantize. Simply counting the number of low-level phonological processes found in two different utterances and assigning a 'degree of reduction' score to each depending on the absolute number of processes seems unsatisfactory since a process which deletes an element completely seems to cause a greater amount of reduction than one which simply changes a feature of an element. Ideally, a reduction scale should be devised, where a value is assigned to each process depending on the number of features it changes, with complete deletion being assigned the highest value and the total amount of reduction of any given utterance scored on the basis of this weighted scale. In practice, however, the designing of such a scale seems to involve many arbitrary decisions. So in this study the admittedly unfelicitous technique of counting the number of processes manifested will be used to determine amount of reduction of a given span of speech. The number of processes evidenced in a given span is to some degree a subjective decision, depending on the theory in which the researcher is working and the possibility of determining unambiguously which processes are in effect in any particular case.
For example, it was found that in connected speech there is a process which changes schwa plus nasal to syllabic nasal in relatively unstressed positions. But there is also evidence of a process which devoices schwa after an initial aspirated voiceless stop (see Chapter II for examples). Supposing then, that the words 'to me' were pronounced [tʰmiː]. It is perfectly clear that they remain a two-syllable sequence, but not at all clear which element is assuming syllabic nature in the first syllable. Granted that this reduction can probably be considered one process, it is difficult to decide which it is. Considering the subjective nature of the decision, the reader may not always agree with the tally of number of phonological processes evidenced in a given span of speech as outlined below. It is hoped that in most cases the decisions will seem obvious and non-ambiguous.

3.3. Before looking into the question of whether reading and conversational styles are characterized by different rates of speech, I will discuss briefly the concept of speech rate.
Kelley and Steer (1949) state:

Rate of speaking is traditionally described as the number of words spoken per minute during a complete speech performance. In calculating overall rate of speech, the estimate includes intentional pauses and unintentional pauses as well as meaningful words spoken in the elapsed time. In extemporaneous speech, the amount of nonspeech time may be considerable. Under such conditions, it is possible for the speaker to have a slow overall rate, yet word utterance within the sentences might be rapid for the most part.
They point out that a similar position had been taken by Jack C. Cotton (1936) who wrote:

Speech rate determinations which are made by timing a speech and calculating the average number of words spoken per minute, although useful for some purposes, are practically worthless in any scientific speech study.

Cotton proposes that a rate in syllables per second be calculated for each syllable in the utterance under investigation, thereby eliminating the deleterious effects of averaging. (He points out that averages can always be extracted from data in the form he advocates.) Kelley and Steer claim that using words-per-minute or syllables-per-minute give highly similar rate estimates since the correlation between the two expressions of rate is about .84. They decide on words-per-minute as a measure in the article cited, with the innovation of omitting pause time in one form of rate determination, sentence rate. They report that their measure of sentence rate corresponds well with subjective estimate of rate of speech.

Another technique for determining rate was used by Osser and Peng (1964): Phonemes -{(sic)=speech sounds} per-minute, in comparing Japanese and English average speech rates. Goldman-Eisler (1956) rejects the concept of speech-per-unit time as a determiner of rate. She states:

A continuous flow of speech rarely broken by periods of silence is felt to be fast speech, and speech the flow of which is halted by frequent pauses of hesitation is experienced as slow speech. The speed of the actual articulation movements producing speech sounds occupies a very small range of variation, 4.4–5.9 syllables per second.

The present study adopts the Kelley and Steer suggestion that only speech be included in determining overall rate of speech. Cotton's distrust of averaging is not shared by this writer, since it seems to me that for example the shortness of an unstressed syllable is predictable from English stress rules and is not to be considered a sign of change in rate, either from a production or perception standpoint. Rate, in my opinion, is a property of a span of speech and therefore averaging has been done on my data. Goldman-Eisler's suggestion was not investigated here, since the 'pauses' in my recordings were very often filled with comments from the experimenter (during the conversation) or were due to interruptions caused by turning pages (while the subjects were reading).

Speech rates are given in words per second, a measure which I found easier to conceptualize than words per minute. The former is obviously easy to convert to the latter by multiplying by 60. Rate was averaged over every phrase as determined by the speaker, i.e. over every span of continuous speech between pauses. Agnello (1965)
calls such a span a 'speech unit', but notes that the term 'talkspurt' is of common usage in communication research. This seems a particularly appropriate term in that it implies nothing about the internal structure of the span of speech, which in this study was often not equivalent to any recognized grammatical unit.

3.4. In the following table are displayed the results of the investigation of speech rate for the three subjects used in this study, including total speech time, total words, number of talkspurts, average talkspurt duration, average words per talkspurt and average words per second, averaged over the entire corpus for each speaker in each condition. Included are the results of a T-test testing similarity of distribution of words-per-talkspurt and words-per-minute values between the reading and conversational conditions for each speaker.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Speaker DJ</th>
<th></th>
<th>Speaker RC</th>
<th></th>
<th>Speaker BN</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conversation</td>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>Conversation</td>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>Conversation</td>
<td>Reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Speech Time (sec.)</td>
<td>344.33</td>
<td>371.92</td>
<td>362.35</td>
<td>347.50</td>
<td>333.21</td>
<td>336.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Words</td>
<td>1674*</td>
<td>1562*</td>
<td>1275</td>
<td>1236*</td>
<td>1498</td>
<td>1453*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Talkspurts</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average talkspurt Duration (sec.)</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>1.653</td>
<td>2.831</td>
<td>2.380</td>
<td>1.926</td>
<td>3.400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Words per Talkspurt</td>
<td>10.94</td>
<td>6.90</td>
<td>9.96</td>
<td>8.47</td>
<td>8.60</td>
<td>14.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>38.70</td>
<td>14.51</td>
<td>61.66</td>
<td>25.36</td>
<td>46.02</td>
<td>94.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-Measure</td>
<td>7.81</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>6.03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Words per Second</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>3.52</td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>4.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variance</td>
<td>13.11</td>
<td>.85</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-Measure</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>-.271</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-.566</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Smaller number of words in reading version is due to deletion of repetitions, hesitation noises, and filler phrases, especially 'you know'.

Levels of Significance for T-Measure (≈ df)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Significance Level</th>
<th>T-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>.10</td>
<td>1.645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.05</td>
<td>1.960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.02</td>
<td>2.326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.01</td>
<td>2.576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.001</td>
<td>3.291</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion.

Several tendencies are apparent in the first two speakers that we do not find for the third: speakers DJ and RC have, on the average, more words per phrase and both fewer and longer-duration talkspurts during conversational speech than when reading. Also, the range of speed found in conversation is more spread than for reading (reflected in variance of average words per second). All of these tendencies are reversed for speaker BN. BN is the speaker of the New York dialect, but this fact is probably not to be considered significant.

There is little difference in average rate of speech measured in words per second between the two tasks for speakers RC and BN while a very significant difference in mean rates exists for DJ.

DJ and RC have a significantly greater amount of variation in size of talkspurt, in terms of number of words, in the conversational mode. BN has an equally significantly greater variation in words per talkspurt in the reading mode.

It seems, then, that this attempt to elicit two different styles has not succeeded in eliciting anything which is generally characterizable as two different speeds for all speakers. DJ shows the only case of conversational speech being on the average noticeable faster than reading.

One assumption that could be made is that the fastest and slowest utterances for each speaker in each condition might show strikingly different amounts of reduction. When the corpora at hand were investigated for this tendency, it was found that instead of a difference in degree of reduction, the 10 fastest and 10 slowest talkspurts for each corpus showed a marked difference in number of words per talkspurt. For each speaker, the very slow talkspurts consisted of only a few words and the very fast ones consisted of a great many. The following table summarizes the findings:
TABLE 3.2.
Fastest vs. Slowest Utterances

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Conversational Style</th>
<th>Reading Style</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average Words per Talkspurt</td>
<td>Average Words per Second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Speaker DJ</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 fastest</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>8.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 slowest</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>2.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Speaker RC</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 fastest</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>5.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 slowest</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Speaker BM</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 fastest</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>7.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 slowest</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Despite the intrinsic interest of the above material, it does not advance the cause of examining the relationship between speech rate and amount of reduction, since it would clearly make no sense to compare the amount of reduction present in a group of phrases with a few words to the amount of reduction present in a group of phrases with many words.

3.5. In order to examine the frequency of low-level phonological processes in these texts, the following procedure was then followed:

1. Cases were found where the speaker talked at the same rate of speech when producing the lexically identical or nearly identical phrase in both styles. The utterances chosen were spoken at rates of speech not differing more than .5 words per second for any given pair. The experimenter compared the written and conversational versions of 13 sets of utterances for speaker BM, 12 sets of utterances for speaker RC, and 8 sets of utterances for speaker DJ, and a tabulation was made of the number of phonological processes found to apply in each case of the pair.

2. Cases were found where speakers used the same lexical material in two talkspurts, one each in each of the styles under discussion, when the rates of speech were different, i.e. there existed a greater than .6 word per second difference. (This decision is arbitrary, but there is no standard technique to determine the boundaries of speech rates, i.e. where 'slow' yields to 'medium' and 'fast'.)

Results.

The examination of the equal-speed phrases showed that there was a small but consistent tendency for conversational phrases to be more reduced than read phrases, given the same content and rate of speech.
For BN, 11 out of 13 cases showed more reduction in conversational style; for DJ 6 out of 8; and for RC 9 out of 12.

On the following pages, I give phonetic transcriptions of lexically similar phrases spoken at different rates as taken from my texts. Following these transcriptions is my analysis of what processes have operated to shape each output and a tally of the number of processes I think have applied for each utterance.

Speaker BN
"I forgot exactly how much it costs"

Conversation: ʔal fə'ga Igzəkli bəq met/ I? kʰasts
Reading: al fə'gar Igzəkli bəq met/ ŏt kʰasts

Processes in conversation: "forgot": ɒ > ʰ ; t > ɾ > ɾ ; "exactly": t > δ/k_1 ; "it" t > ʔ/ۇ/. Total: 5 (t > ɾ > ɾ counts as 2).

Processes in reading: "forgot": ɒ > ʰ ; t > ɾ/ۇ/ ; "exactly": t > δ/k_1. Total: 3.

"And the island is really small; you could probably walk around it in an hour."

Conversation: ni ɘzj endIz JIIl smÇ jw ɾəlI ʔək əndI ɾ əẓ̒̃̄ṇ̒̃̄ṛ̒̃̄
Reading: ɘn əl endəz lIIl smÇ imkñ pʰəbəblI ʔək əndI In ən əẓ̒̃̄ṇ̒̃̄ṛ̒̃̄

"And the island is really small; you could probably walk around it in an hour."

Conversation: ni ɘzj endIz JIIl smÇ jw ɾəlI ʔək əndI ɾ əẓ̒̃̄ṇ̒̃̄ṛ̒̃̄
Reading: ɘn əl endəz lIIl smÇ imkñ pʰəbəblI ʔək əndI In ən əẓ̒̃̄ṇ̒̃̄ṛ̒̃̄

Processes in conversation: "and": ənd > ən > ən > n ; "the": n # ə > n ; "small": l > ɾ/ۇ/ ; "could": k > ɾ ; U > ɾ ; "probably" [bəb] > ɾ (this process or collection of same is rather difficult to classify. It may simply represent an alternative pronunciation of the word probably which has become stylized and therefore not reflect a generalizable process). "in an" > ənən > n. Total: 9 ("would" is not included since it does not occur in both styles).

Processes in reading: "and" d > ɾ/ۇ/ ; "the": n # ə > ɾ ; "island is": ez > ɾ; "small": l > ɾ/ۇ/ ; "can": ən > ən > ɾ; "it": t > δ/ۇ/. Total: 5 ("can" is not included, since it does not occur in both styles).
"very elaborate seating"

"And I'm not like many scientists, I very strongly believe that there is definitely life on other planets."

"And also by using a low impedance you can use two conductors shielded"
"It goes down through your body and if you have any."

Conversation: ɪ ɡɛoz ɡɛən tθuʃ ɡai If ɪə hɛvɪ
Reading: ɪI ɡo ɡɛən ɡθuʃ ɡai If ɪə hɛvɪ

Processes in conversation: "it": t > φ/ #; "down through": nθ > nθθ; θu > θ; "your": I > ɹ > I; "body": d > r > φ;
"and": ɹd > ɹn > ɹn > ɹ; "you": u > o; "any": n > ɹ > φ.
Total: 11.

Processes in reading: "it": t > φ/ #; "your": o > ɹ; "body": d > r > φ; "and": ɹd > ɹn > ɹn > ɹ; "you": u > o; "any": n > ɹ > φ.
Total: 7.

Examination of the different-speed phrases indicated that the same tendency holds for conversational speech to be more reduced, but the conversational speech was always the faster of the two being compared. For EN, 7 out of 10 pairs show more tendency of the faster member, i.e., the conversational utterance, to reduce: for DJ this is true for 8 out of 9, and for RC 4 out of 6. Examples:

Speaker EN
"Yes, the wind blows the wrong way, you can smell it."

Conversation: ɪɛs ɡa ɪn bloz ə ɹn ɡeI ɹn ɹməlIt
Reading: ɪɛs ɡeI bloz ə ɹn ɡeI ɹn ɹməlIt

Processes in conversation: "the": ɹ > d; "wind": d > φ/ #;
"the": z # ɹ > z; "way, you": I + ə > I, u > o; "can":
ɹn > ɹn > ɹ. Total: 7.

Processes in reading: "the": ɹ > ɹ /s/ (twice). Total: 2.

"Yugoslavia I saw through a jaundiced eye, as they say."

Conversation: ɪɡuələvıə ɹ ɛ ɹ ɹn ɹ θu ɹ eə ɹ ɹdɔɹ ɹ ɹI ɹsəɹ ɹI
Reading: ɪɡuələvıə ɹ ɛ ɹ ɹn ɹ θu ɹ eə ɹ ɹdɔɹ ɹ ɹI ɹsəɹ ɹI

Processes in conversation: "Yugoslavia": o > e; "through":
θu > θ; "jaundiced": ɬnC > ɬC; "as": ɹz > ɹz. Total: 4.

Processes in reading: "Yugoslavia": o > e. Total: 1.

Speaker DJ
"I think if J.F.K. was alive we wouldn't have Vietnam."

Conversation: ɬθk If ɬdɛI eF keI ɹ ɹ ɹ ɹ ɬaI ɹ ɹ ɹd hɛvI nam
Reading: ɬθk If ɬdɛI eF keI ɹ ɹ ɹ ɹ ɬaI ɹ ɹ ɹd hɛvI nam
Processes in conversation: "I": aI > a; "think": VNC > VC; "alive": V > ɸ/__; "wouldn't": t > ɸ/__; Total: 4.

Processes in reading: "think": VNC > VC; "wouldn't": t > ɸ/__; Total: 2.

"And it's non-repayable; you don't have to pay it back or anything."

Conversation: ən Iš ənápIpu ɬt hətʰ pei I bəm ʃəIInI
Reading: ən nən IpʰəIpu ɬt hətʰ pei I bəm ɔnIInI

Processes in conversation: "and": ən > ən > ən > ə; "it's": t > ɸ; "non-repayable": a > ə; eI > ə > eI; əl > l; "you": ə > ɬ; "don't": d > r > ɬ; "to": V > -voi / tʰ; "or": ə > ɬr; "anything": n > r > ɬ, nt > r > ɬ, ʊ > h. Total: 9.

Processes in reading: "and": ən > ən > ən > ə; "it's": t > ɸ; "non-repayable": a > ə; eI > ə > eI; əl > l; "don't": VNC > VC; "it": t > ɬ/__; "anything": n > ɬ > ɬ. Total: 11.

Speaker RC

"Because all the time you were on transmitter duty you couldn't relax; I never could."

Conversation: kəs ətəI ɬəzoN tən`təsmIrə duri ɬə kəhənt `Itəks əI nər kəwəd
Reading: bəkəz ətəI ɬətəI ɬə on tən`təsmIrə duri ɬə kə də `Itəks əI nər kə ɬd

Processes in conversation: "(be)cause": a > ə; "all": l > ɸ; "you": u > ɬ; "transmitter": ns > nts; "duty": t > r; "you": u > ə; "couldn't": d > ɬ/__; Total: 6.

Processes in reading: "the": ə > ɬ/__; "transmitter": ns > nts; VNC > VC; "couldn't": t > ɬ/__. Total: 4.

"Oh, you usually get better frequency response for one thing, and they're built a little bit more rugged."

Conversation: ou ɬə jəzəI ɬI bəɬ fuikhyəntsI jəspənts ʃəəəN ɬə də ɬə ɬI bəɬ ɬI? mən əɬəd
Reading: ou ɬə jə ɬə ɬI bəɬ fuikhyəntsI jəspənts ʃəəəN ɬə də ɬə ɬI bəɬ ɬI? mən əɬəd

Processes in conversation: "you": u > ə; "usually": l > ɬ; l > ɬ; "get": c > I; "better": t > r > ɬ; "frequency": ns > nts; "response": ns > nts; "for": ə > ɬ; "one thing": nə > nt; "and": ən > ən > cn > n; "they're": pə > ndə; "built": t > r; "little": t > r > ɬ; "bit": t > ʔ/__; Total: 17.
Processes in reading: "usually": l > l > u; "get": t > ?/__#; 
"better": t > r; "frequency": ns > nts; "response": ns > nts;
"for": ω > ρ; "one thing": nθ > ntθ; "and": ænd > æn > æn > æ;
"built": l > u; l > r; "little": t > r > ø; "bit": t > ?/__#.
Total: 12.

3.6. These data suggest that rate determines degree of reduction in
that given two similar utterances, one spoken at a rate relatively
faster than the other, the faster one will be the more reduced.
But style plays a significant role also in that given two utterances
spoken at the same rate, the degree of reduction is not always
identical, the more relaxed the style usually showing more reduction.
Therefore one must conclude that both rate of speech and style of
speech contribute substantially to degree of low-level phonological
reduction.
CHAPTER IV

4.1. It is suggested by Lindblom (1963) that the production of a given vowel involves an invariant signal or set of signals sent to the articulators whenever the speech producer tries to produce a token of this vowel. The fact that we see variation in the actual acoustic output is, according to Lindblom, due largely to inertia of the articulators, which are affected by the nature of the other sounds preceding and following the one being examined and by the rate of speech which the speaker is using. The following study was designed to investigate the question: "Given a relatively fixed set of environmental influences and a relatively invariant rate of speech, can one detect influences of style of speaking on vowel formants?"

4.2. As mentioned in the three previous chapters, each of the three subjects for this investigation was induced to produce nearly the same lexical sequences in two different styles, once in conversation with the experimenter and once as read from a typed script. A determination was made of rate of speech of each connected sequence of verbal material in each style, the unit of measure being words per second. (See above for a discussion of speech rate. This technique may be criticized in that it does not allow for variation in rate within a given speech spurt.) For this study, the pairs of talkspurts described in Chapter III which contained nearly the same sequences of words and which were spoken at a rate of speech not differing by more than .5 words per second were again examined. (Since these utterances were of quite different lengths, the actual number of them used is not significant here. The total number of vowels measured is recorded in Tables 4.1-4. It was hoped that by choosing utterances spoken at so nearly the same speed the speech rate variable would be eliminated, insofar as it can be in natural speech.

As stated in Chapter I, spectrograms were made of all texts for all speakers; those corresponding to the equal-rate pairs of phrases were isolated for this study, and measurements were made of vowel formants 1, 2, and 3. These measurements were made only in cases where the identical contextual influences were, hypothetically, in operation in both cases; i.e. if vowel V appeared between elements X and Y in one style, it appeared between the same elements (in the same word, etc.) in the other style. It was presumed that with environmental influences being nearly the same for each style, any systematic differences in formant measurements could reasonably be attributed to style.

The measurements of the three lowest formants were made at a point determined to be the point of maximal achievement of the vowel
target in question. If the vowel attained a steady state, the measurement was made from the middle of the steady state; if not, the measurement was made at the point where the onglide ceased and the offglide began.

Two unavoidable problems with this particular type of investigation are that: (1) it is impossible to control for how many tokens of each vowel are measured. Given the constraints that the utterances must be the same length and speed, and that any given vowel must be measurable in both styles in a specific environment (if it is to be used at all), it does not seem practical to further demand that an equal number of tokens of each vowel type must be used, especially since vowels vary a great deal in the frequency with which they occur and the texts are relatively short. (2) Since the above is true and since, further, a little-represented vowel may occur, say, five times before an [ll] and not at all otherwise, the vowel charts made from these measurements are not to be expected to be identical to traditional vowel charts made from recordings of identical numbers of vowels spoken in identical environments. The basic question is whether the vowel formant charts derived from vowels spoken in two different styles differ from each other, not whether they differ from standard vowel formant charts.

4.3. Results. Tables of average formant 1, 2, and 3 frequencies for each speaker in each condition and values averaged over all speakers in each condition appear below. Following them are acoustical vowel diagrams reflecting average values of F1 and F2 for each speaker, with both styles being represented on the same diagram. The fourth chart shows the average for all three speakers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>Reading</th>
<th>Conversation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>F2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ı</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>1868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>İ</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>1505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>732</td>
<td>1468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e ə</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>1514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>606</td>
<td>1081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>516</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>554</td>
<td>1143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o ı</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>1550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o ę</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>1278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ı o</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>1167</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### TABLE 4.2
Average Vowel Formant Frequencies for Speaker RC
(Vowels in Random Environments)

| Vowel | Reading | | Conversation | |
|-------|---------|-----------------|-----------------|
|       | F1      | F2      | F3      | (n) | F1      | F2      | F3      | (n) |
| i     | 373     | 1982    | 2499    | 19 | 393     | 1921    | 2513    | 19 |
| I     | 449     | 1620    | 2316    | 21 | 473     | 1618    | 2487    | 21 |
| ñ     | 425     | 1688    | 2425    | 2  | 375     | 1775    | 2638    | 2  |
| ñ     | 579     | 1550    | 2413    | 6  | 520     | 1567    | 2382    | 6  |
| a     | 615     | 1644    | 2435    | 13 | 542     | 1644    | 2490    | 13 |
| co    | 634     | 1194    | 2209    | 8  | 588     | 1159    | 2363    | 8  |
| o      | 638     | 1100    | 2275    | 2  | 538     | 1175    | 2438    | 2  |
| ñ      | 575     | 1194    | 2256    | 9  | 519     | 1239    | 2406    | 9  |
| ñ      | 370     | 1554    | 2300    | 6  | 383     | 1708    | 2363    | 6  |
| ñ      | 525     | 1600    | 2250    | 1  | 350     | 1700    | 2400    | 1  |
| ñ      | 524     | 1462    | 2411    | 19 | 509     | 1406    | 2403    | 19 |
| ñ      | 459     | 1364    | 1877    | 14 | 476     | 1368    | 1804    | 14 |

### TABLE 4.3
Average Vowel Formant Frequencies for Speaker BN
(Vowels in Random Environments)

| Vowel | Reading | | Conversation | |
|-------|---------|-----------------|-----------------|
|       | F1      | F2      | F3      | (n) | F1      | F2      | F3      | (n) |
| i     | 324     | 1919    | 2410    | 24 | 351     | 1836    | 2501    | 24 |
| I     | 387     | 1671    | 2468    | 19 | 404     | 1675    | 2408    | 19 |
| ñ     | 512     | 1456    | 2419    | 12 | 477     | 1366    | 2498    | 12 |
| ñ     | 650     | 1602    | 2394    | 9  | 561     | 1661    | 2336    | 9  |
| ñ     | 692     | 1138    | 2192    | 6  | 568     | 1333    | 2414    | 6  |
| ñ     | 613     | 1033    | 2675    | 6  | 466     | 1029    | 2763    | 6  |
| ñ     | 554     | 1125    | 2329    | 6  | 542     | 1121    | 2333    | 6  |
| ñ     | 388     | 1275    | 2375    | 2  | 475     | 1238    | 2288    | 2  |
| ñ     | 404     | 1483    | 2516    | 6  | 404     | 1371    | 2283    | 6  |
| ñ     | 444     | 1447    | 2434    | 17 | 430     | 1375    | 2415    | 17 |
| ñ     | 425     | 1396    | 1857    | 7  | 475     | 1439    | 1977    | 7  |
TABLE 4.4.
Average Vowel Formant Frequencies for All Speakers
(Vowels in Random Environments)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vowel</th>
<th>Reading</th>
<th>Conversation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>F2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>340.82</td>
<td>1936.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>428.92</td>
<td>1614.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>534.00</td>
<td>1482.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æ</td>
<td>620.97</td>
<td>1594.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>647.22</td>
<td>1150.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>590.91</td>
<td>1009.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ö</td>
<td>562.73</td>
<td>1159.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>377.69</td>
<td>1521.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>433.33</td>
<td>1333.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>493.85</td>
<td>1419.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>æ</td>
<td>446.87</td>
<td>1348.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.1: Speaker DJ.
For this speaker [i] shows nearly identical formant structure in both styles, as does [æ]. [æ] is both lowered and backed in the conversational style, relative to reading style.

In all other cases, the vowels taken from the conversational corpus show a greater amount of centralization, vowel for vowel, than those taken from the reading corpus. (Centralization is defined here as position relatively closer to an imaginary center of the cluster of symbols representing vowel formant positions on these charts, not movement towards schwa, especially since schwa itself does not reflect a stable target). I will comment later on the unusual placement of [u] on this diagram in respect to standard formant diagrams.

Figure 4.2: Speaker RC.
This speaker also shows a centralized effect for conversational vowels with reference to vowels from the reading style. Except for [i, i, u] and [ö] the differences between the two sets of vowels seem to lie largely in F1: the values lie in approximately the same line along the absissa, but differ as to their value on the ordinate. Again, the 'displacement' of [u] is in evidence.

Figure 4.3: Speaker BN.
Speaker BN shows nearly the same formant values in both styles for the vowels [i] and [ö]. Other vowels show centralization for conversational style relative to reading. The above comments about [u] apply here as well.

Figure 4.4: All speakers combined.
When formant values for all three speakers are averaged, it appears that [i, u] and [ö] have approximately the same formant
structure in both styles. Averaging causes reading [e] and conversa-
tional [e] to seem to have nearly the same formant structure,
although this is not true for any single individual. Except for
the vowel [e], the average difference in the two groups of vowels
rests primarily in F1, as was noted for RC above.

4.4. Discussion. These data suggest that, when other factors
are eliminated as much as possible, vowels tend to be more centralized
when a person speaks in a relaxed conversational style than when he
is reading aloud. Lindblom's theory assumes that given an individual
speaker's vocal tract characteristics, the targets for which he is
aiming, and the rate at which he is talking, the degree of reduction
of the vowels he will produce can be rather precisely predicted. The
results of the present investigation suggest that perhaps, given a rate,
there is a range of degrees to which a vowel target may be achieved
on the average; and that the more 'peripheral' values may be related
to a relatively more formal style of speaking, the more 'centralized'
ones to a relatively more relaxed style. Lindblom's calculations
are aimed at discovering only the upper bounds of degree of target
achievement given a speech rate; i.e., they would supply an answer for
a question such as "When speaking at such a rate and under this particular
set of other conditions, what is the most peripheral possible achieved
value for a given vowel?" One can, of course, achieve less than the
most extreme values, and the results described above imply that whether
one does is, at least in part, governed by the style in which one is
speaking.

For all speakers, differences between vowels in reading and
conversational styles are not large, suggesting that these are second-
order effects and not to be considered at all equivalent to the very
large differences between vowels spoken in isolation and vowels in
general as they appear in connected speech. Fig. 4.4 shows F1-F2
values for vowels averaged over several male speakers, as taken from
Peterson and Barney (1961) (indicated by x's). These represent
carefully articulated vowels. Even taking into consideration the
bias introduced into the data from uncontrolled phonetic environment
and variable number of tokens, it seems that the vowels taken from
running speech are strikingly centralized relative to this particular
set of carefully articulated vowels. This observation has been made by
other researchers in the past, e.g. Joos (1948) and Stevens (1963).

While centralization is found for all speakers in conversational
style relative to reading style, it seems that identical types of
centralization are not used by all three. Let us assume that the
following four characteristics describe a set of centralized vowels,
relative to some other arbitrary more maximally realized set:
1. F1 has a smaller value for the mid and low vowel (causing
'upward' movement on the vowel diagram).
2. F1 has a larger value for the high vowels (causing 'downward'
movement on vowel diagram).
3. F2 has a smaller value for the front vowels (causing 'right'
movement on vowel diagram).
4. F2 has a larger value for the back vowels (causing 'left'
movement on vowel diagram).
Speaker DJ shows, on the average, characteristics 3 and 4; RC shows characteristics 1 and 4; and BN shows characteristics 1 and 3 for conversational vowels relative to vowels found in reading. Thus it is not possible at this time to arrive at a rigorous definition of centralization which might be expected to apply to all subjects in relaxed speech as compared to a slightly more formal style.

The question of the fronted [u], as was noticed in all three of my subjects, is no doubt of less general interest, but may have some practical implications, e.g. for automatic speech recognition. [u] is a relatively infrequent sound, occurring a total for all three speakers of only 26 times (13 in each style). But it occurs in a variety of environments, not only those which would tend to cause a high F2. It was mentioned by House and Stevens (1963) that the vowel [u] has 'appreciable deviation in F2 above the target value' in the environment of non-rounded consonants. They suggest that this is the result of the lips being relatively slow to move compared to the tongue. Examination of acoustical vowel diagrams published by Labov, Yaeger and Steiner (1972) shows a great deal of fronting of [u] regardless of speaking style used by their subjects, although this tendency is not universal: it is common for speakers from Texas, Georgia, and North Carolina, uncommon for speakers from the Northeastern United States. These scattered observations suggest that the tendency to use a fronted or unrounded [u] might be rather common in connected speech. This possibility should, of course, be investigated further, especially as regards whether it represents a conditioned alternation or a context-free substitution for back [u].
Figure 4.4
IV All Speakers

F₂ IN CYCLES PER SECOND

X's represent formant values for Peterson and Barney's 33 male speakers.
SUMMARY

The study described in the last chapters discusses:

(1) some of the phonological processes found to occur most frequently in two styles and two dialects of connected American English speech. The processes described here are predominantly consonantal; a great deal of work remains to be done on vocalic processes found in running speech. Of course, this study is by no means exhaustive even as regards consonantal processes, only describing those common to all three speakers in both reading and conversational styles.

(2) The interrelation of rate, style, and degree of phonological reduction in conversational speech. The results suggest that rate does in some sense determine degree of reduction in that given two similar utterances, one spoken at a rate relatively faster than the other, the faster one will be more reduced. But what might be called style plays a significant role also, in that given two utterances spoken at the same rate, the degree of reduction is not always identical, the more relaxed utterance being more reduced.

(3) The effect of style on vowel target achievement. The results suggest that given a rate of speech, vowels in utterances spoken in a relaxed style tend to be more centralized than those spoken in a slightly more formal style. This finding is related to Lindblom's (1963) theory that given knowledge of the physical properties of a speaker's vocal tract and of the rate of speech he is using, one can predict degree of vowel reduction in a given linguistic environment; it is suggested that style may be another variable, although perhaps a minor one.

This study by no means exhausts the possibilities for research even in the short texts examined. It was mentioned in Chapter II that many segmental characteristics have not been discussed; but suprasegmental characteristics have been mentioned only in passing and deserve much more careful attention, especially stress in relation to the theories proposed by Chomsky and Halle (1968), and Vanderslice (1970). The part that stress plays in determining degree of phonological reduction (examined for vowels in Swedish by Lindblom 1963) should be examined specifically and in detail using as source material naturally spoken connected speech. The question of hesitation noises and their relationship to semantics, as studied by Goldman-Eisler (1961), should be investigated. A study of recent grammatical constructions found in spontaneous speech and of the frequency and types of ungrammatical utterances would be illuminating, as would investigation of higher-level grammatical influences on phonology, as done by Lehiste (1960).

The research described in the preceding pages has certain apparent shortcomings: (1) it considers data from only three subjects; therefore it is impossible to determine how widespread the processes
and stylistic characteristics described are in the American-
English-speaking community as a whole (although examination of
dialect studies can give partial answers to this question),
(2) with investigation of several topics, it has not been feasible
to examine any one in as much detail as would have been possible,
and (3) since all the data was analyzed by hand (after some rather
elementary instrumental analysis) there is a relatively small body
of results, and that undoubtedly contains inconsistencies considering
the inherent properties of the human mind (susceptibility to fatigue,
small changes in perceptual set from day to day, limited short-term
memory, etc.). The first two problems can be remedied by future
studies, which this investigation will surely motivate in the case
of the present author and possibly others; the third, and to some
extent the first two, can be remedied by computer data analysis
since, depending of course on the computer, practically unlimited
amounts of data can be subjected to an invariant set of analyses.
The quantity and kind of results then available are limited primarily
by the experimenter's ability to implement analysis algorithms.
APPENDIX A

The following pages contain phonetic transcriptions of the six texts described in Chapter I. The transcription uses standard IPA symbols plus the following symbols which may be unfamiliar to some readers:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GetString1</td>
<td>becomes voiceless</td>
<td>GetString2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GetString3</td>
<td>laryngealized</td>
<td>GetString4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GetString5</td>
<td>incomplete closure</td>
<td>GetString6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GetString7</td>
<td>simultaneous glottal closure</td>
<td>GetString8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GetString9</td>
<td>released (as opposed to aspirated)</td>
<td>GetString10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GetString11</td>
<td>glide</td>
<td>GetString12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GetString13</td>
<td>voiceless</td>
<td>GetString14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GetString15</td>
<td>very short</td>
<td>GetString16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Parentheses indicate untranscribable sections. Spaces indicate a pause.

Speaker BN, Conversation

1. GetString17
2. GetString18
3. GetString19
4. GetString20
5. GetString21
6. GetString22
7. GetString23
34. ʊnɪncw fərmaést ✂ tʃe
35. ʔɛʔɪʃəŋəəŋəʊ kəzəʊənərəŋ ˌdəbiIninunf
36. ʃə bəsɪkəz
37. ʊtʃəɪəu ˌʃɪfʊɪəŋəhəbəsɪkəz
38. ʃæɪtʃəʊəθəɪʊmbɪnjʊfkaʊʊŋ
39. ɔldəʊsti
40. ɪʊzɪn
41. slʊdɪf’kɛltʊpedəl
42. ʃesɑnɑstilɪnlɪ
43. ʊʃthɪʊmɪəmɪst ˌʃɛrɪzntʰəlɪzn
44. Iznəvɪnənəlɪst
45. bəlɛ̀jʃɪlko,n ʔɪsqəsənəf’Inuahedət
46. ʔæɡ’ʃestəkəlɪjɪqIsfolɪsdθəmɪn’-dəw
47. ʃəlɪkɪnθəqosɨʊmɪst ˈʃɪlʊsəko,ən
48. ɪn-kærɪfs’ɪzuədɪs
49. sɪnəʊɪnθəlɪznəʃ’ʊstəgo1-ɪnkoɪr
50. ərɪguɪnɪfɪtəl
51. ʊیدɪʃdɜzəsфа’ndəmpətətət
52. ʊɛtək’ʃənɪdsəlI’Ikspɛnsɪnəpɛw
53. ɛəvɜɪp’lɔɪf’ɪnʒəʊmətʃn
54. ɛnflɪkədədəskɪts-γ’səm0ɪn
55. I’tsfɪsɪksɪsIt’
56. t’ɪfɪsɪksθəʊθəuzməlɪz
57. Isgonialəskahalual’wno
58. ɪəʊIdnəʊt
59. ʃædədeθ’uəzdiədəfγ’s
60. ʃʊsəmə ʊʔ’ɪnɪrək’lɪməlɪd
139. αἴτω. εὖ
140. εὖ. συνώνομας εὐθύς. ένέπεισθε
141. ἑαύτης ἴδις. ητσεν ομηρίζεισ
142. ταῦτα ὁ ἡλίκος. τοῦ τεσσαράκοντανός
143. τουτέστιοδιελθεῖσαιμεν. ἢκτεν.
144. σταῖτσερενκοσ. ἐστὶν ἀπαλλακτικίζ
145. δεδικυοθεῖσθην
146. οὐ δοκεῖτε; χίλιον μισθοῦ! Ἰνδεδεξερο
147. στιλήπταμε. ἑιθοπαλή. ἑικένει
148. οἰκεῖος ὑπὲρ ἑαυτοῦ
149. αἴςποζεσεισμολ. ξύνεθεῖσα ἱσταμι
150. μαθηματικὴς κοιλανοος ἱδιαίκ
151. ἱναπροφορα. ινδεδεξερο ἰσιλθεν
to
152. ζητητίματα. εἰνανθείσα ἱδιαίκ
153. λαγκουότερα. ἱναινοικάθειν ἱσαλμοντρο
154. ξενύσαλτε. θραπεζ. ἱσινιείκ
155. χαέκκβ. μυσισκόδικηθεία
156. αὐτής μιχαλκαίνεκ. σομερτ
to
157. αἰθαραίδιδ
158. σοδομάδινθήσθαι σφιγ.
159. λαξιφιλήστρουσορ
160. ἴδρενεινθείσα. σουλτζ
161. δακτύλ
162. ἱγκραίλινγκς
163. τεραλάθραμαθε
164. στοι [σ]αμπλήνεισθεράμαθ
Speaker DJ, Conversation

1. შინავთა თანა
2. შიმბათა თათა
3. კანცლართა ავიუან
4. ეტჰორს იარლიჩუხთ
5. ბირთვული შთათილი ( ) სეი
6. ლოკეთი არისელიდაქ
7. ჯო პანთამინიშტეპჰოშუმ
8. პჰუშჰუმინ
9. იუჰოგოთაურიდოშინო
10. იუჰინიაჰუბიუზინს
11. ბათკირამაწუმიურ ეუსკითხო
12. ძინჴორიო
13. ჯო ტინიმინჰენჰერაი
14. ჯ
15. შიბიჰარანელი თმა-ალისტე
16. თიკოე
17. აქჸიმისი აქსინი თუღილითი
18. ინათირო რას ჯო ჯო ჯიუსა
19. ანანამალათინკრისალიგზეი
20. ვერისხუნითი ივათარაჯერის
21. ა: ვერისხუნითი ფსილითის
22. ეურატიაოიფიუმ ( ) ტ
23. პეპ ჩელსიურიტაჰესაინავე
24. ჰეჰოლიაქხითნანი კარკებიუზევსტიფიზო
25. ჰოუჰოტი ქა-თეტიუო
Die Professoren der Philosophischen Fakultät der Universität Berlin haben beschlossen, dass der Kurs "Moderne Philosophie" für die Wintersemester 2023/2024 abgesagt wird.

Prof. Dr. Matthias Schmidt, Dekan der Philosophischen Fakultät, hat erklärt: "Es war eine schwierige Entscheidung, aber nach umfassenden Überlegungen haben wir beschlossen, dass der Kurs nicht mehr angeboten werden kann."
158. jetsoremel 13
159. evnoes.ehca81wvec16e151eizkepl 1
160. tjeInt [jiavad IeirmaIn
161. souasnowi shawkhoubns kisino
162. yievola In outskaldingzon
163. kslam 1
164. (c) 1
165. thum 1 Inp eum
166. ko ̈ ckekkhip 1
167. sotamzih hensa twotse inthain
168. jugabikh 1
169. no11 inonfage
170. akhi7thuobucks ran1yoxgwostau1thuoliatwemze1yen
171. th 1 in 1 "1 1h1h15 1
172. gi1gi1th01yen
173. ( )
174. kipamvnu1ihe1e1rkhent
175. 1eli1esmobite1phxu11yn1hon1e
176. s4z1a1thcun1011ikya1rtsmo
177. 1eli1ezbi1tsen111iz2gobite
178. distop1indebathumantsago
179. 1eli1e1o1g1ahhaed1thi1ez11b1tem
180. ( )
181. no11ib1oth1s1ld1yen
182. azikho1zd1aw11nhi1esz11sam1dam1yen1e
183. i1111a1kspem1eni
184. ne11i1e1o1zo1o1ezh1a1ez11o1z
185. hitelikisits
186. samnabergy sitzathauzy Inyzli Ñó
187. hmpemomnIshphloIseNakhid
188. havabulsitsaelatnived
189. si?n-xurianiksnestitjek
190. epiyUyjekhawpjeiilIsknerz
191. khowphthIuono
192. hichesirijuri
193. mononoosphphulInIromIzèn
194. dalyura zey phsphdesi?sirihina
195. phleisjensusits
196. waimahesirig
197. khourseyuhenhidê-wm
198. Âçi'Iyinj millennials
199. çôzës?olathy?izthe
200. ÊÔsith Fiztwm øesteï?
201. Êôllisaid·eoopjêko;Inîê
Speaker RC, Conversation

1. o'uyeluesegi?be?n
2. fuikuantsi?isponsf?y'um?m
3. t?c'In+y?c'abI'w?rel?I
4. b?cow'?ag?b
5. a'enda?dipentsaponi?Impidnts
6. s?r'tseuy'hu?m'jouionmoni?t?Sh?
7. l?eIn?nja?Ifleudle
8. m?g'goumlou?Impidnts?t?y'g?Ia?
10. sev ?Ihand?dif?th
11. hu?IfialuuzahallImpints
13. foundszere
14. o'yog'aklyIstd?sg'amik
15. mal?k y'foy?ameI?houeiyon
16. abey'ameksjmemetnfifh?fou
17. d?e'r p?m?r?eI'sh?ham
18. onsaiknd onoizntseflaik
19. òme?t
20. kordanazkh'pastiv
21. blthuy'ni?i?akandakty'
22. inios t'akindakty'ontu
23. kindak t'ystaf
25. fuikuantsi?ispons
185. khyaofjuu<Ingl1Isy υσατα
186. aλεγείλεινετ
187. αειαδίσδοταισεωλαίτ
188. ιελυγ'ςατρτάεσελλεμβύςερερείσατα
189. οολατοσελεποιειείςμην
190. ελυχνιαλαδιπέρητσοκερίνεν
The following text contains a partial transcription of an
unidentified document. It may be incomplete or incorrect.

There is a section about communication and feedback.

"Communication is essential for effective learning.

Feedback should be timely and constructive.

Effective communication helps build trust and
understanding between all parties involved."
APPENDIX B

The following pages contain a spelling transcription of the six texts described in Chapter I. The line numbers are keyed to the corresponding lines of the phonetic transcriptions in Appendix A.

Speaker BW, Conversation—spelling transcription

1. we have a list of priorities right
2. of things to
3. buy in the near future
4. some of them I agree with and some of them I
dont you remember the size of our
6. place she wants to buy what she
calls a monster chair for about you know
8. how much I forgot exactly how
9. much it costs and its over at
10. Schottensteins its uh she calls it a monster
11. chair its about so you know two yards
12. wide uh
13. three yards yeah two people can fit on it
14. its about maybe that high off the floor and it has this
15. big square thing you know that you can put your
16. feet on but its covered with fur
17. right
18. uh its sexy very sexy
19. anyway she fell in love with the thing
20. and uh she wants to buy it and I kept on
21. arguing with her about it she wanted
22. I argued the place was too small which
23. of course it is
24. anyway she was quite adamant
25. about it and finally one
26. weekend she completely
27. rearranged the house and moved everything like
28. all the books are in the bedroom now of all
29. places right and uh
30. uh like we have shelves piled all the way half
31. up to the ceilings on most of the walls
32. except this one and
33. uh well she convinced me there's enough
34. room in there for a monster chair
35. and anyway of course now there wouldn't be any room for
36. bicycles
37. Well I would if we got new bicycles
38. right for the time being we've got old
old rusty
used
slow difficult to pedal
uh unstealable
well to me the monster chair isn't uh even isn't
even on the list
but you know she's gotten it so much into her head that
yesterday she wistfully said Barry would you
like to go see the monster chair she wants to go
look at it you know she's already
seen the thing twice now she wants to go look
at it again anyway
we just found out that that that
that the car needs an expensive repair
they have to pull the engine out
and fix the uh gaskets or something
its fifty six on it
fifty six thou thousand miles
its gone the Alaska highway you know
you didn't know that
yeah that that was the uh the first
summer that we were actually married
the Alaska highway oh well its
fine except that uh
tucks coming the other way tend to go real
fast and kick up gravel
and the gravel tends to you know lodge
itself in your windshield
or in your headlights
any anyway your car can get pretty
beat up from all the gravel
basically and of course we went through a set of tires
I'm not sure exactly but you you
figure uh its four days each way
from Dawson Creek to Fairbanks
well no they're not
paved they're uh nil they're
they're gravel roads you know graded
they're they're well maintained
like they they they always have these maintenance
uh they have maintenance sheds you know every
fifty miles or something you know they're always
out there you're always passing graders
and you know people working in the road
oh its fantastic Edmonton a really beautiful city
and the universitys really really nice
and you know the campus is really really beautiful
cleaner than here this place is incredibly clean
I came from Philadelphia
Philadelphias very dirty
yes the wind blows the wrong way you can smell it
90. oh there are a lot lot of uh chemicals and
91. oil refineries and
92. you know petro chemical stu uh
93. plants which are
94. you know you can see them actually from
95. the university area and if the wind blows the wrong way
96. you know it
97. I mean its a nice campus University of Pennsylvania
98. I mean its a big city it feels like a
99. big city its dirty as hell
100. compared with here right
101. oh sure well theres the academy of music
102. which is fantastic like theres no place on earth like
103. the academy of music in Philadelphia
104. like we would sit in the
105. highest balcony
106. the last row back right in the middle
107. its the best seat in the house
108. well I went to sleep at nine thirty you know
109. so when you go to sleep that early you expect almost
110. half expect that somebodys going to call you
111. isnt that so
112. no I didnt trip over the weekend
113. Kelleys Island yeah we were there
114. uh the weekend before that
115. uh you go across on a ferry
116. its a little ferry that carries you know
117. maybe twenty cars
118. fewer than that maybe fifteen cars
119. and passengers and bicycles
120. and the island is really small you
121. could probably walk around it in an hour
122. you can swim and camp there its a state park
123. you camp right by the beach
124. and the waters clear its very nice for that
125. funnily enough I mean its Lake Erie
126. right but the waters clear
127. huh uh thats because the beach is on the
128. the Canadian side right
129. where in Kelleys Island
130. yeah there are good parts of the Lake and bad parts you know on
   Kelleys
131. Island theres quite a difference between the south side of the
132. island and the north side of the island the ferry arrives on the
133. south side and the water looks awful
134. actually it looks like uh
135. I dont know just kind of green crap
136. you know
137. its really disgusting you know
138. it looks like seaweed soup
139. or I dont know
anyway the north side of the island is you know
quite different its very strange
but you know like there are parts of the lake that are nice
and parts of the lake that aren't the way
it stands now of course they say that the whole
lake is dead quote dead
dont know what that means but you know the there are
still fish I mean you know people fish and they
catch fish there
uh I suppose they're smaller than the fish used to be
but the waters clear on the north side like you know if
you open your eyes under water and see your hand
its hard to imagine for an Ohioan right
like nowhere in Ohio can you find that kind of water
yeah where you wouldn't open your eyes anyway
cause the chlorine would kill you
I once broke my neck almost
I thought I did
so did the gym teacher
like he panicked and sort of
said you know run for the nurse run for the
doctor, run for the ambulance
he was really nervous
I landed on my head
on the trampoline I landed on my
head and uh I kind of
like my head went the wrong way
instead of going this way it went that way
I guess it was like whiplash
I suppose anyway I didn't need
anything from it it was just it was sort of
semi paralyzed for a few minutes
you know like you know for a good few minutes I couldn't move
you know that's why the gym teacher was so panicked
oh I felt really horrible but you know
when I came out of it I came out of it you know I'd
realized that I was okay
well what do you say
about three days we went to a
homosexual party where they were shooting heroin
I'm absolutely serious and it was
really nuts
uh we knew this guy who uh
took us to this you know this
party and it turned out to be like that you know
we hung around and there were these people all spaced
lounging around it was really
kind of strange
so we saw them doing it in the back room
you know and they had a pot boiling on the kitchen stove
it was really pretty pretty disgusting I kind of
felt very bad about it
anyway I have happier memories of London

in the summertime but it was like maybe sixty

sixty two degrees very humid kind of

misty and like

walking along and its a you know suburban

London sort of

Yugoslavia I saw through a jun a jaundiced

eye as they say

because I had uh hepatitis

when I was there

I started getting sick on the uh on the train

from Trieste to Ljublana

I didn't know I had jaundice until I was almost

through with it like I

had a fairly mild case they only found

out in uh when I got to Israel

you know maybe three weeks after the whole

thing started they uh

oh yeah yeah it was uh a kibbutz doctor

right I had seen

uh two

Yugoslav doctors an American doctor in

Yugoslavia and a Greek doctor in

Athens and it took uh

dish heck doctor in

this Kibbutz in Israel to

finally diagnose it and he did it by looking at the

whites of my eyes he saw yellow in the whites of the eyes

it must have been a mild case

because there wasn't a day that I didn't uh get

up and walk around you know what I mean
1. we have a list of priorities right
2. of things to buy in the near future
3. some of them I agree with and some of them I dont
4. you remember the size of our place
5. she wants to buy what she calls a monster chair
6. for about you know how much I forgot
7. exactly how much it costs and its
8. over at Schottensteins its she
9. calls it a monster chair its about so you know
10. two yards wide three yards yeah
11. two people can fit on it its about
12. maybe that high off the floor and it has this big
13. square thing that you can put
14. your feet on its covered with fur right
15. its sexy very sexy
16. and anyway she fell in love with the thing
17. and she wants to buy it and I keep on
18. I I kept on arguing with her about it
19. she wanted I argued the place was too
20. small which of course it is anyway she
21. she was quite adamant about it and finally
22. one weekend she completely
23. rearranged the house and moved everything like all of the
24. the books are in the bedroom now of all places
25. right and uh like we have
26. shelves piled all the way up to ha
27. uh all the way half up to the ceilings
28. on most of the walls except this one
29. well she convinced me theres enough room
30. in there for a monster chair anyway of course
31. now there wouldnt be any room for bicycles
32. well I would if we got new bicycles
33. for the time being weve got old old rusty
34. used slow difficult to pedal
35. unsteerable well to me
36. me the monster chair isnt even on the list
37. but you know shes gotten it so much into her
38. head that yesterday she wistfully said
39. Barry would you like to go see the monster
40. chair she wants to go look at it you know shes
41. already seen the thing twice and now she
42. wants to go look at it again
43. we just found out the car needs an expensive
44. repair they have to pull the engine out
45. and fix the gaskets or something its
46. fifty six on it fifty six thousand
47. miles its gone the Alaska highway
48. you know didnt you know that
49. yeah it was the first summer that we were actually
50. married is it hard to drive the Alaska
51. highway well it was fine except
that trucks going the other way tend to go real fast and kick up gravel and the gravel tends to lodge itself in your windshield or in your headlights anyway you know your car can get pretty beat up from all the gravel basically and of course we went through a set of tires Im not sure exactly but you figure its four days each way from Dawson Creek to Fairbanks well no theyre not paved theyre gravel roads you know graded theyre well maintained like they always have these maintenance they have maintenance sheds you know every fifty miles or something you know theyre always out there youre always passing graders you know people working on the road oh its fantastic Edmontons a really beautiful city and the universitys really really nice and you know the campus is really really beautiful cleaner than here this place is incredibly clean I came from Philadelphia Philadelphias very dirty yes the wind blows the wrong way you can smell it there are a lot of chemicals and oil refineries and you know petro chemical plants which are you know you can see them actually from the university area if the wind blows the wrong way you know I mean its a nice campus University of Pennsylvania its a big city it feels like a big city its dirty as hell compared with here right oh sure well theres the academy of music which is fantastic theres no place on earth like the academy of music in Philadelphia like we would sit in the highest balcony the last row right in the middle is the best seat in the house well I went to sleep at nine thirty so when you go to sleep that early you expect almost half expect that somebody going to call you isnt that so Kelleys Island yeah we were there the weekend before that you go across on a ferry its a little ferry that carries you know maybe twenty cars fewer than that maybe fifteen cars and passengers and bicycles and the island is really small you can probably walk around it in an hour you can swim and camp there theres a state park you camp right by the beach its very nice for that and the waters
clear funny enough I mean its Lake Erie
right but the waters clear
uh huh thats cause the beach is on the
Canadian side there are good parts of the lake and
bad parts you know on Kelleys Island its quite a
difference between the south side of the island and the
north side of the island the ferry arrives on the south
side the the water looks awful
actually it looks like I dont know just like a
a kind of green crap you know its really disgusting
it looks like seaweed soup anyway the north side of
the island is you know quite different
its very strange but you know like there are parts
of the lake that are nice and parts of the lake that
arent the way it stands now of course
they say that the whole lake is dead quote
dead I dont know what that means
you know there are still fish
I mean you know people fish and they catch fish there
I suppose theyre smaller than the fish
used to be but the waters clear on the north
side like you know you can open your eyes under
water and see your hand thats
hard to imagine for an Ohian right
like nowhere in Ohio can you find that
kind of water except in a pool yeah where you
wouldnt open your eyes anyway because the
chlorined kill you
I once broke my neck almost I thought
I did so did the gym teacher like he
panicked and said you know run for the nurse, run for the
doctor he was really nervous
I landed on my head on the trampoline I landed
on my head and uh I kind of like my
head went the wrong way instead of
going this way I went that way it went
that way I guess it was like whiplash
I suppose anyway I didnt need
anything from it I was just sort of
semi paralyzed for a few minutes like you know
for a good few minutes I couldnt move thats why
the gym teacher was so panicked
I felt really horrible and you know when I came out
of it you know I realized I was
okay about three days
to a homosexual party where they were shooting
heroin in absolutely serious and it was
nuts I knew this guy who took us
to this you know this party and it turned out to be
that you know we hung around and there were these
people all spaced out lounging around
it was really kind of strange so we saw them
doing it in the back room you know and they had a pot
boiling on the kitchen stove it was really pretty
disgusting I kind of felt very bad about it and
anyway I have a happier I have happier memories
of London too like being very
cool in the summertime but
it was like maybe sixty sixty two degrees
very humid kind of misty and kind of walking along
in suburban London sort of Yugoslavia
I saw through a jaundiced eye as they
say because I had hepatitis when I was there
I started getting sick on the train from Trieste
to Ljubljana I didn't know I
had jaundice until I was almost through with it
I had a fairly mild case the I only found out when
I got to Israel you know maybe three weeks
after the whole thing started they oh yeah it was a
kibbutz doctor I had seen two Yugoslav doctors
an American doctor in Yugoslavia
and a Greek doctor in Athens
and it took this hick doctor in this kibbutz in Israel
to finally diagnose it and he did it by
looking at the whites of my eyes he saw yellow in the
whites of my eyes it must have been a mild case because there
wasn't a day I didn't get up and walk around you know what I mean
Speaker DJ, Conversation--spelling transcription

1. then of course uh its not
2. only him but its the
3. Congress that uh also that
4. thats uh prolonging the thing
5. things we should be you know working on they you know say
6. the hell with I think they should
7. take the put more money in the space program
8. and
9. you know go towards space and uh
10. you know and than the war business
11. but how long as were over there lets get the
12. thing over with
13. oh its benefitted mankind already
14. oh
15. thatd be kind neat now I just uh
16. think the
17. you know just interesting to visit uh
18. uh you know another uh world you know
19. and uh Im not like many scientists I
20. I very strongly believe that there are there is
21. uh definitely life on other planets
22. and uh in fact uh if you read
23. the paper last week that the scientists have
24. completely taken another look at Mars theyve changed their
25. whole outlook on the thing you know
26. I think once they once they get even
27. closer theyre going to change it even more uh
28. cause I very strongly believe that uh
29. Mars does have intelligent life on it uh
30. and is inhabited
31. oh no I just strongly believe it I just kinda
32. well Ive you know read about it and
33. yeah yeah itd be really far out
34. and I think that uh theyre not telling us all
35. that they know about the moon you know thats the thing with
36. our government they keep so many things uh you know uh
37. you know hush hush that you know its
38. so ridiculous
39. yeah yeah you know like theyve proven you get out
40. of this planet here so many you know
41. thousand miles and you look out and
42. hell you cant tell this place is populated
43. I mean uh theres no way of telling
44. you look at that you know and so they send
45. one of these capsules like to Venus and they say
46. well hell its uh its five hundred degrees
47. you know nob nothing could ever live there
48. what the hell you la you know if you land a
49. certain place in this planet here youve got uh extreme
50. cold or extreme heat uh
51. you could say well hell theres nothing there
because you know you got sand or you got icebergs
now what the hell could live there uh I mean
that's so narrow minded
yeah he's promising a lot lot of money
baloney that just you know there's just no way
what you know like he wants to increase uh
the uh the uh good
will what do you call it the unemployment not the unemployment uh
no not the unemployment uh
no not social security the
welfare type of thing you know people not
working are getting money and hell
you know pretty soon the guys going to be
making seven eight thousand dollars a year for sitting home on
their can
no really I mean you start doing something like this and hell
the uh rest of the American people are just going to
rebel and say the hell with it and lets all sit home
have a big party
well hell there's a lot of people that's doing it now I mean
yeah I used to do a lot of door to door selling and its
surprising you know the things you see
you get these big healthy dudes that they're too damn lazy
to work and just you know go and get their welfare
check every week
and these uh you know little broads that
uh have all eight or
nine kids and poppa not home not married you know
oh hell yeah I went to this one that she pulled out a wad
of bills that would choke a horse
well they got this thing now that uh
if you yours you know low income you make four to
six thousand dollars a year or something of this nature
well hell they can buy a place just as nice as I have to live in
and uh you know the government pays for sixty per cent of it
and its non repayable you don't have to pay it back or anything
so you know uh after a while
you kind of start adding up two and two and getting
four and you say what the hell why should I you know go out there and
bust my head working and these other
guys are just sitting back and
you know Mexi thats the one thing I uh really
respect the Mexican people for they don't have any
welfare or anything of this nature everybody
gets out and does their fair share even grandma
and that's also one reason why they have such large
families
because the young take care of the old
no I can't really say that so much but
on the average they usually have fifteen sixteen kids
a family
102. either they dont have any tv or any books to read or something
103. we went in a restaurant you know and a cat comes out
104. you know and he says
105. uno wheres wheres the rest of them at
106. and I says rest of what you know
107. wheres the other fourteen, fifteen
108. well they start pretty early over there
109. they get the show on the road.
110. oh twelve eleven twelve
111. hey they dont mess around
112. yeah its a whole place is incredible
113. I think Robert Kennedy should be president but hes already dead
114. I think he was I think he would have got the show on the road
115. I think if uh J F K was alive we
116. wouldnt have Viet Nam
117. well yes there is but hes in the hospital right now
118. hes a little bit down on the on the you know Negro people
119. which uh of course theres good and
120. bad in all races Im not you know down on anybody
121. but uh you know the thing I like about him
122. he doesnt beat around the bush you know he comes right out and
123. says what he whats on his mind
124. and thats what we dont have now
125. well thats very true its just like this you know
126. town here I dont like that much because
127. its got a lot of you know just petty things that
128. you know that just kind of make you unhappy like those
129. Gestapo police force we have
130. like you know if youre in a you know traffic accident
131. or if you get a ticket or anything
132. or the officers give you a ticket you cant you know say you know
133. cant voice your opinion or anything or youre you know
134. hit you on the head with something
135. yeah if you go to court you might as well just stay home and
   forget about it
136. cause youre found guilty regardless unless you
137. invest some fantastic amount of money in a crooked lawyer
138. but on the other hand uh even though I dont like it I cant
   think of any
139. place else Id like to live any more so just
140. I was so hot uh on going out to you know L A
141. I said boy that a you know really fine place out there
142. from what I read about it and heard about it and couldnt wait
   to get
143. no hell the smog didnt bother me at all
144. its just the fast pace of life you know
145. nobody knows anything you know whats going on out there
146. cause and uh it just uh
147. hell theyre just going twenty four hours a day
148. something like New York but its more spastic out there
149. it a nice place to visit but I wouldnt want to live there
150. yeah its you know its got a lot of irritating
things about this city but
uh I really don't know any place I like any better
I mean you can't have everything the way you want it all the
time so
oh it's nice it's got a lot of new
equipment it's quite a challenge uh
theater business has went uh
computer it's computerized right now
yeah it's automated yeah
and of course the whole theory of operations has completely
changed we have a different lighting
source now we don't have carbon arcs any more
we have a lighting that's called xenon
xenon lighting
three different rooms and six well two
machines per room
kind of kind of keeps you running
some times we have them all start at the same time
you got to be quick
not really no we've got a
control box where we can start two of the auditoriums at
one time then you have to run and get the
you know the third one but uh
its it keeps
you moving any way you look at it
well it was small but uh in proportion to the
uh size of the auditorium I don't think it was that small
well it was built several years ago but uh
just opened about two months ago
well yeah the guy that had it he was a little bit uh
yeah he was a little bit under the weather
no he built this building and
as he closed down he was a you know a multimillionaire
but he didn't like to spend money
no really and as he'd tear down his older theaters
hed take you know seats some of the
seats some of the better seats out of the theater you know
and put them in this place and like he'd have
a blue seat and a yellow seat and a red
seats you know right next to each other
and the same with the carpet you know these little
squares of carpet here and there you know
he was really fruity
no no no they spent pretty nearly a
million dollars worth of sea for the sea seating in the
place yeah they're new seats
very elaborate seating
of course uh when he died uh
beginning of the year well the
attorneys to the you the attorneys for
the you know the attorneys for the estate
they decided to open up the thing you know
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1. of course its not only him but its
2. Congress that also thats prolonging the thing
3. things we should be you know
4. working on they say the hell with
5. I think they should take the put more
6. money in the space program you and
7. go towards space and uh rather than
8. the war business but as long as
9. were over there lets get the thing over with
10. oh its benefited mankind already
11. now I just uh think you know its
12. interesting to visit you know another world you know
13. and Im not like many scientists
14. I very strongly believe that
15. there is different definitely life on other planets
16. and in fact if you read the paper last week
17. that the scientists have completely taken another look
18. at Mars theyve changed their whole outlook
19. on the thing you know
20. I think once they get over I think that
21. once they get even closer theyre going to change it even
22. more because I very strongly believe
23. that uh Mars does have intelligent
24. life on it and its inhabited
25. I just think of you know
26. all Ive you know read about it
27. and I think that theyre not telling us
28. all that they know about the moon you know
29. thats the thing our government
30. they keep so many things
31. thats you know hush hush
32. thats that its ridiculous
33. like theyve proven you get out
34. of from this planet here
35. out so many thousands of miles and you look at it
36. and you cant tell this place is populated
37. so they send one of these capsules to Venus
38. and they say oh its five hundred degrees
39. you know nothing could ever
40. live there
41. what the hell you land a certain place on this planet
42. here its got extreme
43. cold and extreme heat you could
44. say theres nothing here because you know
45. they got sand or you got
46. icebergs now what the hell could live
47. there thats so narrow minded
48. yeah its a promising
49. of yeah hes a promising lot of
50. phoney baloney you know
51. that just no way
52. you know like he wants to increase
53. uh the welfare type of thing you know
54. people that aren’t working are getting money
55. pretty soon those guys are going to be making
56. seventy thousand dollars a year for setting home
57. on their can
58. no really I mean you start doing
59. something like this and the rest of the American
60. people are just going to rebel and say the
61. hell with it and let’s set all all sit at home
62. and have a big party
63. there are lots of people that’s doing it now
64. yeah I used to do a lot of door to door selling
65. and it’s surprising you know the things you see
66. you get these big healthy dudes that are just
67. too damn lazy to work and go
68. and just go and get their welfare checks
69. every week and these you know
70. little broads that have eight or nine
71. kids and papa not home
72. not married you know I went to this
73. one she pulled out a wad of bills
74. that would choke a horse
75. well they got this thing now that if you’re
76. you know low income you make
77. four to six thousand dollars a year
78. or something of this nature you can
79. buy just as nice a place as I have to live in
80. and uh you know that the government pays
81. sixty per cent of it and its nonrenayable
82. you don’t have to pay it
83. back or anything
84. so after a while
85. you know you kind of start adding two and two and
86. getting four you say what the hell why should
87. I you know
88. to go out there and bust my head working
89. and those other guys are just setting back and
90. you know
91. Mexico that’s one
92. thing I really respect the Mexican people for
93. they don’t have any welfare or you know
94. anything of this nature everybody
95. gets out and does their fair share even grandma
96. and that’s also one of the reason they have such a
97. large families because the
98. young take care of the old not because they’re
99. Catholics no I really can’t
100. say that so much but on the average
101. they usually have fifteen sixteen
102. kids a family either
103. don’t have any tv or no books to read or something
104. we went in a little restaurant you know and
105. a cat comes out and you know
106. and he says uno
107. wheres the rest of them at I says
108. rest of what you know the
109. theres the other fourt wheres the other fourteen
110. fifteen well they start
111. pretty early over there they get the show on the road
112. eleven twelve no really they
113. dont mind they dont mess around
114. I think Robert Kennedy should be president
115. but hes already dead I think he
116. would have got the show on the road
117. I think if J F K was alive we wouldnt
118. have Viet Nam.
119. Well yes there is but hes in the hospital
120. right now hes a little bit down
121. on the you know Negro people
122. which of course theres good and bad in all races
123. Im not you know down on anybody
124. but uh you know I think
125. you know the thing I like about him
126. he doesnt beat around the bush you know
127. he comes right out and says whats on his mind and
128. thats what we dont have now
129. thats very true
130. thats just like this town here
131. I dont like that very much because its
132. got a lot of you know just pretty
133. things that just you know kind of
134. make you unhappy like
135. those Gestapo police force we have
136. like you know if youre in a traffic
137. accident or you get a ticket or anything
138. or the officer gives you a ticket you cant you know
139. say you know cant voice
140. your opinion or anything or they hit you
141. in the head with something yeah if you
142. go to court you might as well stay home and
143. forget about it because if youre found
144. re guilty regardless unless you
145. invest some fantastic amount of money in a crooked
146. lawyer but on the other hand
147. even though I dont like it
148. I cant think of any place else Id like
149. to live any more so I
150. just stay here I was so
151. hot on going out to you know I A
152. I said boy thats really
153. a fine place out there from what I
154. read about it and heard about it and I couldnt
155. wait to get out there after I got there
156. I couldnt wait to get home
157. no the smog didnt bother me at all its just
158. the fast pace of life you know
159. nobody knows anything you knowWhats going on out
160. there theyre just going twenty four hours a day
161. something like New York but its more
162. spastic out there and its got a lot of
163. irritating things about this city but I really
164. dont know any place I like any better
165. you cant have everything the way you want it all
166. all the time
167. its nice its got a lot of new equipment
168. its quite a challenge the theater business has
169. went uh its computerized right now
170. yeah and its automated and of course
171. the whole theory of operation has completely
172. changed we have a different lighting source
173. now we dont have carbon arcs any more
174. we have a lighting thats called xenon
175. xenon lighting three different rooms
176. six well two machines per room
177. kinda keeps you running sometimes we
178. have them start all the t on all the time
179. weve got a control box where we can start
180. two of the auditoriums at one time
181. and you have to get the you know
182. get the third one it keeps you moving
183. any way you look at it
184. well its small but in proportion to the
185. size of the auditorium I dont think
186. its that small well it was built
187. several years ago but just opened
188. about two months ago
189. well yeah the guy that had it was a little bit he was
190. a little bit under the weather you know he
191. built this building and it was closed down
192. he was a you know a multimillionaire but he
193. didnt like to spend money and as
194. he tears down the older theaters
195. hed take you know seats some of the better seats
196. out of the theater you know and put them in this
197. place and like hed have a blue seat
198. and a yellow seat and a red seat you know right
199. next to ea each other
200. and the same with the carpet you know a little square of
201. carpet here and there he was really
202. fruity you know they spent nearly a
203. million dollars worth of just for
204. the seating in the place yeah theyre
205. new seats very elaborate seating
206. of course when he died uh beginning of the year
207. the attorneys to you know
208. the attorneys to the state they decided to
209. open up the thing you know.
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1. oh you usually get better
2. frequency response for one
3. thing and they're built a little bit more
4. rugged
5. and uh depends upon the impedance that you
6. want whether you want to run it on
7. a long line you if you do you
8. want to go to a low impedance say thirty
9. or fifty ohms and then you can run it up to several
10. hundred feet
11. where if you use a high impedance
12. usually on the cheaper
13. microphones they're uh
14. oh either a crystal or ceramic
15. microphone and I don't know they run
16. about a maximum of ten feet before they
17. pick up a c hum
18. and all kind of noise and stuff like
19. that
20. cord uh has capacity
21. see between the inner conductor
22. and the outer conductor on two
23. conductor stuff and
24. as it goes in length it affects
25. the frequency response
26. and also uh
27. by using a low impedance you can use
28. two conductors shielded
29. which shields the line from any stray
30. pick up like hum magnetic fields
31. or neon signs or stuff like that
32. so you kind of pay for it but Altec
33. they've always made good equipment that way
34. and they're one of the old established names
35. in the say broadcast
36. business or electronic business that way
37. we used to handle it over to
38. Magnetic Service
39. yeah I spent five and a half years there
40. oh I enjoyed it that's where I got
41. to know a lot of these people up here at Ohio State
42. Preston for one I sold him a lot of
43. parts and Marlena
44. I got to know her through
45. when I was there at Magnetic and
46. most of the guys over in uh
47. oh TELECOM and and even here in
48. the Listening Center little at that
49. time did I know I was going to end up back
50. up here just one of those things
51. Oh I did uh
52. I worked with uh
53. Ray Data Corporation up here
54. I was there about eight eighteen nayah
55. eight months or something like that I was in research and
devolution
57. Ray Data its changed name now
58. and we made uh
59. well we made a scinulation camera
60. for one thing I I was in R and D research and
61. development and uh we design a
62. scinulation camera for the detection of
cancer or malignancy in human organs
64. and it worked on a uh
65. you drank a drink an active
66. a radioactive drink see
67. it goes down through your body and if you have any
68. malignancy or cell something in a
69. uh kidney or bladder or something
70. the radioactive salts would kinda
71. cling to it and then this
72. photocell would pass
73. the rays from this radioactive
74. material would pass from the body out on this
75. photocell and a uh
76. oscilloscope was hooked up
77. onto it and itd actually give you a
78. picture of how bad it was and so forth
79. I did uh design work on a
grea darn things weighed about two tons
80. cause they were s we had lead in then
82. cast iron and everything under the sun
83. and then I did uh worked on the printed
84. circuit board designs and
85. stuff like that but before that then I
86. was with uh
87. oh Doubleyou Vee Kay Oh
88. yeah I spent about twelve years there
89. only when I had to
90. like when now you know or
91. something like but I was engineer and
92. transmitter engineer chief engineer
93. I went out on a lot of remote broadcasts
94. and old Preston
95. there I know you ever have him talking
96. hes still in store
97. but uh I spent twelve years with
98. uh Vee Kay Oh
99. we built a new building out there on Henderson Road
100. new studios and moved everything
101. out there and put in transmitters and
102. so forth and it got to be a
wear and tear on you after a while and nerves
and cause all the time you was on
transmitter duty you couldn't relax
I never could cause always afraid
something would happen and you know
you're just keyed up and
oh I was going to bed when other people were getting
up and the times vice versa and
so I worked all night you know occasionally
and uh maybe get up
for o clock morning and go to work and
well after a while she got used to it
we was on two year two day
weeks of days and two weeks of nights
and if there was maintenance or something
special then we work did a lot of remote
work on various churches and
used car lots and
stuff along that line in
various shopping centers it was rather
interesting but got so you'd have to lug so much
equipment around and
lots of times on Sundays I'd start out at
seven o clock in the morning and I wouldn't get back
home until a eight or nine o clock at night
only long enough to eat dinner
after I got out of that I went down to
Doubleyou Em En Aye and I worked down there
for a couple of years Sundays just for
transmitter engineer and I quit down there
last August it got to be
kind of one of those deals where it was getting
to me a little bit
and uh but I en enjoyed it
some but uh I don't particularly interested in
going back to it
oh the electronics it's getting kind of a narrow
field too any more
uh various like people working
with uh computers or its
getting to uh along a narrow path too
well I was mainly in broadcasting
and it got to be a narrow
field and when you try to get out of it
its hard kind hard to get out of it
that's why with when I went to Magnetic uh
I with tape recorder and so forth
I was able to get out of it some
and branch out but I enjoy
working with uh oh my
hands on things and repairing things
and stuff like that one thing up here
at the Listening Center is something different just
about every day you know
and uh you dont get bored I've got
a million and one things I want to do over there
I havent had a chance to do them and
I'm not worried about that right now
they've had some articles in on speech
in some of the radio magazines that I've
seen where uh
everybodys voice is supposed to have
you know a different uh print
just like fingerprints
well they they've been feeding voice
patterns you know onto an
oscilloscope and then taking pictures of them
for uh comparison
and of course you know they're working with uh
oh where sound can be
transferred now to typewriter keys and
have the letters print out the words and
it it its really coming
of along
yeah thats what uh Professor Bega
was telling me when we were talking about
the Spanish and uh what was the word that he
used tough I think
I think the word was tough
he says that you just dont spell it like it
sounds
and uh I got to thinking about that and theres quite a few
English words that uh
along that line that
you just dont spell right
you use your sound chamber here very much
well Ill bet the tapes made from in
herell be a lot different sounding than
1. oh you usually get better
2. frequency response for one thing
3. and they're built a little bit more rugged
4. and it depends upon the impedance that you
5. want whether you want to run it
6. on a long line if you
7. do want to go to a low impedance say
8. thirty of fifty ohms then
9. you can run it up to several hundred feet
10. where if you use a high impedance
11. usually on the cheaper microphones
12. they're either a crystal
13. or a ceramic microphone
14. and I don't know they run about a
15. maximum of ten feet before they
16. pick up a c hum and all kinds
17. of noise and stuff like it
18. that cord has capacity
19. see between the
20. inner and outer conductor on
21. two conductor stuff and it
22. goes in length it affects
23. the frequency response
24. and also by using a low
25. impedance you can use two conductors
26. shielded which shields the line
27. from any stray pickup like hum
28. magnetic fields or neon
29. signs or stuff like that
30. so you kinda pay for it
31. but ALTEC they've always made good
32. equipment that way they're one of the old
33. established names in the
34. broadcast business and
35. electronic business that way
36. we used to handle that over at Magnetic
37. Service uh yeah
38. I spent five and a half years there
39. I enjoyed it thats where I got
40. to know a lot of these people up here at Ohio
41. State Preston
42. for one I sold
43. him lots of parts and Marlena
44. I got to know her through
45. when I was at Mag there at
46. Magnetic and most of the guys
47. over at Telcom and even here in the Listening
48. Center little at that
49. time did I know I was going to
50. end up here
just one of those things
I worked with Ray Data Corporation
up there I was there
about eight months or
something like that I was in research
and development
Ray Data
its changed name now
and we made well we made
a scinulation camera for one thing
I was in R and D research
and development and we designed
a scinulation camera for the
detection of cancer or malignancy
in human organs
and it worked on a
you drink a active
radioactive drink sees and it goes
down through your body and if you have any
malignancy or cell
something in a kidney or bladder or
something the radioactive
salts would kinda cling to it and
and then this photocell would pass
the rays from this radioactive
material would pass from the body
out on this photocell and an
oscilloscope was hooked up on it
and it would actually give you a picture of
how bad it was and so forth
darn things weighed about two tons
cause they were
uh we had lead in
tem cast iron
everything under the sun
and then I worked on printed circuit
board design and stuff like
that but before
then that
then I was at Vee Kay Oh
yeah I spent about twelve years there
only when I had
to like when now or something
but I was maintenance
engineer and transmitter engineer
chief engineer I went out on
a lot of remote broadcasts and
we built a new building
out on Henderson Road
new studios and moved everything out
there and put in transmitters
and so forth and
it got to be a wear and tear on you
after a while and the nerves and
because all the time you were on
transmitter duty you couldn't relax
I never could because I was
always afraid something would happen and
you know you're just keyed up and
uh I was going to bed
when other people were getting up and
the times and vice-versa
so I worked all night and you know
occasionally and maybe get
up at four o'clock in the morning and go
to work
well after a while she got used
to it we was on
two weeks of days and two
weeks of nights and if there was maintenance
or something special then wed work
did a lot of remote work on various
churches and used car lots
and stuff like that
line and various shopping centers
it was rather interesting but got
to have a
lug so much
equipment around and lots of times on
Sundays I'd start out at seven o'clock in
the morning and I wouldn't get back
until eight or nine o'clock at night
only long enough to eat dinner
after I got out of that I went down to M N I and
worked down there for a couple of years Sundays
just for transmitter engineer
I quit down there last August
it got to be one of those deals where it was
getting to me a little bit I enjoyed
it some but I'm not
particularly interested in going back to it
oh the electronics its getting kind of a
narrow field too any more I was
mainly interested in broadcasting and
it got to be a narrow field
and when you try to get out of it
it its hard kind of hard to get
out of it that's why
when I went to Magnetic with with tape
recorders and so forth I was
able to get out of it some and branch out
but I enjoyed working with
my hands on things and repairing
things and stuff like that
one thing up here in the Listening Center its
156. something different just about every day
157. you know and you dont get bored
158. I've got a million and one things I
159. want to do over there and I haven't had
160. a chance to do them and
161. oh I'm not worried about that right now
162. they've had some articles in on speech
163. in some of the radio
164. magazines that I've seen where
165. everybody's voice is supposed to have a
166. uh you know a different print just like
167. fingerprints
168. well they've been feeding voice patterns
169. you know onto an oscilloscope and then
170. taking picture of them for comparison
171. and of course you know
172. they're working uh with uh
173. where sound can be transferred
174. now to typewriter keys
175. and have the letters printed out
176. the words and its
177. really coming along
178. yeah that's what Professor Egea
179. was telling me when we were talking
180. about the Spanish and
181. what the word that he
182. used tough I think
183. the word was tough he says that you
184. just don't spell it like it sounds
185. and I got to thinking about that
186. there's quite a few English words
187. that along that line that you
188. don't spell right
189. you use your sound chamber here very much
190. well I'll bet the tapes made from in
191. here'll be a lot different sounding
192. than what you make
193. say you make in a regular studio
194. or anything like that
195. cause you don't have any sound bouncing
196. around the walls or any
197. extraneous noises
198. if you've got a good tape recorder that's pretty
199. quiet something like that
200. you might try feeding the
201. some of the audio from here back through
202. an oscilloscope you got an
203. oscilloscope out there haven't you
204. oh you know what it looks like
205. oh boy you can go anywhere from
206. about a hundred and fifty dollars up to
207. three thousand depends upon what
208. all you want on them and
209. what you want them to do
210. Heathkits can get a
211. Heathkit and get a Preston to
212. build it for you
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Suprasegmental Aspects of Icelandic Vowel Quality*

Sara Garnes

1. Introduction
The sources for phonological analyses of languages are frequently provided by data found in grammar books, hand-books, or in articles written on particular languages. Data based on instrumental phonetic analyses may not be available. While this is inevitably the case in historical phonology, it is also often true of phonological analyses of contemporary languages.

In abstract phonology phonetic facts are frequently taken for granted, and verification of phonetic facts is largely ignored. This is due in part to the separation of the level of abstract phonological patterning from that of the actual physical manifestation of the pattern in sound. Because of this separation, however, I have often felt that even though a particular phonological solution may be very interesting, the reality of the final surface phonetic forms is questionable. If the resulting surface forms are not attested in the spoken language itself, the phonological analysis loses its credibility.

If a phonologist attempts to take phonetic evidence into consideration, that phonetic evidence is usually based on impressionistic observation. However, phonetic transcriptions of a given language by different researchers frequently conflict. The variations may be due to different backgrounds in phonetic training and degrees of experience, different linguistic backgrounds or differences in perception. In researching a language one often reads conflicting phonological analyses which are based on divergent impressionistic phonetic observations. The validity of these analyses is also questionable.

Because of these conflicts, whether attributed to the theoretical position held by the phonologist or to the kinds of data available, the results of phonology often become something more to be believed in than believed. One alternative which is available is to allow instrumental phonetic data as a source for phonological analyses. These data can be more objective than impressionistic phonetics allows, although they too are subject to interpretation. The optimal situation appears to me to be one in which the predicted phonetic outputs of an analysis are compared to data gained through instrumental phonetics. The resulting fit or lack thereof can be considered as proof or disproof of the phonological analysis.

2. Phonetic Evidence
2.1. Previous Work
The various phonological analyses of the Icelandic vowel system and parts thereof provide an excellent background for a phonetic
investigation. The phonological theories attempt to account for the present Modern Icelandic vowel system. However, very little is known about the physiological or physical aspects of the vowels constituting that system. Einarsdóttir (1927, 1931, 1949) based his instrumental phonetic investigations of vowel quality on tracings from palatograms and his studies of vowel quantity on duration measurements based on limited corpora. Garnes (1973) presents formant measurements of the monophthongs. No analysis of the diphthongs had been published until recently.

Pétursson (1969-70) presents radiocinematographic tracings of one token of each monophthong. Recently, Pétursson (1972) has expanded his studies to include spectrograms and measurements thereof for each of the tokens in his 1969-70 article. In addition, he includes one production of each diphthong by the speaker in the 1969-70 article. There is also a complete set of spectrograms and radiocinematographic tracings with measurements for one set of the monophthongs and diphthongs produced by a second speaker. Although the presence of the spectrograms and tracings are a welcome addition to the literature on Icelandic vowel systems, there are serious problems with his measurements.

2.2. Experimental Procedure

In this study I measured the formant structure of five tokens of each of the long and short allophones of the eight monophthongs and five diphthongs—a total of 130 vowel nuclei. All nuclei received primary stress and occurred either in monosyllabic words or in the first syllable of disyllabic words. The informant was Olafur Ingólfsson, age 27, a native of Reykjavík, who has made only short and infrequent trips out of Iceland. Taped recordings were made in a recording studio at the State Radio Station in Reykjavík. Wide-band spectrograms were produced on a Voiceprint 700 spectrograph.

I based segmentation of plosive consonants, nasals, and releases on the criteria presented by Haeser (1970). Nasals were segmented at the onset and release of a low, broad, F1 band. Nasal releases were often accompanied by a spike release. Liquids were segmented according to major changes in the formant structure. Fricatives were segmented by either the onset and offset of frication in the higher frequencies, major changes in the formant structure, and/or the lack of voicing in the case of voiceless fricatives. The frication in the high frequencies due to preaspiration frequently began before voicing ceased—in these instances the segmentation was made at the last vocal fold flap.

In measuring formant values it is important to distinguish between transitions and steady states. The transitions vary as a function of the place and manner of articulation of neighboring segments. The vocalic steady state is represented by bands which are horizontal to the base line. This state frequently occurs mid-way in the duration of monophthongs. For long allophones of three of the eight monophthongs, /e/, /ø/, and /o/, there was a second steady state of a minimum of three to four periods in duration before the final transition. For short allophones of diphthongs, the expected second
steady state was not realized, rather, there was a constant movement throughout the latter portion of the vocalic nucleus. In these instances, measurement was made well before the onset of the final transition.

2.3. Vowel Quality

Table 1 lists the mean values, rounded off to the nearest five Hz, for the first three formants for the long and short allophones, which are indicated by an I.P.A. transcription, of the thirteen vocalic nuclei. The thirteen vowel phonemes are given in traditional Icelandic orthography. Nuclei which were diphthongized have two values for each formant. The durations, rounded off to the nearest five ms., appear in the column on the right.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phonemes</th>
<th>I.P.A.</th>
<th>F₁</th>
<th>F₂</th>
<th>F₃</th>
<th>ms.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monophthongs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/i/</td>
<td>[i:]</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>3290</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[i]</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>2140</td>
<td>2885</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/e/</td>
<td>[æ:]</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>2050</td>
<td>2915</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[æ]</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>1960</td>
<td>2835</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/u/</td>
<td>[y:]</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[y]</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>1390</td>
<td>2185</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/æ/</td>
<td>[æ:]</td>
<td>505 &gt; 610</td>
<td>1680 &gt; 1735</td>
<td>2720 &gt; 2685</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[æ]</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>1710</td>
<td>2590</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/o/</td>
<td>[ɔ:]</td>
<td>500 &gt; 590</td>
<td>1295 &gt; 1220</td>
<td>2260 &gt; 2015</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ɔ]</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>2290</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/a/</td>
<td>[a:]</td>
<td>815</td>
<td>1235</td>
<td>2380</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[a]</td>
<td>760</td>
<td>1265</td>
<td>2370</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/u/</td>
<td>[u:]</td>
<td>545 &gt; 640</td>
<td>805 &gt; 875</td>
<td>1935 &gt; 2020</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[u]</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>2195</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diphthongs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ei/</td>
<td>[ɛi:]</td>
<td>525 &gt; 305</td>
<td>1915 &gt; 2175</td>
<td>2780 &gt; 2960</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ɛi]</td>
<td>560 &gt; 395</td>
<td>1880 &gt; 1970</td>
<td>2475 &gt; 2705</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/au/</td>
<td>[ɔu:]</td>
<td>490 &gt; 365</td>
<td>1485 &gt; 1665</td>
<td>1980 &gt; 2100</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ɔu]</td>
<td>525 &gt; 380</td>
<td>1450 &gt; 1495</td>
<td>2250 &gt; 2385</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/aw/</td>
<td>[a:]</td>
<td>800 &gt; 340</td>
<td>1405 &gt; 1995</td>
<td>2420 &gt; 2850</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[aæ]</td>
<td>775 &gt; 685</td>
<td>1405 &gt; 1670</td>
<td>2530 &gt; 2570</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ə/</td>
<td>[ə:]</td>
<td>720 &gt; 400</td>
<td>1180 &gt; 785</td>
<td>2580</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ææ]</td>
<td>665 &gt; 605</td>
<td>1070 &gt; 285</td>
<td>2395 &gt; 2250</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/e/</td>
<td>[æ:]</td>
<td>505 &gt; 370</td>
<td>850 &gt; 735</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ææ]</td>
<td>515 &gt; 385</td>
<td>630 &gt; 805</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>----</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1 represents an acoustic vowel diagram of the $F_1$ and $F_2$ values listed in Table 1. Triangles represent long allophones; circles represent short allophones. Phonemic monophthongs are indicated by filled figures, phonemic diphthongs by unfilled figures. The directionality of formant movement is indicated by lines which terminate in arrows at the point of the measured formant values. A dashed rising line indicates the directionality of formant movement for short allophones of diphthongs which in many cases did not achieve a true second steady state. A solid rising line indicates long allophones of diphthongs and a solid falling line represents three of the phonemic monophthongs which are diphthongs phonetically, having two steady states.

![Acoustic vowel diagram of short and long allophones.](image-url)

Fig. 1. Acoustic vowel diagram of short and long allophones.
The pattern formed by the phonemic monophthongs in this study is in general similar to that found in an acoustic analysis based on productions by a different informant who was also a native of Reykjavík (cf. Garves 1973). The long allophones of all monophthongs are more peripheral in quality, e.g. the long allophones of the phonemes indicated by /ı/ and /ã/ have lower F1 values and higher and lower F2 values, respectively, than do their short allophone counterparts. The long and short allophones of /ã/ vary a good deal in quality, but it is important to note that they represent an end point in the diagram and even the relative freedom of the short allophone does not bring it close to other phonemes. The long allophones of the phoneme /a/ have a higher F1 value than the short allophones. Perhaps the most interesting phenomenon in the monophthongs occurs with the three mid-low vowel phonemes: /e/, /ã/, and /o/. The long allophones of these phonemes have considerably lower F1 values than the short allophones. The directionality of the diphthongization is towards the quality of the short allophones in all three cases. It appears that the initial portions of the long allophones have risen in height and are diphthongized towards the quality of the short allophones. The short allophones are in turn closer to the phoneme /a/ than are their long counterparts.

Whereas the diphthongal movement found for the phonemic monophthongs is lower and towards /a/, the movement in the five phonemic diphthongs is rising and moves away from /a/. The initial portions of the long allophones of the diphthongs share a property similar to that found for the monophthongs—they are in general more peripheral than the short allophones which tend to be somewhat monophthongized. Thus the final portion of the long allophones is, not unexpectedly, more extreme than that of the short allophones.

Viewing the vowel system as an integrated whole, it is apparent that the initial portion of the long diphthongs is very similar in formant structure to the long allophones of the nearest monophthong. This relationship holds for all five diphthongs.

These observations regarding the quality of the vowels can be grouped into three classes based on one feature—that is a feature of movement. First, if there is no movement the long and short allophones will be very similar in quality—noting the exception of /ã/ above. Second, if the direction of movement is downward—as we see for the three mid-low phonemic monophthongs, the first steady state of the long allophones differs considerably in quality from their short counterparts. In other terminology—the high and mid-high vowels, /ı/, /ã/; /i/, /u/; and the lower vowel /a/, are monophthongal and both allophones are similar in quality. The long allophones of the mid-low vowels, /e/, /ã/, and /o/, are diphthongized according to the feature of gravity, i.e. +low, while the phonemic diphthongs are diphthongized according to the feature of diffuseness, i.e. +high.

2.4. Suprasegmental Properties

As was noted above all vowels in this study receive primary stress. Since there is no evidence of a tonal contrast in Icelandic
the remaining suprasegmental feature is quantity. The mean durations of all vowel nuclei listed in Table 1 are illustrated in Figure 2.

(3A) Consonant = Non-plosive

Monophthongs

Diphthongs

Fig. 2. Durations (ms.) of phonemic monophthongs and diphthongs in monosyllabic and disyllabic words.

The mean duration of short allophones of monophthongs is 100 ms.; the mean duration of long allophones is 205 ms. For diphthongs, the mean durations are 110 ms. and 200 ms. for the short and long allophones, respectively. The duration of short allophones in monosyllabic and disyllabic words constitutes half of the duration of long allophones. This 1:2 ratio of approximately 100 ms. to 200 ms. is perceptually far beyond that required for the difference limen (cf. Lehiste 1970: 10ff.). Furthermore, the 1:2, short to long ratio, holds for the diphthongs as well as for monophthongs.

Table 2 lists the durations found for stressed vowels and post-vocalic consonants in mono- and disyllabic words.

TABLE 2
Durations (ms.) of Stressed Vowels and Post-Vocalic Consonants in Monosyllabic and Disyllabic Words

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monophthong Words</th>
<th>Monoph-</th>
<th>Pre-</th>
<th>Plosive</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monoph-</td>
<td>throng</td>
<td>aspiration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ð</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ð</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diphthong</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ð</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ð</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digy-</td>
<td>thong</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ð</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ð</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Modern Icelandic vowel system.
TABLE 2 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monosyllabic Words</th>
<th>Disyllabic Words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monophthong Non-plosive Total</td>
<td>Monophthong Non-plosive Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ñ 115 305 420</td>
<td>Ñ 90 240 330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ñ 225 200 425</td>
<td>Ñ 200 135 335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diphthong</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ñ 105 345 450</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ñ 235 240 475</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The durations are illustrated in Figure 3.

(3A) Consonant = Plosive

Monosyllable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monophthong</th>
<th>vowel preaspiration plosive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ñ</td>
<td>: : : : :</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ñ</td>
<td>: : : : :</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ñ</td>
<td>: : : : :</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Disyllable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monophthong</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ñ</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ñ</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ñ</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diphthong</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ñ</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ñ</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 3. Durations (ms.) of stressed vowels and post-vocalic consonants in monosyllabic and disyllabic words.

Figure 3A shows durations of vowels and voiceless plosives. Underlying long voiceless plosives are realized by preaspiration plus stop. Figure 3B shows the durations in which the post-vocalic consonant is not a plosive, i.e., a nasal, fricative, or liquid. The duration of short allophones consistently constitutes 50% of the duration of the long allophones maintaining a 1:2 ratio, regardless of absolute durations or the segmental environment or the syllable structure. Also the syllable-like, vowel-consonant sequence is consistently of similar duration.

3. Modern Icelandic Vowel System

In accounting for the Modern Icelandic vowel system I propose the analysis illustrated in Figure 4.

![Modern Icelandic Vowel System Diagram]

Fig. 4. Modern Icelandic vowel system.
It is based on a combination of the observations of quality and quantity made above. I posit four heights. An alternative would be to posit a tense-lax opposition between the vowels classified here as high and mid-high. However, no durational contrasts which would justify a tense-lax opposition for these vowels is present. These vowels appear to differ on a qualitative not a quantitative basis. The features round, back are straightforward.

As noted above there are three basic properties of the nuclei—lack of movement, and rising or falling movement. This configuration permits an easy statement of these relationships. All phonemes in the mid-low level are subject to movement—the three internal members, /e/, /ɛ/, and /o/, are subject to falling movement. The three peripheral members, /ei/, /au/, and /ɔ/, are subject to rising movement, as are the two peripheral members, /æ/ and /ɑ/, of the low series. The remaining vowels lack movement.

Phonologists have provided terminology for describing vowel systems in general which is helpful for understanding the nature of the relationships found in this particular vowel system. For example, Trubetzkoy (1931 [1956] 95ff) proposes two terms with associated properties, sonority and timbre. Sonority correlates with the degree of aperture; timbre correlates with properties of localization. With reference to vowel space Trubetzkoy's sonority appears to refer to the height or vertical dimension while timbre refers to the place of articulation or to the front-back, horizontal dimension. These relationships are accounted for by Stampe (1972) and Miller (1973) with the terms of sonority, equivalent to Trubetzkoy's sonority, and color, equivalent to Trubetzkoy's timbre. In attempting to account for the changes found in vowel systems they propose the related processes of coloring and bleaching. Bleaching depalatalizes and labializes vowels while coloring palatalizes and labializes them. Thus, the optimally palatalized vowel is [i], the optimally labialized vowel is [u], and the optimally sonorous or bleached vowel is [æ].

The structure of the Modern Icelandic vowel system proposed here can be described by these features. The vowels with maximal color or sonority, /i/, /ɪ, /ɻ, /u, /u/ are not subject to movement. They appear to provide the anchor points for the synchronic vowel system. Palatalization is optimized in /i/ and /i/ Labiality is maximized in /u/. In the vowel /u/, phonetically [Y], palatality and labiality are combined. /u/ is the most sonorous vowel in the Modern Icelandic system. Thus the most highly bleached and colored vowels do not dipthongize. The remaining, less colored vowels move within the space determined by these anchor points. /e/, /ɛ/ and /ɔ/ are subject to the process of bleaching, i.e. their long allophones gain in sonority: [æt, æt, æ] while /ei, /ɪ, /u, /u/ and /ɔ/ are subject to the process of coloring, especially in their long allophones. The front diphthongs /ei, /ɪ/ and /au/ gain in palatality: [œɪ, œɪ, œɪ], while the back diphthongs /u/ and /u/ gain in labiality: [au, ou].

A physical account of the phonological properties of the vowels in the Modern Icelandic system is possible in acoustic terms. The
notion of optimal opposition (Kim 1966, chapter 7) offers an explanation for the oppositions claimed at the phonological level. Liljencrantz and Lindblom (1972) use the principle of maximal perceptual contrast to explain the acoustic structure of vowel systems. They claim that the vowels with the greatest differences in formant structure are those which are maximally different at the perceptual level and are, therefore, those found in vowel systems. Thus, in Modern Icelandic the vowel nuclei which are not subject to movement are those which are in greatest perceptual contrast as well as those maximally acoustically opposed. /i/ and /i/ have the highest second formant value and /a/ the lowest. /a/ has the highest first formant value. The remaining vowels have intermediate formant values to those found for /i, i, û, u/ and /a/. It is in these non-maximally opposed nuclei that movement is found. The vowels with peripheral values /ei, æ, au, å, œ/ have lower first formants in their second portions, while the value of the second formant is higher for the front members, /ei, æ, au/ and lower for the back members, /å, œ/. The three less peripheral vowels /æ, œ, o/ have higher first formant values in the second steady states of the long allophones. The differences in the directionality of the movement of the second steady states is primarily one of the increase or decrease in the value of the first formant.4

4. Historical Development

In studying a synchronic vowel system it is often illuminating to look at the preceding diachronic situation. For Modern Icelandic one looks to the Proto-Germanic and Proto-Nordic vowel systems and at the role of the suprasegmental features in these systems. Since the rising diphthongs have been restructured to consonant-vowel sequences in Modern Icelandic, I have not included them in this brief survey.

The Proto-Germanic vowel system presented in the handbooks (cf., e.g. Krahe 1960) appears in Figure 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monophthongs</th>
<th>Diphthongs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>long</td>
<td>short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ði æi øe a</td>
<td>ùi u eu ai au</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Proto-Germanic vowel system.

In the monophthongal system there is a long and short vowel series. Five qualities are represented but the system is askew, since there are different distinctions in the low and high vowels. This situation arose when Proto-Indo-European ð and ù merged to ð, whereas Proto-Indo-European a and o merged to a. The three diphthongs are considered to be structurally similar to long vowels.
The next vowel system in a diachronic approach is that of Proto-Nordic illustrated in Figure 6 (cf. e.g. Ranke 1967. Antonsen (1967) argues for a more complex system).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monophthongs</th>
<th>Diphthongs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>long</td>
<td>short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ē</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>ai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>au</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. Proto-Nordic Vowel system.

It is the typical five vowel system with all qualities appearing in short and long subsystems, plus three diphthongs. ā and o had arisen filling the gaps in the earlier Proto-Germanic monophthongal system. Again, the diphthongs are considered to have been similar in structure to long vowels.

The vowel system of Old Icelandic, see Figure 7, reflects the effects of such phonological processes as i-, u-, and a-umlaut (cf., e.g. Benediktsson 1959, 1972, Haugen 1972).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monophthongs</th>
<th>Diphthongs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>long</td>
<td>long nasal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ē</td>
<td>o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>á</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ð</td>
<td>ð</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. Old Icelandic vowel system.

At the time of the First Grammatical Treatise, about 1200 A.D., the vowel system is represented by four subsystems: one of long vowels, one of long nasalized vowels and one of short vowels. The fourth sub-system consisted of three diphthongs which are "functionally equivalent to long monophthongs" (Benediktsson 1972:163), as they had been since the Proto-Germanic period.

The quantity system at this earliest stage of Old Icelandic was essentially that which it had inherited, i.e. long or short vowels and consonants could occur in all four possible combinations, see Figure 8.
Fig. 8. Admissible sequences of short and long segments in Old Icelandic.

Sequences resulting in three different durations existed, if it is assumed that the durations of vowels and consonants were similar. Since it is not the purpose of this paper to discuss Icelandic syllabication, only examples of monosyllables are given.

During the time of what has come to be known as the quantity shift which is dated as occurring in the 15th and 16th centuries (Benediktsson 1959:300), the four possible suprasegmental arrangements were reduced to two, yielding syllables of similar length. The shift can be interpreted as an increase in the scope of the suprasegmental feature quantity. At the pre-quantity shift period, the scope of quantity was the segment, whereas in the post-quantity shift period, its scope was the syllable. Two combinations which were eliminated were those which produced syllables of different lengths, i.e. types 1 (VC) and 4 (VC). These now inadmissible syllable types merged with the two surviving syllable types—2 (VC) and 3 (VC). Consonant duration dominated vowel duration in the resultant mergers, producing the realignments shown in Figure 9.

Fig. 9. Admissible sequences of short and long segments after the quantity shift.

Vowels which had been long developed short allophones before long consonants, e.g. íss [ísː] 'ice' gen. sg. Vowels which had been short now developed long allophones in the environment before a single consonant; e.g. men [mɛːn] 'necklace'. What is perhaps most crucial is the fact that diphthongal vowel nuclei now developed short allophones, e.g. steinn [stɛːɪn] 'stone'. Before the quantity shift diphthongs had been structurally similar to long vowels. After the quantity shift, diphthongs were integrated into the total quantity system and developed short allophones.
5. Phonological analyses

The Icelandic vowel system has been subject to analyses from scholars representing various theoretical positions. Hreinn Benediktsson (1959, 1972) gives a distinctive feature analysis to the Icelandic vowel system from the time of the First Grammatical Treatise to Modern Icelandic. He claims that the hierarchies of the distinctive features were different for the long, long nasal, and short vocalic subsystems. His analysis is supported by the mergers of different qualities of vowels within different subsystems. For the Modern Icelandic system he introduces the feature tense-lax to distinguish the high vowels í and ú from i and u, although he mentions the possibility of considering the distinctive difference between these nuclei to be one of diffuseness, i.e. height, rather than tenseness, since there is a difference of tongue height between these vowels. He notes that tense vowels should have longer duration than corresponding lax ones but states, "exhaustive measurements of the quantity of vowels in Icelandic have not been made" (Benediktsson 1959:302). Benediktsson posits two separate types of nuclei—monophthongs and diphthongs. He accounts for the diphthongization of Old Icelandic long monophthongs, but does not capture the tendency towards monophthongization of short diphthongs or the diphthongization of some of the long monophthongs in Modern Icelandic. He includes í and ú among the monophthongs, an analysis which is supported here.

Haugen (1958) in his phonemic analysis of Modern Icelandic proposes two sets of vowels, one consisting of a simple set of nuclei, the six historically short vowels: i, e, a, û, o, u—the other a set of complex nuclei. Included in this set of nine complex nuclei are two nuclei which appear in restricted environments and the five falling diphthongs, ei, æ, au, å, ø, as well as the two high vowels, í, ú, analyzed by Haugen as /i,j/ and /u,w/. The results of this study indicate that the high vowels í, ú, are not complex nuclei but rather have become aligned with a, a simple nucleus. Haugen does not account for the diphthongization of long allophones of the mid-low monophthongs, e, ò, o, in Modern Icelandic.

Anderson (1969) gives an analysis of the Icelandic vowel system in terms of generative phonology. He posits two sets, one tense and one lax, of five underlying qualities, i, e, a, û, u; í, é, á, ô, ú plus two underlying diphthongs, ai, au. Except for the difference in the number of diphthongs and for the tense-lax rather than long-short opposition, this system is identical to the Proto-Nordic vowel system in Figure 6. Anderson proposes to be able to account for the phonetic level of the Modern Icelandic vowel system. However, his phonological rules produce a phonetic realization of í and ú as diphthongs: [i,j], [u,w]—productions which were not found to be extant in this study. His rules produce a phonetic realization of these segments which are equivalent to those Haugen posits as phonemic. Anderson dismisses quantity as a surface phenomenon in Modern Icelandic. Thus, it is not surprising that his rules do not provide for the diphthongization of the long allophones of e, o, and ú. By translating the quantity opposition of Proto-Nordic into a tense-lax opposition for Modern Icelandic, Anderson misses the "significant generalization" that quantity still exerts considerable influence on the phonetic realization of the Modern Icelandic vowel system.
Steblin-Kamenskij (1960) views the vowel system of Modern Icelandic as an integrated whole based on one feature which he claims cross-cuts the entire system—that of closing versus opening. Evidence supporting his analysis is found in neutralizations which have arisen since the 14th century (Benediktsson 1961:62-87). These neutralizations occur, e.g. in the environment before velar nasal plus stop—the underlying monophthongs are realized phonetically as allophones of the closest phonemic diphthongs or í and ú. In this velar environment, underlying monophthongal a is pronounced as its back-rounded diphthongal counterpart á [aːr̥]. Steblin-Kamenskij correctly observes that all diphthongs are 'closing', i.e. that the second part of the nuclei rises in height. However, he claims that í and ú are also closing. In addition he claims that all long allophones of phonemic monophthongs are 'opening', i.e. that the second part of the nucleus is lower in height. The results of this study indicate that 'opening' is applicable only to the three mid-low monophthongs, not to the low and mid-high members.

6. Conclusion

I conclude with the observation that the combination of quality and quantity is responsible for the present vowel system of Modern Icelandic. Of primary importance is the role played by the quantity shift through which syllable types emerged which required the development of short diphthongs. Because of the change in the suprasegmental structure, the earlier subsets of long vowels, short vowels, and diphthongs merged into one integrated vowel system.

I hope that this paper shows that the practice of subjecting phonological hypotheses to phonetic analysis can be used to support or eliminate rival theories and optimally produce answers to old questions as well as to produce new hypotheses as a basis for future research.

Footnotes

*This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation Grant GS-36252. I wish to express my appreciation to Ilse Lchiste, who read an earlier draft of this paper, for her suggestions, and to the personnel of the State Radio Station in Reykjavík, Iceland, as well as to the informant.

I presented a somewhat shorter version of this paper at the 1973 summer meeting of the Linguistic Society of America in Ann Arbor, Michigan.

1. The durations of the plosive gaps of the underlying long voiceless plosives is similar to the durations of the plosive gaps of the underlying short voiceless plosives. For the four pairs given in Table 2A the differences of plosive gap durations range from 5 ms. to 25 ms., which is below the difference limen for reference durations of 150 ms. to 200 ms. This relationship is similar to that found in an earlier study (Garnes 1972).
2. Some phonemically long nasals and liquids are in fact realized phonetically as plosive plus nasal or liquid, e.g. brünn 'brown' mas. ncm. sg. is transcribed phonetically as brud·n (Einarsson 1949), whereas mann 'men' nom., acc. pl. of mars 'man' is [mænː]. Since the purpose of this paper is to explore vocalic relationships, not to present data on consonant dissimilations, only the two consonant categories voiceless plosive and non-plosive are used.

3. In addition to the treatments mentioned here Kemp Malone (1923, 1952, 1953) contributed to the subject. Analyses of parts of the Icelandic vowel system have been proposed recently by Henning Andersen (1972), Patricia Miller (1973), David Stampe (1972), and Theo Vennemann (1972).

4. An explanation is proposed for the opposite movements of the first formants of /e/, /y/ and /o/ versus /ei/, /ɔ/, /au/, /ʌ/ and /ø/ on the basis of avoidance of merger in my forthcoming dissertation.
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Interaction Between Test Word Duration and Length of Utterance

Ilse Lehiste

The present paper is part of a general study of speech prosody in which I have been engaged for a number of years. The study concerns itself primarily with durational aspects of spoken English. The specific topic discussed below is the interaction between test word duration and length of utterance.

It has been found that in Swedish and Dutch, the duration of a syllable nucleus decreases as the number of syllables which remain to be produced in the word at the beginning of the syllable concerned increases. Lindblom and Rapp, analyzing nonsense words uttered in isolation by speakers of Swedish, found that the durations of stressed long vowels ranged from about 350 milliseconds in monosyllables to about 200 msec when three syllables followed. Analyzing nonsense words spoken in isolation by Dutch informants, Nootenboom observed durations of long vowels ranging from more than 200 msec in monosyllables to about 100 msec in the first syllable of words with four syllables. The question naturally arises whether the phenomenon is restricted to word level, or whether the principle might apply at the level of sentences. A further question that seems worthy of exploration is the question whether the results might conceivably be different if semantically acceptable words are used instead of nonsense words. Partial answers to both questions are presented in this paper.

Four sets of test words were used in the study. Two of the sets were similar to those used by Lindblom and Nootenboom. These lists consisted of monosyllabic, disyllabic and trisyllabic words made up of the syllables big and bag in one list and big and back in the other list. All possible stress placements were represented. The lists contained 34 words each. The third list contained 34 English words, selected to match the described nonsense words with regard to syllable length and stress placement. The fourth list (subdivided into 4a and 4b) contained ten words in which the unstressed syllable he was combined with the stressed syllables big and bag in disyllabic and trisyllabic words, and ten similar words in which the unstressed syllable he was combined with the stressed syllables big and back. List four thus comprised 20 words; all four lists together contained 122 words.

These test words were placed in three frames: a short frame, "Say ... instead", and two long frames, in which the test word appeared either near the beginning of the utterance or near its end. The first long frame was "Sometimes it's useful to say the word ... instead". The second long frame was "The word ... is sometimes a useful example".
In the short frame and the first long frame, the test words were followed only by the disyllabic word "instead"; the words were thus at an equal distance from the end of the utterance. However, in the short frame they were preceded by one syllable, and in the long frame by nine syllables. In the second long frame, the test words were preceded by two syllables and followed by nine syllables.

The lists of words were read by three informants in the three given frames. Each informant produced 356 utterances, for a total of 1098 utterances. The informants were graduate students familiar with recording equipment and used to a laboratory environment. The records were made in an anechoic chamber, processed through a Frøkjær-Jensen trans-pitch meter and intensity meter, and displayed on a Mingograf operated at a speed of 10 centimeters per second. Measurements were made from Mingograms using generally known techniques. The duplex oscillograms produced by the experimental setup served as the principal basis for segmentation.

Since the main concern of the present study is the interaction between word duration and length of utterance, the duration of syllable nuclei within the different syllables of the test words will not be treated in this context. The basic units will be frames and word lists. Average word durations will be reported for each list; it should be kept in mind that words of one, two and three syllables have been averaged together within each list, and the average word duration for a given list is thus a somewhat abstract concept.

Tables 1, 2 and 3 present the average durations of the test words in the four lists as a function of the length of the frame.

**TABLE 1**

Average durations, in milliseconds, of test words produced in three frames by speaker SG.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>List 1 Words</th>
<th>List 2 bigbag</th>
<th>List 3 bickback</th>
<th>List 4a bebig</th>
<th>List 4b bebick</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frame 1: Sometimes it's useful to say the word ... instead</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>656</td>
<td>663</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>558</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame 2: The word ... is sometimes a useful example</td>
<td>551</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>701</td>
<td>563</td>
<td>528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame 3: Say ... instead</td>
<td>586</td>
<td>755</td>
<td>761</td>
<td>607</td>
<td>601</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE 2
Average durations, in milliseconds, of test words produced in three frames by speaker LS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>List 1 Words</th>
<th>List 2 bigbag</th>
<th>List 3 bickback</th>
<th>List 4a bebig</th>
<th>List 4b bebick</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frame 1: Sometimes</td>
<td>546</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>584</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>it's useful to say</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the word ... instead</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame 2: The word</td>
<td>537</td>
<td>565</td>
<td>571</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>496</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... is sometimes a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>useful example</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame 3: Say ...</td>
<td>562</td>
<td>658</td>
<td>615</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instead</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 3
Average durations, in milliseconds, of test words produced in three frames by speaker PM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>List 1 Words</th>
<th>List 2 bigbag</th>
<th>List 3 bickback</th>
<th>List 4a bebig</th>
<th>List 4b bebick</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frame 1: Sometimes</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>771</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>596</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>it's useful to say</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the word ... instead</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame 2: The word</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>862</td>
<td>806</td>
<td>624</td>
<td>614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... is sometimes a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>useful example</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame 3: Say ...</td>
<td>539</td>
<td>842</td>
<td>831</td>
<td>663</td>
<td>639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instead</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 summarizes the information for the three speakers.
In the tables, List 4 is separated into 4a (containing stressed syllables with voiced final plosives) and 4b (containing stressed syllables with voiceless final plosives). A representative disyllabic word is given at the top of each column to illustrate the word types contained in each list.

A general observation may be made concerning the data for all three speakers: test words tend to be longest in the frame "Say ... instead". For speakers SG and LS, this is the case for all lists; for speaker PM, the test words are longest in the frame "Say ... instead"
in two out of four instances. In this frame as well as in the frame "Sometimes it's useful to say the word ... instead", the test words were followed by the same word, "instead". If the duration of the words depends on the number of syllables that remain to be produced in the utterance, test words should have the same duration in both frames. However, with only one exception (out of 12 instances), test words were found to be longer in the frame "Say ... instead". It seems obvious that the number of syllables remaining to be produced in the utterance does not fully determine the duration of the test words.

The frame "The word ... is sometimes a useful example" places the test words in a position in which nine syllables remain to be produced in the utterance. If the hypothesis to be tested holds, the test words should be shortest in this frame. This is true in one case out of four for speaker SG and in no instances for speaker FM. Only speaker LS has three cases out of four in which the test words are shortest in the frame in which the largest number of syllables follow the test word.

Individual variations are leveled off when all four lists and all three speakers are averaged together. Figure 1 shows the results graphically. The average durations, in milliseconds, are given inside the bars reproduced on the figure. The overall average duration of the test words was greatest in the frame "Say ... instead", noticeably smaller in the frame "The word ... is sometimes a useful example", and slightly smaller still in the frame "Sometimes it's useful to say the word ... instead". This result appears somewhat paradoxical: if the hypothesis would hold, we would expect the words to have the same duration when only the word "instead" follows, and we would expect the words to be shortest in the frame in which nine syllables follow rather than two. Clearly the results cannot be explained in terms of the number of syllables that remain to be produced in the utterance.

The apparent paradox can be solved by looking at the duration of complete utterances. Tables 4, 5, and 6 present average durations of the frame as a function of test word type and list for each of the three speakers; Figure 2 summarizes the information for all three speakers and four lists.
TABLE 4

Average durations, in milliseconds, of test words and frames in utterances produced by speaker SG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame and list</th>
<th>Duration of preceding part</th>
<th>Duration of word</th>
<th>Duration of following part</th>
<th>Total duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frame 1: Sometimes it's useful to say the word ... instead</td>
<td>1482</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>2603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words</td>
<td>1470</td>
<td>656</td>
<td>509</td>
<td>2636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bigbag</td>
<td>1460</td>
<td>663</td>
<td>506</td>
<td>2628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bickback</td>
<td>1467</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>559</td>
<td>2592</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bebig</td>
<td>1476</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>2376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall average</td>
<td>1471</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>539</td>
<td>2607</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Frame 2: The word ... is sometimes a useful example | 233 | 551 | 1564 | 2348 |
| Words | 247 | 668 | 1545 | 2460 |
| bigbag | 248 | 701 | 1566 | 2515 |
| bickback | 245 | 563 | 1598 | 2406 |
| bebig | 249 | 528 | 1603 | 2380 |
| Overall average | 244 | 602 | 1575 | 2421 |

<p>| Frame 3: Say ... instead | 191 | 586 | 601 | 1379 |
| Words | 177 | 755 | 567 | 1499 |
| bigbag | 197 | 761 | 606 | 1564 |
| bickback | 197 | 607 | 648 | 1452 |
| bebig | 197 | 601 | 611 | 1409 |
| Overall average | 192 | 662 | 607 | 1461 |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame and list</th>
<th>Duration of preceding part</th>
<th>Duration of word</th>
<th>Duration of following part</th>
<th>Total duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frame 1: Sometimes it's useful to say the word ... instead</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words</td>
<td>1629</td>
<td>546</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>2750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bigbag</td>
<td>1576</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>549</td>
<td>2701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bickback</td>
<td>1578</td>
<td>584</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>2696</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bebig</td>
<td>1566</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>558</td>
<td>2600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bebick</td>
<td>1572</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>2582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall average</td>
<td>1584</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>551</td>
<td>2666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame 2: The word ... is sometimes a useful example</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>537</td>
<td>1588</td>
<td>2393</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bigbag</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>565</td>
<td>1540</td>
<td>2358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bickback</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>571</td>
<td>1504</td>
<td>2298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bebig</td>
<td>239</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>1546</td>
<td>2248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bebick</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>1528</td>
<td>2262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall average</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>526</td>
<td>1541</td>
<td>2311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame 3: Say ... instead</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>562</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>1381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bigbag</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>658</td>
<td>601</td>
<td>1463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bickback</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>615</td>
<td>576</td>
<td>1361</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bebig</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>623</td>
<td>1340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bebick</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>594</td>
<td>1292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall average</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>1367</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE 6
Average durations, in milliseconds, of test words and frames in utterances produced by speaker PM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame and list</th>
<th>Duration of preceding part</th>
<th>Duration of word</th>
<th>Duration of following part</th>
<th>Total duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frame 1: Sometimes it's useful to say the word ... instead</td>
<td>1760</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>2856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words</td>
<td>bigbag</td>
<td>1612</td>
<td>771</td>
<td>506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bickback</td>
<td>1619</td>
<td>770</td>
<td>486</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bebig</td>
<td>1638</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bebick</td>
<td>1608</td>
<td>596</td>
<td>478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall average</td>
<td>1647</td>
<td>663</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>2809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame 2: The word ... is sometimes a useful example</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>1647</td>
<td>2523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words</td>
<td>bigbag</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>862</td>
<td>1664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bickback</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>806</td>
<td>1666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bebig</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>624</td>
<td>1677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bebick</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>614</td>
<td>1674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall average</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>701</td>
<td>1665</td>
<td>2663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frame 3: Say ... instead</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>539</td>
<td>549</td>
<td>1269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words</td>
<td>bigbag</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>842</td>
<td>525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bickback</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>831</td>
<td>503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bebig</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>663</td>
<td>544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>bebick</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>639</td>
<td>548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall average</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>703</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>1417</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For all three speakers, the duration of the whole utterance (comprising the test word and the frame) was shortest for "Say ... instead", followed by "The word ... is sometimes a useful example". When the word durations are averaged over the different lists, the duration of the words is inversely correlated with the length of the total utterance, so that the test words appear longest in the shortest utterance ("Say ... instead") and shortest in the longest utterance ("Sometimes it's useful to say the word ... instead"). This observation is supported by the fact that the duration of the word "instead" is likewise inversely correlated with the length of the utterance: in the short utterance, the duration of "instead" is greater by approximately 50 milliseconds, which is a difference of the same order of magnitude as was found for the test words.
The results of the study thus indicate that the duration of test words depends on total duration of the utterance rather than on the position of the test word within the utterance. A number of other conclusions may be drawn from these results.

I have often heard the comment that test words produced in a frame are really treated by the speakers as if they were produced in isolation, and that the use of frame sentences to simulate real utterances is at best a self-deception. I would have been convinced of that if the duration of the test words would have turned out to be completely independent of the duration of the frames in which the test words were embedded. The way the duration of the test words seems to interact with the duration of the frames shows clearly that the speakers integrate the test words into the utterance at the level at which the time program for the whole sentence is generated.

The test word lists used in this study contained both real English words and words made up of nonsense syllables. As far as interaction with the duration of the frames is concerned, there was no difference in the treatment of real words and nonsense words; both were integrated with the frame in the same way. Thus the study has also produced some evidence that at least for the investigation of the durational aspects of speech, the use of frame sentences and nonsense words may be considered justified.

Footnotes

1. The study has been supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant G5-31494 #2. A preliminary version of this paper was presented at the 86th meeting of the Acoustical Society of America on October 30, 1973, at Los Angeles.


Fig. 1. Average duration of test words in different frames, averaged for three speakers.
Fig. 2. Average duration of test utterances, averaged for three speakers.
Variability in the Production of Suprasegmental Patterns

Ilse Lehiste

This paper is an exploratory study of variability in the production of suprasegmental patterns. It has been observed before that in repeated productions of test words containing sounds whose duration is linguistically contrastive, native speakers are capable of great regularity in producing these repetitions. In one such study, Nootteboom (1972) observed regularities both in the production of spoken utterances and in adjusting the durations of synthetic segments to match an internal standard. His speakers produced Dutch nonsense words with long and short vowels, achieving standard deviations ranging from 2.3 to 9 msec. In adjusting the durations of synthetic vowels to produce words with phonemically long and short vowels, Nootteboom's subjects showed similar accuracy: standard deviations ranged from 1.7 msec for short vowels and 4 msec for long vowels (for the best subject) to 7 msec for short vowels and 9 msec for long vowels.

In Nootteboom's studies, it was the vowel whose duration was contrastive. In the present study, I investigated disyllabic Estonian words in which either the duration of the first vowel or the duration of the intervocalic consonant was contrastive, as well as words in which the duration of the first vowel co-varies with that of the intervocalic consonant. The question is then to what extent the fact that both the durations of the vowel and the consonant are contrastive may influence their variability. A second question introduced in this study concerns the importance of nativeness in the extent of variability.

In an earlier study (Lehiste, Morton and Tatham, 1973) we had investigated the production of intervocalic consonants in Estonian words like taboo - tara - tanja by one native and one non-native speaker. The study revealed that, as far as may be generalized from a single speaker, native speakers produce intervocalic consonants with syllabification patterns that differ from those by non-native speakers. Syllabification patterns are intimately involved in the production of contrastive quantity in intervocalic consonants: the difference between short and long geminates depends on the placement of the syllable boundary. It might be expected, then, that it is relatively more difficult for non-native speakers to produce contrasts in the duration of intervocalic consonants than in vowels. One might thus expect that, first of all, the productions of non-native speakers will show greater variability than those of native speakers, and further, that the difference in variability will be greatest in the production of intervocalic short and long geminates.
The present study addresses itself to both questions. A set of seven Estonian words constitutes the test materials. The quantity structure of the seven words is shown in Figure 1. The words included in the set are listed and glossed below the figure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duration of consonant</th>
<th>Duration of vowel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>kodi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>kooiti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>kooiti (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kooiti (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kooiti</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**kodi** - 2. sg. imperative of the verb kodina 'to roam around'
**koodi** (2) - gen. sg. of the (loan) word koodi 'code'
**koodi** (3) - part. sg. of the (loan) word koodi 'code'
**koti** - gen. sg. of the noun kott 'sack'
**kotti** - part. sg. of the noun kott 'sack'
**gooti** - uninflected adjective, 'Gothic' (loanword)
**kooti** - part. sg. of the noun koot 'flail'

Fig. 1. Quantity structure of seven Estonian words.

While three words included in the set are loanwords, all are completely integrated into the phonological system. The word **gooti** is pronounced with an initial voiceless plosive.

Phonemically, the seven words consist of the same segmental sounds: /k/, /o/, /t/, and /i/. They differ in the quantity of the vowel /o/ and the intervocalic consonant /t/. In the set **kodi** - **koodi** (2) - **koodi** (3), the intervocalic consonant remains in quantity 1 (short), while the vowel /o/ changes from quantity 1 in kodi to quantity 2 (long) in kooiti (gen.) to quantity 3 (overlong) in kooiti (part.). In the kodi-koti-kotti set, the vowel /o/ remains in quantity 1, while the intervocalic consonant varies from quantity 1 in kodi to quantity 2 in kotti and quantity 3 in kotti. In the kodi - gooti - kooti set, both the vowel /o/ and the intervocalic consonant vary from quantity 1 in kodi to quantity 2 in gooti and quantity 3 in kooti. As the figure shows, two combinations are not represented; quantity 2 does not combine with quantity 3 in either direction.

The words were produced by two speakers, one native (IL), the other non-native (LS). LS had been a student of IL for several years; her pronunciation of Estonian appeared to IL (and to several other native speakers) quite acceptable in isolated repetitions and adequate in longer spontaneous utterances. All the systematic instruction LS had received in Estonian had been given by IL, so from the very beginning the pronunciation of IL had served as a model for LS. Both speakers produced about 10-12 tokens of each word. IL read the words
from a list, repeating each word about ten times before going on to the next word. The words were read in the order kodi - rooti -
kooti - koodi (2) - koodi (3) - koti - kotti. LS followed the same
procedure; she made the recording by herself, without having heard
IL's productions. The recordings were made in an anechoic chamber
at the Linguistic Research Laboratory of the Ohio State University,
using high-quality equipment.

The tapes were processed through a Frøkjær-Jensen trans-nitch
meter and intensity meter and displayed on a Mingograf operated at
a speed of 10 cm/sec. Duration measurements were made using generally
known techniques. The duplex oscillogram produced by the experimental
setup served as the primary basis for segmentation.

Table 1 shows average durations and standard deviations of
segments in this set of seven Estonian words, produced by the two
speakers.

**TABLE 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Speaker IL</th>
<th>/o/</th>
<th>Dur.</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>/t/</th>
<th>Dur.</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>/l/</th>
<th>Dur.</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kodi</td>
<td>167.2</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>83.2</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>228.5</td>
<td>19.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>koodi (2)</td>
<td>253.5</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>73.2</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>192.0</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>koodi (3)</td>
<td>330.7</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>82.9</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>167.6</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>koti</td>
<td>161.3</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>211.5</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>214.2</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kotti</td>
<td>151.8</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>475.0</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>172.9</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rooti</td>
<td>205.7</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>177.7</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>186.6</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kooti</td>
<td>225.9</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>298.9</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>172.7</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Speaker LS</th>
<th>/o/</th>
<th>Dur.</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>/t/</th>
<th>Dur.</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>/l/</th>
<th>Dur.</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kodi</td>
<td>104.8</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>55.5</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>250.8</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>koodi (2)</td>
<td>176.2</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>78.8</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>204.9</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>koodi (3)</td>
<td>318.5</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>83.0</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>116.7</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>koti</td>
<td>105.8</td>
<td>14.7</td>
<td>229.0</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>290.2</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kotti</td>
<td>120.1</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>342.4</td>
<td>43.5</td>
<td>239.3</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rooti</td>
<td>246.9</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>152.3</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>183.9</td>
<td>22.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kooti</td>
<td>322.7</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>228.2</td>
<td>70.4</td>
<td>151.7</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 gives the overall word length for the two speakers.
TABLE 2

Average overall word length in a set of seven Estonian
words produced by two informants (N = 10).
Values in milliseconds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Speaker IL</th>
<th>Speaker LS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kodi</td>
<td>478.9</td>
<td>411.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>koodi</td>
<td>516.7</td>
<td>459.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>koodi (2)</td>
<td>531.2</td>
<td>538.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>koti</td>
<td>587.0</td>
<td>625.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kotti</td>
<td>799.7</td>
<td>701.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gooti</td>
<td>572.0</td>
<td>583.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kooti</td>
<td>697.5</td>
<td>702.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 is a graphic representation of the average durations of
segments, showing at the same time the average durations of the
seven test words. A casual inspection of the figure leaves the
impression that the two speakers were producing essentially the same
patterns.

Figures 3, 4, and 5 show graphically the differences in standard
deviations between the two speakers. Figure 3 (p. 173) displays the
words in which the vowel duration was contrastive. It appears that IL
(the native speaker) had somewhat smaller variability in the duration
of the first vowel and occasionally greater variability in the duration
of the second vowel; the variability in the duration of the inter-
vocalic consonant was about equal for the two speakers. Figure 4 (p. 174)
shows again less variability for the native speaker in the two contrastive
segments—the vowel of the first syllable and the intervocalic
consonant, while the duration of the second vowel shows less variability
for the non-native speaker. It is in the productions of words from the
third set, shown on Figure 5 (p. 175), that the difference in variability
between the two speakers becomes really apparent. The native speaker
has considerably less variability in the duration of the first vowel
and the intervocalic consonant, while the non-native speaker has less
variability in the final vowel in all three words.

Both starting hypotheses appear to be confirmed: the native speaker
shows less variability in the production of phonemically contrastive
durations than the non-native speaker, and it is in the production
of intervocalic geminate consonants (/t/ in quantities 2 and 3) where
the difference between native and non-native variability is greatest.

The absolute values of the standard deviations vary with the length
of the contrastive segment. For a comparison with the Dutch data, it
might be pointed out that the standard deviation for the native speaker
(IL) in the production of short vowels was between 4.5 msec in kotti
and 10.1 msec in kodi. For the long and prolonged vowels, the standard
deviations were greater, ranging from 12.2 msec in gooti to 15.1 msec
in koodi (3). A better measure of variability might be provided by
the use of a statistic called relative variance, which for this paper
is defined as \( s^2/m \) (variance divided by the mean) (Allen, 1973). Table 3 gives the relative variance for the segments /o/, /t/ and /i/ in the productions of the seven words by the two informants.

**TABLE 3**

Relative variances \( \left( \frac{s^2}{M} \right) \) of segments in a set of seven Estonian words, produced by two informants \((N = 10)\). Values in msec\(^2\)/msec.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>Speaker IL</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Speaker LS</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/o/</td>
<td>/t/</td>
<td>/i/</td>
<td>/o/</td>
<td>/t/</td>
<td>/i/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kodi</td>
<td>.605</td>
<td>.363</td>
<td>1.656</td>
<td>6.568</td>
<td>1.230</td>
<td>1.099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>koodi (2)</td>
<td>.811</td>
<td>.516</td>
<td>1.394</td>
<td>2.104</td>
<td>1.873</td>
<td>1.999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>koodi (3)</td>
<td>.638</td>
<td>.732</td>
<td>2.164</td>
<td>1.450</td>
<td>.344</td>
<td>2.499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>koti</td>
<td>.360</td>
<td>1.174</td>
<td>1.716</td>
<td>2.027</td>
<td>1.940</td>
<td>.911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kotti</td>
<td>.135</td>
<td>1.801</td>
<td>1.018</td>
<td>1.555</td>
<td>5.511</td>
<td>1.916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>goati</td>
<td>.721</td>
<td>.571</td>
<td>4.570</td>
<td>2.144</td>
<td>8.203</td>
<td>2.795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kooti</td>
<td>.788</td>
<td>3.177</td>
<td>3.742</td>
<td>1.606</td>
<td>21.714</td>
<td>3.158</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The variability in the duration of vowels and consonants with different degrees of quantity appears less great when mean durations of the segments are taken into account. However, the use of relative variance helps bring out additional differences between the speakers. In the productions of IL, greatest variability both in absolute and relative terms was observed in the duration of the final vowel, which is not independently contrastive in Estonian. In the productions of the non-native speaker (LS), the variability in the intervocalic geminates is particularly prominent, while variability in the productions of the non-contrastive final vowel is in fact smaller than in productions by the native speaker. Table 4 shows the differences in relative variances of productions of segments by the two speakers.

**TABLE 4**

Relative variance \( \left( \frac{s^2}{M} \right) \) differences between productions of segments in a set of seven Estonian words produced by two informants \((LS - IL)\). Values in msec\(^2\)/msec.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th>/o/</th>
<th>/t/</th>
<th>/i/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kodi</td>
<td>5.963</td>
<td>.867</td>
<td>-.557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>koodi (2)</td>
<td>1.293</td>
<td>1.357</td>
<td>.605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>koodi (3)</td>
<td>.762</td>
<td>-.388</td>
<td>.335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>koti</td>
<td>1.667</td>
<td>.766</td>
<td>-.805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kotti</td>
<td>1.420</td>
<td>3.710</td>
<td>.898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>goati</td>
<td>1.423</td>
<td>7.632</td>
<td>-1.775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kooti</td>
<td>.818</td>
<td>18.537</td>
<td>-.584</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The values in the table represent the result of subtracting the relative variances of IL's productions from those of LS. Negative values indicate instances in which IL had greater variability than LS. If the values presented in Table 1 can be considered indices of nativeness, then it is indeed true that the productions of the non-native speaker differ from those of the native speaker mainly in the production of intervocalic geminate consonants. A further point emerges from this table: the relatively great variability of /o/ in the word kodi, produced by LS. The difference in relative variances is here noticeably greater than the difference in standard deviations. Control of the duration of the vowel in a short open syllable is evidently much more difficult to achieve for a non-native speaker than, for example, control of an overlong vowel. This may be attributed to the influence of English, which constitutes the substratum for LS. In English, there are no stressed open syllables ending in a short vowel.

It should be emphasized that the two subjects do not appear to differ in phonetic ability, which is indicated by the fact that speaker LS produced her final vowels with considerably less variability than IL. I believe this difference to be due to the fact that for IL, the duration of /i/ is not an independent variable and therefore not under the same kind of control as the durations of /o/ and /t/. For LS, it may well be that all three durations are subject to the same kind of control. This may be deduced from the fact that in her productions, the variability of all three segments is of the same order of magnitude. The difference between the two speakers is due to a more precise control of the durations of contrastive segments by the native speaker.

It was hypothesized at the beginning of this paper that a difference between native and non-native speakers might appear in the variability with which they produce repeated utterances containing segments whose duration is linguistically contrastive. It was hypothesized further that for Estonian, special difficulties might arise for non-native speakers in the production of intervocalic geminate consonants, and that these difficulties might be reflected in increased variability. Both hypotheses were confirmed. It is hoped that the results of this exploratory study may be validated by analyzing the speech of a considerably larger number of informants. More generally, the present study might serve as a basis for future investigation of suprasegmental foreign accents.
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Fig. 2. Average durations of segments in seven Estonian words.
Fig. 3. Standard deviations in productions of three words.
Fig. 4. Standard deviations in productions of three words.
Fig. 5. Standard deviations in productions of three words.
On the Writer/Rider Distinction:

A Brief Experimental Study*

Patricia Donegan Miller

A standard example of the ordering of phonological rules relates vowel lengthening, or a related diphthong quality change, to voicing of intervocalic /t/. These processes can be formulated roughly as:

(1) vowels become lengthened before voiced segments, and
(2) t, d + r intervocalically after main stress.

The relationship between these two processes was first noted (as far as I am aware) in an article by Martin Joos (1942), "A phonological dilemma in Canadian English". Joos discussed two dialects which "divide into two groups according to their pronunciation of words like typewriter. Group A says [tʰɪprɪtɛdər] while Group B says [tʰɪprəldər]...Group A distinguishes writer from rider, clouting from clouding, by the choice of diphthong alone...Group B has shifted the articulation of all vowels alike before the new /d/ from earlier /t/...from write to writer there is both the phonemic alternation from /t/ to /d/, and the phonetic alternation from [eI] to [aI]" (143). Halle (1962) quoted Joos' article as data and interpreted the distinction as a difference in rule ordering: in dialect A, the vowel change rule precedes the voicing of the intervocalic consonant; in dialect B, the vowel change follows the consonant voicing rule.

Chomsky (1962) uses a similar example of ordering in which the vowel difference is one of length rather than quality. He gives the forms (90):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{decide} & : [dɪsa \cdot yd] \\
\text{decided} & : [dɪsa \cdot ydi] \\
\text{delight} & : [dɪlai\cdot t] \\
\text{delighted} & : [dɪlai\cdot dɪ] \\
\end{align*}
\]

and the rules:

\[
\begin{align*}
a + a & \cdot \text{ in the context: } \_ \_ \_ (\text{Glide}) \text{ Voiced} \\
[t, d] + D & \text{ in the context: } \text{Stressed vowel } \_ \_ \_ \text{ Unstressed vocalic.}
\end{align*}
\]

In Chomsky's example the rules apply in the order given. Chomsky does not discuss the alternative merging order, since it is not the ordering of rules which is at issue in this article, but rather the nonlinear relation between the phonemic (/ayd/ vs. /ayt/) and the
phonetic ([a: yD] vs. [ayD]) levels.

The example appears again in The Sound Pattern of English, where Chomsky and Halle (1968) cite Joos and give the rules (342):

\[
\text{Diphthong Laxing - ay} \rightarrow \Lambda y / \text{[-voice]}
\]

\[
\text{t-voicing - t} \rightarrow [+voice] / V \rightarrow V,
\]

noting that dialects differ by the ordering of the two.

Sanford Schane also refers to this ordering difference in Generative Phonology (1972:85-6), giving two rules "found in English":

\[
V \rightarrow [+long] / C \text{ [+voiced]}
\]

\[
t \rightarrow D / V \rightarrow [-stress]
\]

Schane gives write/ride, and writer/rider as his examples.

The writer/reader distinction is also referred to in an exchange between Chomsky and Halle and Fred W. Householder in Journal of Linguistics (1965). Here, the question of whether the distinction is one of quality or length is mentioned. Joos had spoken only of a quality difference (aI vs. eI); other writers have regarded the difference as one of length (a:y vs. ay). As Chomsky and Halle note here (133, no. 3), both distinctions have been reported by Kurath and McDavid (1961, maps 26-7). Kurath and McDavid's distinction between "fast" and "slow" diphthongs depends on the duration of the initial element, but this difference may result in a quality difference. They note that slow diphthongs predominate before voiced consonants in most of the South and South Midland (109-10):

...we find more or less marked positional allophones before voiceless and voiced consonants, as in twice vs. five:

[a:] ~ [a:] in West Virginia, [e:] ~ [a:] in Virginia,
[a:] ~ [a:, e:] in most of South Carolina and Georgia,
and [e:] ~ [a:] in coastal South Carolina and along the coast of Georgia and Florida.

Because this particular dialect difference has been cited so frequently in discussions of rule ordering, a topic of general theoretical interest, this experiment was designed to determine whether or not speakers actually do produce and perceive a linguistically significant difference in vowel length or quality in pairs like writer and rider, as Joos and others have claimed.

Experiment Design

The design of the experiment was as follows. Two informants were selected: one, RW, maintained that he did not have the distinction in question—that for him, pairs like writer/rider, or latter/ladder, were homophonous; the other, AMZ, maintained that he did not produce and hear the distinction, at least at certain rates of speech, or in certain styles.
Three minimal pairs were selected: writer/rider (the "classic" example, with a diphthongal stressed vowel and merging intervocalic consonants), letter/ladder (a pair with a non-diphthongal stressed vowel and merging intervocalic consonants), and rapid/rabid (a control pair, in which the consonant voicing distinction is not neutralized).

In order to determine if the distinction occurred in running speech (as opposed to minimal pairs or word-list reading), six sentences were constructed, each using one of the six forms. The sentences were of approximately equal length and were constructed so that the members of each minimal pair appeared in metrically similar environments and did not appear at the ends of the sentences. Three dummy sentences were added to the list in first, last, and middle position to avoid irregularities caused by the positions of the sentences in the list.

The informants, without being informed of the purpose of the experiment, were asked to read the nine sentences "in an ordinary voice, at normal speed". The sentences were recorded in an anechoic chamber, on a Tandberg tape recorder, at 7 1/2 ips. Each informant read the sentences twice.

The six forms to be tested (twelve tokens for each speaker—24 in all) were then extracted from the tape and spliced into blank tape at five-second intervals. The order of the forms was randomized for each speaker, except that no two members of a minimal pair were allowed to appear consecutively. This tape was then duplicated, re-randomized for each speaker, and added to the original tape so that two instances of each production appeared on the finished tape. Thus, 48 forms appeared on the tape (12 tokens for each of two speakers, each token played twice). Two dummy forms were added so that the respondents could get started (these responses were discarded), making 50 required responses. Directions for responding were recorded at the beginning of the tape.

An answer sheet was constructed. Directions identical to those on the tape appeared at the top, and fifty numbered minimal pairs followed. The respondents were instructed to mark the member of the minimal pair that they heard for each utterance on the tape, choosing one member of each pair for each utterance even if they had to guess. A data sheet was attached to each answer sheet requesting the respondent's name, native language, place of birth, home city before starting school, and cities of elementary, junior high, and high schools.

There were two groups of respondents: one consisted of 48 undergraduate students who were given the listening test under classroom conditions, the other, 13 linguists and linguistics graduate students who took the test individually or in groups of two or three. The two informants are included in the latter group. All participants were native speakers of American English.

Results and Interpretation

The principal results of the experiment are presented here in the form of tables. These are attached.
The subjects seemed to be able to distinguish rapid and rabid with little difficulty (close to 90% correct answers) except for a problem with one item, which I will discuss shortly. The percentage of correct answers for the latter/ladder pair is close to 50%, which suggests that the subjects could not distinguish between these two items since a 50% correct score could as well have been achieved by guessing. The percentage of correct identifications for the writer/ rider pair was somewhat higher—about 60%. (See Table VIII.)

Spectrograms and oscillograms were made of each of the 24 tokens in order to determine, if possible, what cues the respondents used in identifying the items.

Preceding-vowel length has been shown to be an important cue in the perception of the voiced-voiceless distinction for English consonants, and the identifications of rapid and rabid seem to confirm this. The RW rapid and rabid tokens were identified with 92% accuracy. Both rapid tokens had shorter vowels than the rabid tokens, but voicing of the intervocalic consonant must also have been a cue, since the longer rapid vowel was only 10 msec. shorter than that of the shorter rabid.

The AMZ rapid tokens were identified with 95% accuracy, but the AMZ rabid tokens were identified correctly only 41% of the time even though the spectrograms indicate some voicing of the d. The length of the longer vowel of rabid, token A2, however, is only 10 msec. longer than the 110-msec. a's of the rapid tokens, and the length of the shorter a (rabid, token A1) is shorter than either of the a's in the rapid tokens. Apparently, the failure of the informant to produce a vowel-length difference conflicted with the voicing cue and caused the respondents' confusion about AMZ's rabids.

The small differences in vowel length and intervocalic consonant length in the latter/ladder pair appear not to have been usable as cues. Responses to the AMZ tokens were essentially random. Responses to the RW tokens show some tendency to identify the items as ladder. There is a 72% correct score for ladder, but there is only a 31% correct score for latter. This may be related to the considerable length of the a' vowels in all of the RW latter and ladder tokens, which, coupled with the voicing of the intervocalic consonant, might favor the interpretation of this consonant as d rather than t. The fact that most of the intervocalic consonants in this group were over 20 msec. (the standard flap length) long does not seem to be significant, since the same consonant lengths did not produce this favoring of ladder in the tokens from AMZ, the other informant.

Vowel quality did not appear to be used as a cue in either the rapid/rabid or the latter/ladder sets of identifications.

As noted above, the respondents did a little better at identifying writer and rider than latter and ladder. The intervocalic consonant lengths show no pattern interpretable as a cue. The vowel lengths show no pattern for RW, but for AMZ they appear to be somewhat shorter before the underlying voiceless consonants (writer: 130 and 105 msec., vs. rider: 155 and 160 msec.). These small vowel-length differences do not seem to be perceptually significant, however: although AMZ produced small differences and RW did not, the percentages of correct scores for this pair were nearly the same for both informants (60% for RW, 61% for AMZ).
Since the original dialect difference noted by Joos was reported as a vowel quality distinction—wi vs. ai—rather than a length distinction in writer/reader, vowel quality was examined as a source of the slightly higher distinguishability of writer/reader as opposed to latter/ladder.

As chart V indicates, RW produced no consistent difference between the diphthongs of writer and reader. Chart VI shows, however, that the diphthongs of AMZ's writer and reader were clearly different from each other; both the nucleus and the glide of the writer diphthong were higher than those of the reader diphthong. (The nuclei showed an F1 difference of at least 200 Hz.) As with the length differences, however, the respondents did not seem to use this difference, since scores for the productions of both informants were nearly the same.

Since a writer/reader distinction was produced by one informant (at least for the four tokens used in this test), one would expect that at least this informant would be able to identify his own productions correctly. The responses marked on Table IX, however, show that AMZ was not able to distinguish his own productions with better-than-average accuracy.

It is possible, of course, that the number of tokens in question—two items, two tokens each—is too small to establish that AMZ makes the vowel quality distinction consistently, and it is also possible that his identification errors are due to some outside factor. But, as the data stands, it looks as if he produces the distinction but does not perceive it.

Most of the respondents, who apparently hear no distinction between latter and ladder or writer and reader, were Ohioans—as was RW, the informant who made no distinction. For these listeners (as for RW), the writer/reader distinction does not exist; judging from their scores, they appear to have had to guess at the identifications.

(An interesting indication that the linguists had to guess more often than the undergraduate is their low stability of response: The average difference in the number of correct answers for two identical tokens was 39% for the linguists, as opposed to only 9% for the undergraduates. Since the linguists took the test under better hearing conditions, this is an unexpected result; I have no idea why their responses were so unstable.)

It happened that one of the students, DS, was a native of Toronto, Ontario. It was in Toronto that Joos first noted the vowel distinction between writer and reader (in the dialect he called Group A). The responses of DS were examined to determine whether he was able to recognize the distinction that AMZ had produced. It is probable that he did. On the test, this respondent made four errors in identifying rapid/rabid, four in latter/ladder, and four in writer/reader. But two of his errors on writer/reader were due to his identification of reader, token R2, as writer, and if DS was using vowel quality as a cue, this would be an expected error, since the F1 of the R2 reader nucleus is only 450 Hz, making this vowel nucleus non-low and therefore identifiable as the vowel of writer. The remaining two writer/reader errors that DS made, in 16 identifications
for this pair, could be due to chance or to simple mis-hearing, since they amount to fewer mistakes than he made for the uncontroversial control pair, rapid/rabid.

The two respondents who were from the San Diego, California area (one was a linguist; one, a student) gave similar indication that they perceived a writer/rider distinction: LS and JE each had five writer/rider errors, but both identified the R2 rider as writer, which leaves only three errors unaccounted for. LS made two rapid/rabid errors; JE also made two.

Examination of the responses of individual Ohioans (and of those of the few respondents from other areas—New York, New Jersey, Louisiana, Arkansas, Indiana, and Iowa) yielded no similar results among the students, although a few of the linguists did quite well. Apparently, most of the speakers in this sample merge latter/ladder and writer/rider—and, one would expect, all similar pairs. This fact, of course, does not indicate that no dialects exist which maintain a distinction. It does show that the respondents in this sample were speakers of dialects which have, in Chomsky and Halle's terms, the merging order of the two rules in question, t-voicing and lengthening (or Diphthong-Laxing).

Thus, the responses fail to support the claim that a length distinction remains in voiced-voiceless pairs when the consonant distinction is neutralized, since the participants failed to distinguish latter and ladder. And since most of the respondents failed to perceive the distinction produced by one of the informants, the generalized results also fail to support the claim that a quality distinction is maintained between the diphthongal nuclei of such pairs. Because of its limited scale, however, the experiment only fails to support—but cannot actually falsify—such a claim, because dialects may well exist in which the distinction is maintained. Some evidence that Joos correctly described such a dialect, and that other such dialects may exist, was found in the sample.

The problem posed by the failure of an informant to perceive a distinction which he himself produced and which was apparently large enough to be perceptible (AMZ's failure to discriminate effectively between his own writer and rider productions) certainly deserves further study. Reports of other instances of this kind should be reviewed, and further experiments might be conducted in order to examine this problem, since the solution could shed light on such varied topics as the relation of production to perception, the kinds of conclusions to be drawn from listening tests, aspects of test design, and the nature of phonetic and phonological representations.

Footnotes

*This paper was written for a phonetics course taught by Prof. Ilse Lehiste in Winter Quarter 1973. I would like to thank Prof. Lehiste for her guidance.

1. D. R. Sheldon (1973) has published the results of an experiment involving forced-choice identification of the American pronunciation of writer and rider. His data fail to support the view that first-vowel durations are a primary cue for discrimination in this pair.
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TABLE I

Number of correct answers for each token: undergraduate students, 48 respondents. 48 responses for each instance, total of 96 for each token.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instance</th>
<th>token</th>
<th>rapid</th>
<th>rabid</th>
<th>latter</th>
<th>ladder</th>
<th>writer</th>
<th>rider</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>R2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II

Percentage of answers correct for each instance and token. (Same data as Table I, in percentages)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>instance</th>
<th>token</th>
<th>rapid</th>
<th>rabid</th>
<th>latter</th>
<th>ladder</th>
<th>writer</th>
<th>rider</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>total</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>R2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE III

Number of correct answers for each token: linguists, 13 respondents.
13 responses for each instance, total of 26 for each token.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instance</th>
<th>token</th>
<th>rapid</th>
<th>rabid</th>
<th>latter</th>
<th>ladder</th>
<th>writer</th>
<th>rider</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>R1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>R2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td></td>
<td>26</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV

Percentage of answers correct for each answer and token. (Same data as Table III, in percentages)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instance</th>
<th>token</th>
<th>rapid</th>
<th>rabid</th>
<th>latter</th>
<th>ladder</th>
<th>writer</th>
<th>rider</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>R1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>R2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### TABLE V

Number of correct answers for each item or form: there were 244 responses to each item for each informant; 488 responses to each item, total.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>rapid</th>
<th>rabid</th>
<th>latter</th>
<th>ladder</th>
<th>writer</th>
<th>rider</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RW</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMZ</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>321</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE VI

Percentage of correct answers for each item. (Same data as Table V, in percentages)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>rapid</th>
<th>rabid</th>
<th>latter</th>
<th>ladder</th>
<th>writer</th>
<th>rider</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RW</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMZ</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE VII

Number of correct answers for each voiced-voiceless pair: there were 488 responses to each pair for each informant; 976 responses to each pair, total.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>rapid/rabid</th>
<th>latter/ladder</th>
<th>writer/rider</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RW</td>
<td>454</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMZ</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>791</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>586</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE VIII

Percentage of correct answers for each voiced–voiceless pair.  (Same data as Table VII, in percentages).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>rapid/rabid</th>
<th>latter/ladder</th>
<th>writer/ridexd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RW</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMZ</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>total</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IX

Informants' responses: Correct responses are listed here for each token. Since two instances of each token were played, the highest possible score is two. Percentages correct are given for each pair.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>token</th>
<th>rapid</th>
<th>rabid</th>
<th>latter</th>
<th>ladder</th>
<th>writer</th>
<th>rider</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RW's answers:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% correct</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>38</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% correct</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMZ's answers:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% correct</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% correct</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>63</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE X

Length of stressed vowel and length of intervocalic consonant (in msec.) for each token.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>rapid</th>
<th>rabid</th>
<th>latter</th>
<th>ladder</th>
<th>writer</th>
<th>rider</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>Ñ</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>Ñ</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>Ñ</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>Ñ</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE XI

Vowel quality of stressed vowels of each token (first and second formants, in Hz). The extreme point of the glide is included for diphthongs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>rapid</th>
<th>rabid</th>
<th>latter</th>
<th>ladder</th>
<th>writer</th>
<th>rider</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>500-500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F2</td>
<td>1550</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1550</td>
<td>1450</td>
<td>1350-1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>600-600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F2</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>1200-1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>650-450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F2</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>1000-1700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>F1</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>600-500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>F2</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>1200-1600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bibliography IV

Direct and Indirect Discourse*  Arnold M. Zwicky

A. Introductory remarks

The relationship between direct and indirect discourse has been of interest to traditional grammarians, scholars of style, and philosophers of language. Jespersen 1924:ch. 21 treats indirect discourse as derived in some way from direct discourse: 'Either one gives, or purports to give, the exact words of the speaker (or writer)...Or else one adapts the words according to the circumstances in which they are now quoted' (290). In later pages (292-9) he lists principles for shifting direct speech to indirect.

Jespersen also distinguishes two kinds of indirect discourse, which he calls dependent and represented speech—the former appearing as a complement to a verb of report (say, think, hope, wonder, ask, want to know, etc.), the latter standing free, as in

(1) Herbert was terrified. What would happen to him?

Compare the direct

(2) Herbert was terrified. He thought, 'What will happen to me?'

And the dependent indirect

(3) Herbert was terrified. He wondered what would happen to him.

The type of reported speech illustrated in (1) has been the subject of considerable study as a point of style, following Bally's 1912 discussion of style indirect libre in French; see the items cited by Jespersen 1924:291 and Gragg 1972:81.

Philosophers' interest in quotations and reports arises from the issue of opacity (Quine 1960: secs. 30-32). For indirect discourse, as in

(4) Margaret said my paternal grandfather was Swiss.

the content of certain noun phrases (here my paternal grandfather) can be understood either as the contribution of the speaker of the
sentence (the de re, or transparent, understanding) or as the contribution of the subject of the sentence (the de dicto, or opaque, understanding). The philosophical problem is that only on the transparent understanding is truth preserved for alternative descriptions of the same object. Thus, despite the fact that my paternal grandfather was Melchior Zwicky,

(5) Margaret said Melchior Zwicky was Swiss.

is equivalent to (4) only when my paternal grandfather is understood transparently. Direct quotations, of course, are entirely opaque;

(6) Margaret said, 'Arnold's paternal grandfather is Swiss'.
(7) Margaret said, 'Melchior Zwicky is Swiss'.

are not logically equivalent. Partee 1973:418 lists some philosophical discussions of these matters.

B. The transformational literature

Examples of indirect discourse are analyzed as cases of that-complementation in a large number of studies, and there is some treatment of sequence of tenses (as in Ross 1967:sec. 5.1.3.2.6), but there seems to be no systematic discussion of direct and indirect discourse in transformational terms before Sadock 1969:315-32, a work primarily devoted to arguing for the so-called 'performative analysis' also advanced by Ross 1970. Sadock distinguishes between significant direct quotations, in which both the content and the form of a discourse are reported, and nonsignificant direct quotations, which report only the phonological form. For many speakers, the verb go occurs only with nonsignificant direct quotations:

(8) Mark went, 'Yodelo-hi-ho'.

Sadock claims that direct quotations with say are ambiguous as to their significance, so that

(9) Mark said, 'What a piece of work is man!'

may report only the approximate phonological form of Mark's utterance, or this form in combination with its significance. He then associates higher 'performative' structures (hypersentences) with main clauses and with embedded significant quotations; at some point in their derivation, then, (5) and (7) would be represented as
respectively. At this level of representation, neither the structure for the nonsignificant reading of (9) nor the structure associated with verbs like believe that do not take direct quotation objects—

(12) Susan believes that Quaalude is dangerous.
(13) "Susan believes, 'Quaalude is dangerous.'"

will have embedded hypersentences. Sadock points out in a footnote (363-4) that structure (10) might itself be derived from a structure with an embedded hypersentence, but that there are a number of arguments against deriving indirect discourse from direct discourse in this fashion.

The difficulties of mapping direct discourse into indirect are exposed further in two papers originally presented at the 1969 winter meeting of the LSA, Gallagher 1970 and Lee 1970. Lee proposes, however, that the transformational position be saved by claiming that sentences in indirect discourse are ambiguous, with one reading derived from deep structure indirect discourse and the other from deep structure direct discourse. The first treatment is advocated for examples like

(14) John said that someone would leave, but he didn't.

where the direct discourse source is unavailable—
(15) *John said, 'Someone1 will leave', but he1 didn't. 

while the second treatment applies in cases like

(16) Harry said that Mary was pregnant, but John said, 'No she isn't'. 

where pronominalization and deletion in 'No she isn't' correspond to the same operations in

(17) Harry said, 'Mary is pregnant', but John said, 'No she isn't'. 

Zwicky 1971 considers the relationship between utterances and reports of them, without proposing that indirect discourse is derived from direct discourse. This brief article claims that different verbs differ in which aspects of an utterance they report and emphasizes (with McCawley 1970) that identifications and descriptions in reports may be supplied by the reporter. Gragg 1972 treats 'semi-indirect' discourse—not only style indirect libre, but also the English parenthetical constructions—

(18) I'm ok, tell them.

and inverted indirect questions—

(19) John asked, could he come too.

and constructions with the Amharic verb አላ 'he said', which takes direct discourse complements.

Parenthetical constructions bring to mind the mood markers that have been described in many languages—for instance, in Hidatsa (Matthews 1965:99–101),

The Emphatic mood indicates that the speaker knows the sentence to be true...The Period mood indicates that the speaker believes the sentence to be true...The Quotative mood indicates that the speaker regards what he has said to be something that everyone knows...The Report mood indicates that the speaker was told the information given in the sentence by someone else, but has no other evidence of its truth value. However— it is not necessarily a verbatim repetition...The Indefinite and the Question moods are alike in that they both indicate that the speaker does not know whether or not the sentence is true. The Indefinite also means that the speaker thinks the listener does not know; whereas the Question means that the speaker thinks the listener does know.
Note the contrast between all standard treatments of English (unembedded) direct discourse, which is morphologically unmarked, and this analysis of Hidatsa, where sentence final markers indicate the various moods. Darden 1973 similarly contrasts reported speech in Lithuanian, which can be expressed by apparently independent clauses with participles as their main verbs, and the situation in Bulgarian, which has distinct perfective past forms for reported and nonreported speech. The Lithuanian examples are fairly obviously derived from embedded clauses, whereas there is some evidence against the corresponding analysis for Bulgarian (though this evidence is not overwhelming).

English parentheticals have been treated by several investigators—by Ross ms. 1970, who derives sentences like (18) from sentences with embedded clauses, e.g.

(20) Tell them (that) I'm ok.

by a rule called Sentence Raising, Sentence Lifting, or Sifting; by Emonds 1973, who follows an unpublished paper of Hardin's in advocating a concatenated source like

(21) a. 

```
S
  \   / \ 
S   S
  I'm Ok tell them
```

or

(21) b. 

```
S
  /  \
S S
/ \
I'm OK tell them S0
```

and by Nobel 1971, who suggests a concatenated ('adverbial') source for some parentheticals (namely, those subject to Neg-Raising—nonagentives, corresponding to Kimball's 1972a 'expressive' uses of verbs) and a higher sentence source for others (those not subject to Neg Raising—agentives, corresponding to Kimball's 'reportive' uses of verbs). Ross and Emonds both go on to discuss the insertion of parentheticals into the clauses with which they are associated:

(22) Margaret was accustomed to Caribbean tours, I said.
(23) Margaret, I said, was accustomed to Caribbean tours.
(24) Margaret was, I said, accustomed to Caribbean tours.
(25) Margaret was accustomed, I said, to Caribbean tours.
Emonds reminds us, moreover, that direct quotations are as easily interrupted by parentheticals as indirect quotations:

(26) 'Margaret', I said, 'is accustomed to Caribbean tours'.

(27) 'Margaret is', I said, 'accustomed to Caribbean tours'.

(28) 'Margaret is accustomed', I said, 'to Caribbean tours'.

That direct quotations can be interrupted in this way is another indication—besides the ability, pointed out by many authors, of various anaphoric elements to refer inside direct quotations—that they are not totally isolated from their linguistic context.

A novel distinction between direct and indirect discourse in embedded clauses is made by Partee 1973a,b who (expanding on a suggestion of Davidson's) concludes that a 'quoted sentence is not syntactically or semantically a part of the sentence that contains it' (Partee 1973:181); she explains anaphoric reference into direct quotations on the basis of anaphora in discourse, thus following Dressler's 1970 exhortation to transformational grammarians to consider grammar beyond the sentence. Partee's 1973a position that verbs introducing indirect speech have propositions rather than sentences as objects is consistent with the analyses of Sadock and Lee.

Banfield 1973 lists arguments against deriving indirect discourse from direct discourse and against deriving direct discourse from indirect discourse (as in one version of the 'performative analysis')

In the latter case, she cites material that can appear only in direct discourse: (i) sentences to which root transformations have applied, (ii) various expressive or emotive elements, (iii) incomplete sentences, (iv) vocative NPs, and (v) speech in other dialects or languages. Her main goal, however, is to ground an account of direct speech, indirect speech, and style indirect libre on the distinction between reportive style and nonreportive or expressive style, following Kuroda 1973. Then,

Indirect speech occurs when a verb of communication takes a sentence (S) complement as a direct object. As in all other embedded clauses, the elements which can occur only in the expansions of E [the category of expressive elements, or expressions]..., and not in that of S, are excluded. The speech act and its content are only reported, not reproduced. (17)

Banfield follows Partee in taking direct quotation to be equivalent to two independent sentences (actually, two expressions). Finally, 'the free indirect style attempts to fill a hiatus in the grammar by allowing expressions (E) to be introduced by verbs normally marked to take sentences as complements' (29). In all cases, the interpretation of deictic elements is accounted for by general principles that assign referents to them.
In addition to this literature concerning the relationship between direct and indirect discourse, there is a substantial literature on various specific types of embedded clauses (embedded questions and exclamations, in particular). I will not attempt to survey this material here, although it obviously has some bearing on the general problem. Similarly, I do not consider discussions of performative vs. reportive uses of particular verbs, as in

(29) I promise you I'll wash the dishes.
(30) I often promise you I'll wash the dishes,
     but I rarely do it.

although these matters, too, relate to the general problem.

Footnotes

*This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation, through a grant to the Mathematical Social Sciences Board for a workshop in pragmatics at the 1973 Linguistic Institute (Univ. of Michigan). I am indebted to Olga Garnica for spurring me into organizing this material.

1. Partee 1973b:412 makes the same observation.

2. Quang 1971:fn. 10 points out that the object of *say* doesn't have to be a sentence, or even be in English, or even be a speech sound. Partee 1973b:412 reports that in her speech the object of *say* must be a sentence.

3. Gallagher distinguishes between the proposal that (5) is transformationally related to something like (7) and the proposal that transformations express in some way the fact that (5) is one speaker's report of Margaret's saying something like *Melchior Zwicky is Swiss*. Following most of my sources, I disregard this distinction in my survey.

4. Interestingly, Kuroda cites Russell for the distinction, while Kimball (who uses a very similar distinction) cites Wittgenstein.

C. Items cited


Corum, Claudia, T. Cedric Stark-Smith, and Ann Weiser (eds.). 1973. You take the high node and I'll take the low node. Chicago Linguistic Society, Chicago.
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The English Inflectional Endings*

Arnold M. Zwicky

A. Introductory remarks

English expresses the following nominal and verbal categories
inflectionally— for nouns, nominative plural (NomP1), genitive singular
(GenSg), and genitive plural (GenPl); for verbs, third person
singular present (Prs), present participle (PrsP), past (Pst), and
past participle (PstP). For completely regular items, the stems show
no change and the suffixes have the following forms—

(Nom)P1 = Gen(Sg) = GenPl = Prs: [s ~ z ~ Æz] = S
PrsP: [in]
Pst = PstP: [t ~ d ~ Æd] = T.

In addition, there are various subregular and irregular formations.
For nouns, there are 'internal' Pls (like leaves), in which stem-final
continuants f θ s are voiced, as well as zero Pls (like sheep) and
a number of entirely irregular forms (like oxen and seraphim, with
exceptional Pl suffixes; mice and feet, with internal change; and
phenomena, addenda, crises, virtuosi, formulae, and foci, with distinct
Sg and Pl terminations). Zero-Pl nouns have only two distinct forms
(NomSg/P1 vs. GenSg/P1, as in sheep vs. sheep's). Internal-Pl nouns
have three distinct forms, with the GenPl identical to the NomPl
but distinct from the GenSg (leaf: leaves/leafes' vs. leaf's). And
truly irregular nouns have four distinct forms (man, man's, men, men's).

For verbs, there are 'internal' Psts and PstPs, ending in alveolar
stops (several types—hit, hid, bit, burnt, crept, built, left). In
addition there are subregular formations (sank/sunk) and various
irregular formations (came/come, went/gone, fought, etc.). Internal-
Pst verbs, like regular ones, have the PstP identical to the Pst.
Most irregular verbs have three distinct forms besides the PrsP (which
is regular for all verbs).

These not very complicated facts have given rise to a number of
interconnected problems in the description of English morphology.
How are the regular, subregular, and irregular formations to be
distinguished? In particular, how are the 'internal' formations
different from the regular ones—in having different suffixes, different
boundaries separating stem from suffix, segmentally different stems,
sticks different in their morpheme features, or some combination of
these? Then, what are the underlying forms of the regular suffixes?
In particular, do the S and T suffixes have a voiceless stop, a voiced
stop, or some lax vowel ũ plus a voiced stop (or even—though this is not one of the forms in alternation—ũ plus a voiceless stop)? Is the underlying form similar for S and for T, or even for S in nouns and verbs? If there is a ũ in any of these underlying forms, what vowel is it—i, e, o, ʌ, ɪ, some vowel not fully specified?

The English facts might also bear on general problems in morphology. There is, for instance, the question of whether inflectional categories are to be treated as separate formatives or as features, or perhaps sometimes as one and sometimes as the other. Then there is the question of what mechanisms should be used to describe subregularities and irregularities of various types. And of whether the selection of morpheme alternants can be accomplished by principles that operate in a group, or whether they are interspersed among syntactic or phonological rules. These, and other central questions of morphological theory in generative grammar, have been treated by only a few writers in any detail—notably, for inflection, Matthews 1972 on Latin and Bierwisch 1967 and sections of Wurzel 1970 on German; and for derivation, Chapin 1967, 1970 on English. Among more general works, we have Schwartz 1968:774–82, with suggestions for a derivational mechanism; Schindler 1972, which surveys some of the problems and literature in derivational morphology; Halle 1973, which enunciates a program for a theory of word formation; and Hoard and Slot 1973, a review of the treatment of subregularities.

A recurring question in such studies is the first listed above—whether the ordering of affixes and the selection of morpheme alternants should be given an account by principles that refer to formatives like Pl, Prs, Neg, Nml, etc., which are generated by syntactic rules (phrase-structure or transformational), or whether such principles should refer to features of major categories, features which are segmentalized (realized as affixes) by morphological rules. The formative approach is the only one taken in early transformational grammar, while various versions of the feature approach are offered by Bierwisch, Wurzel, Matthews, and Hoard and Slot 1973. A further development of the feature approach is Postal's 1966 proposal that some clitic elements (in particular, the English definite article the) are segmentalized; this position is reviewed in Stockwell, Schachter, and Partee 1973:67–70. For our purposes here, it is sufficient to note that the precise form of morphological rules is by no means settled, that different affixes or classes of affixes might require different treatments, and that these questions are bound up with others (among them, exceptionality, rule ordering, and lexical redundancy rules); the relevance of the English inflectional endings to such larger questions has not been explored in any depth.

B. The literature

The bulk of the literature focuses on selecting basic or underlying forms for the morphemes S and T. Early discussions appear to rely on two simplifying assumptions: (i) S has the same underlying form in all of its functions, as does T; (ii) the underlying forms for S and T are parallel. These assumptions narrow the possible underlying forms to four sets: /s t/, /z d/, /Vs Vt/, /Vz Vd/. Of these, /Vs Vt/ doesn't represent one of the actually occurring forms and so
would not be chosen as the underlying form unless the other alternatives were found to be unsatisfactory; and choosing /s t/ would make it very difficult to predict final voicing in forms like pens and penned, since English permits both voiced and voiceless finals after sonorants (cf. *pence* and *pent*). Consequently, for some time the only real discussion concerned the choice between /z ð/ and /Vz Vd/.

The vowelless analysis for S is defended by Hockett 1958:282, on the grounds that setting up /ez/ as the underlying form would make it difficult to predict that [z] is the form that occurs after vowels, since English permits both [z] and [ez] after vowels (cf. *bows* and *beats*). That is, only with underlying /z/ would the selection of the allomorphs be automatic ("The discovery that an alternation is automatic, and the discovery of the base form, go hand in hand, each implied by the other").

The vowel analysis was first defended by Bloomfield 1933:212, citing 'an exact parallel in English syntax', namely the forms of the verbal auxiliary *is*. Nida 1948:sec. 3.03 gives the argument in some detail.

Each of these positions is represented in the generative literature. The vowelless analysis is assumed without argument by some writers (for example, Labov 1969). The vowel analysis is maintained by Luelsdorff 1969 and Zwicky 1970a:333f., who give Bloomfield's argument appealing to the parallel between the forms of S and the forms of *is*.

Lightner 1970 refines the discussion in several ways. First, he exposes the difficulties with the /s/ and /Vz/ analysis for S. Next, he attacks the identification of auxiliary reduction with the selection of forms of S, citing a number of conditions on auxiliary reduction (from King 1970, Lakoff 1970a, Zwicky 1970a, and Baker 1971) which do not apply to S (in particular, auxiliary reduction is never obligatory, while the selection of forms of S is never optional) and difficulties that arise from treating *is* and *has* as themselves containing occurrences of S, so that in the vowel analysis a double deletion is required to get from /has#1#iz/ to [has]. The latter difficulty could perhaps be avoided by treating *is* and *has* as having Ø forms of Frs (like the modals), or by having contraction apply cyclically. The former difficulty is more serious, in the absence of parallel cases (rules that are obligatory for certain morphemes, optional and hedged with nonphonological conditions for others).

Lightner's comments do not, however, decide between the vowelless and the vowel analyses; the vowelless analysis would require a deletion rule (auxiliary reduction) plus an insertion rule or rules (for S after s z s z c j, for T after t d), while the vowel analysis would have two deletion rules (auxiliary reduction plus deletion except in the cases just mentioned). Neither of these solutions is necessarily suspect on universal grounds, since a number of languages have been claimed to have two or more somewhat similar deletion rules (see the English examples in Zwicky 1972, for instance) and others to have deletion and insertion rules with related effects (compare the treatment of German e by Wurzel 1970:Part 3).
Lightner also claims that 'poetic forms like winged chariot (with disyllabic winged) are of no help here because the extra vowel of /-ed/ could be derived equally well by relaxing the conditions either of vowel-insertion or of vowel-deletion' (516). But Miner 1972:19f. points out that if such poetic forms—and disyllabic adjectives like crooked, wretched, aged, jagged—are taken to have underlying /-ed/, then these forms are simple exceptions to a vowel deletion rule, whereas if the underlying representation is /d/, a vowel insertion rule must be extended to apply in new environments and these forms must be marked to undergo the extended rule.

Let us return to the differences between auxiliary reduction and the selection of forms of S. One way around this difficulty is suggested in Zwicky 1970a, where it is proposed that auxiliary reduction is, in effect, a syntactic rule that provides the input for a later phonological rule: 'the optional rule Auxiliary Reduction merely makes the auxiliary clitic to the preceding word...The deletion of the vowel would then be accomplished by an obligatory rule also operative in the plurals of nouns, the past tense of verbs, etc.' (333). Auxiliary reduction would then be a word-forming operation, presumably a readjustment rule (Chomsky and Halle 1968:9-11 and elsewhere) which reorganizes constituent structure without adding, deleting, or permuting elements (a 'rewiring transformation', in the terminology of Humberstone 1972); a similar treatment is suggested for negative contraction in Zwicky 1969:sec. 7, 1970a:fn. 7. However, independent arguments for a rewiring transformation of auxiliary reduction have not been given, as Shibatani 1972:121 has pointed out.

Shibatani defends the vowelless analysis by reference to two new sorts of considerations—forms from nonstandard dialects and the effects of surface phonetic constraints. First, Shibatani cites the observation of Labov 1969 and others that many Black English speakers distinguish contracted forms from inflected ones—fish is being realized as [fish] or [fiːʃ], but the Pl of fish as [fiːʃ] only. This argues against the direct identification of the two rules in Black English, although it is consistent with auxiliary reduction as a readjustment rule. Second, Shibatani mentions a discussion by Wolfram 1970 of final stop clusters in Black English. Wolfram notes that the final t and k in forms like test and desk are regularly deleted, but often remain before words beginning with vowels or suffixes beginning with vowels; however, the final stop is always deleted in the Pl ([tes]-[tesɪ]-[tesɪz]), [desk]-[deskɪ]-[deskɪz]), which indicates that the Pl affix has no vowel. I see no satisfying way to account for these data in the vowel analysis, even supplemented by Fasold's 1971 proposal that the optional nonappearance of S in Black English is the result of a syntactic deletion rule while the nonappearance of T results from phonological deletions.

These arguments from Black English do not necessarily bear on the underlying representations for the standard dialect, of course. We are not obliged to posit identical underlying forms for all dialects (see the brief discussion by St. Clair 1973), although the distribution of forms and rules throughout the dialects should be capable of historical explanation. In this connection, an account of the history of Modern English S from Early Middle English as might
illuminate our discussion (see the remarks by Miner 1972:13f. on both $S$ and $T$).

Shibatani's reference to surface phonetic constraints (SPCs), independent constraints representing the phonetic pattern of a language (Shibatani 1973), permits him to revive Hockett's argument for the vowelless analysis of $S$: 

$$
(1) \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{son} \\
\text{avcd}
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{son} \\
\text{avcd}
\end{array} \quad \# 
$$

$$
(2) \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{str} \\
\text{cor}
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
\text{str} \\
\text{cor}
\end{array}
$$

then the base form or phonological representation of the plural must be /z/. This is because it is the only representation that involves processes which can be accounted for by the phonotactic conditions... The underlying form is derived just in case it comes in conflict with \[(1)\]. A schwa is inserted when two sibilants come next to each other \[(2)\]. No other processes are involved. \(123\)

The force of this argument depends on (a) the degree to which the need for SPCs in general has been motivated, (b) the arguments that (1) and (2) must be stated as SPCs in a phonological description of English, and (c) the implicit claim that SPCs should correspond to positive effects of rules rather than negative conditions (restrictions) on rules. Concerning point (c), note that a restriction on a vowel deletion rule would express SPC(2) just as much as the operation of a vowel insertion rule would, although the existence of the rule as a whole would not be motivated by (2). But we cannot expect rules as wholes always to be motivated by SPCs; standard examples of conspiracies (in the sense of Kisseberth 1970) involve the achievement of a target both by the positive action of some rules and by restrictions on others (note the discussion of the Yawelmani clustering condition by Kisseberth 1970:299, applied to the deletion and insertion analyses for the English inflectional endings by Miner 1972:22f.).

All the authors thus far cited appear to hold the assumptions \(i\) and \(ii\) at the beginning of this section (that each affix has the same underlying form in all of its functions and that the underlying forms of the two affixes are parallel). However, some analysts, notably Hoard and Sloat in a number of articles, reject these hypotheses of parallelism. First, there is Sloat and Hoard 1971, which fixes on /z/ for Pl, /s/ for Gen and Pra, and /t/ for Pst; all underlying forms are vowelless, but they are not otherwise parallel. The arguments Sloat and Hoard give are based on two considerations: markedness à la Chomsky and Halle 1968:ch. 9 and the properties of internal Pls and Psts. Markedness considerations would favor voiceless underlying consonants over voiced ones. To accommodate internal Pls and Psts, Sloat and Hoard suppose that they differ from the regular formations only in the boundary intervening between stem and suffix
(# for regular formations, + for the internal cases). This leads them to select a voiced underlying form for Pl, because of lives, baths, houses, but a voiceless underlying form for Past, because of built, bet, slept. Delack 1971:205-8 criticizes these conclusions on the basis of the rules involved, and then extends the discussion by referring to the acquisition of forms by children and by questioning the characterization of voiceless consonants as unmarked in English.

On the first point, Delack 208f. notes Berko's 1958 observation that different functions of S are mastered by children at different ages (Gen and Prs before Pl), but concludes that this fact doesn't necessarily bear on the choice of underlying forms in adult speech. Delack doesn't discuss Berko's further observation that different alternants are mastered at different ages ([z] and [s] before [sz]); the implications of acquisition studies of English morphology (for instance, the items cited by Ferguson and Slobin 1973:210f. introducing Anisfeld and Tucker 1968) for phonological analyses have not, in fact, been carefully examined.

On the second point, Delack 209f. uses differences in voicing onset time in different languages to suggest that voiceless stops might be unmarked in some languages, voiced stops in others (English, for instance). But the connection between markedness, whether universal or language-particular, and the content of underlying forms has not been clarified.

Hoard and Sloat 1973a reassess the role of internal Pts in deciding on underlying representations for the Past suffix:

In Sloat & Hoard 1971, we posited /t/ as the underlying form for the regular preterit marker; this is suggested by the internally suffixed preterits dealt, spelt, burnt etc. However, we failed to assess correctly the role of such internally suffixed preterits as sold, told, said, and heard. Both these groups of preterits can be accounted for in a general way only by positing an underlying /d/ for the preterit suffix, plus a rule of devoicing. The devoicing rule can be stated informally as d → t / [+consonantal, -syllabic] → #. (113f.)

They continue to assign the same underlying segment to the regular and internal Past suffixes (and to the regular and internal Pls), so that regular verbs (and the irregular bring, think, teach, catch, seek, and beseech) have the suffix /#d/.

In their latest treatment of the English inflectional endings, Sloat and Hoard 1973 maintain /d/ for Past, but opt for /iz/ instead of /z/ for Pl (perhaps for Gen as well; I have not seen a written version of this paper, and various details of the analysis are not clear to me). Their rejection of /z/ is based primarily on the nature of the schwa insertion rules in their earlier analyses:
They hypothesize that two paired variables cannot both occur in the environment of a rule (as is the case with the paired variables [asiCi] in (3)). Their new analysis also eliminates two other peculiar features of the earlier treatments: the insertion of schwa by (3) as part of the stem rather than the suffix (note the criticism in Miner 1972:25), and the assimilation rule

(4) [avcd] + [-avcd] / [-avcd] #

All the Hoard and Sloat analyses treat internal Pls as involving an intervocalic voicing rule also manifested in forms like worthy, brevity, mischievous, and (in some dialects) greasy. As Delack 1971: 206 points out, using intervocalic voicing this way with an underlying */+z/* for internal Pls requires including z as a possible second 'vowel', which is quite unnatural; this difficulty is avoided with underlying */+z/*, as in Sloat and Hoard 1973. But the intervocalic voicing analysis is not the only one that has been suggested. Lightner 1968:58-60 reviews three others: an analysis with a morphophoneme */f/* in knife (as opposed to */f/* in chief); one in which the morpheme knife is marked as undergoing voicing of its final spirant before the Pl suffix, while the morpheme chief is marked as not undergoing such a rule; and one in which knife is marked as undergoing a minor rule (Lakoff 1970b:ch. 5) voicing final spirants before Pl. The first analysis follows comments by Swadesh and Voegelin 1939 and Harris 1942, the second is essentially an alternative analysis offered by Harris, and the third is Lightner's revision of this. The Sloat and Hoard solution differs from all three of these approaches in that their voicing rule is phonologically motivated rather than arbitrary (their minor rule is the morphological rule that specifies a + rather than a # boundary before Pl for certain morphemes).

The spirant voicing in internal Pls may or may not be related to other voicing alternations in English. Chomsky and Halle 1968:213, 232f. consider both possibilities, without coming to a decision, for pairs like choice/choose, cloth/clothe, safe/save, life/live: either their rule devocing z before the suffix -ive (as in abusive, evasive) is extended to devoice spirants in derived forms (marked [+z]), or their rule voicing s in an assortment of positions, largely intervocalic, is extended to voice spirants in the environment V V, with this voicing rule triggered by a final lax */e/*, later elided, in forms like clothe. In a longer discussion of the problem of derived forms, Chambers 1971 rejects the extension of intervocalic voicing to the $-subclass, arguing that instead there is a special voicing rule that applies to deverbal nouns. If Chambers' analysis is correct, the $-subclass has no bearing on the inflectional endings.

Thus far, we have seen the presentation of the vowel analysis by Lueladorff and Zwicky, followed by counterarguments and reanalyses by Lightner, Shibatani, Delack, Hoard, and Sloat. In return, some
support for the vowel analysis has been advanced recently by Guile
1972 and Miner 1972; the latter work has been responded to by Cohen
and Utschig 1973. I now review this material briefly.

Guile’s defense of the vowel analysis arises from his
hypothesizing that vowel epenthesis rules always break up some ’non-
obstruent’ clusters (consonant clusters containing at least one non-
obstruent consonant) and that vowel syncope rules creating consonant
clusters always create some nonobstruent clusters. He cites rules
in English (the fast speech rule also discussed in Zwicky 1972 under
the name Slur), Georgian, and Old Norse to support the synchrony
hypothesis, and concludes his article by remarking that in the case
of the English inflectional endings

a putative rule of vowel epenthesis would have introduced
a vowel breaking up exclusively obstruent clusters. But
this runs counter to the independently motivated principle
of universal grammar which defines what a possible rule
of vowel epenthesis is. Hence, the facts of English must
be accounted for by a rule of vowel syncope. (465).

However, the two universal hypotheses need careful validation. There
is a possible counterexample to the syncope hypothesis in Japanese
(see Ohso’s 1973:13 discussion of a fast speech deletion of high
vowels in the environment [-vød]([-vød], #) – an extension of a
devocing rule), and an epenthesis rule restricted to obstruent
clusters would not be phonetically implausible, though I have no
good examples.

Miner carefully reviews most of the literature and presents two
new arguments for the vowel analysis: (a) that given the Unordered
Rule Hypothesis (Koutsoudas, Sanders, and Noll 1971, and other
items cited by Miner), the underlying forms /êz/ and /êd/ lead to
the simplest grammar (sec. 3), and (b) that the phonology of forms
in -êdly and -êdness supports the choice of /êd/ rather than /êd/
(sec. 5). With respect to (b), Miner notes that contrasts like
resigned versus determinedly indicate that the realization of -êd
(before -êly or -êness) as [êd] or [êd] is correlated with ultimate or
penultimate stress on the root, respectively. He then argues that
an insertion rule for PST = /êd/ and resignedly is much more complex
than a deletion rule for PST = /êd/ and determinedly. Nevertheless,
even his deletion rule is scarcely simple:

(5) ë Æ ø / <stress> C_0 [ [+son ] # [-son ]
  -cor +cor ]
  [+dist -dist ] # <seg> #
   astri astri

Cohen and Utschig begin their discussion (sec. 2.1) of the
inflectional endings by arguing against /s/ and /t/ as the underlying
forms for S and T. They maintain first of all that the voicing
assimilation rule required in this analysis, namely
(6) [-son] → [+vcd] / [+vcd] # ___ #

is implausible (a) because it claims that /s/ and /t/ voice by virtue of the voicing of preceding sonorants, even though English permits both voiced and voiceless obstruents after sonorants, and (b) because it claims that /s/ and /t/ voice by virtue of the voicing of preceding stem-final vowels, a 'specious generalization'. They continue with a version of Lightner's argument against voiceless underlying forms—that either the vowel in /æz/ and /æd/ must be inserted as part of the stem, or else /æ/ and /æ/ must be made to assimilate in voicing to the epenthetic vowel as well as to stem-final vowels. The first criticism, however, is not very strong, since assimilation in voicing to any preceding sonorant (including vowels) is not unparalleled; a classical Sanskrit (regressive) analogue is well known: 'In external combination...an initial sonant of whatever class, even a vowel or semivowel or nasal, requires the conversion of a final surd to sonant' (Whitney 1960: sec. 157c).

Cohen and Utschig then give four objections to the /æz/ and /æd/ analysis of S and T. Three have to do with the form of the syncope rule required by Miner, the fourth with Miner's argument based on the Unordered Rule Hypothesis (URH). The syncope rule in question (adopted from Sloat and Hoard 1971) is a subpart of (5):

\[
(7) \quad \varepsilon \to \emptyset / \begin{cases} 
\{ +\text{son} \\
-\text{cor} \\
+\text{dist} \\
\text{astry} \end{cases} \quad # \quad \begin{cases} 
-\text{son} \\
+\text{cor} \\
-\text{dist} \\
-\text{astry} \end{cases} \quad #
\]

Cohen and Utschig's objections are as follows: (a) the rule (7) is ad hoc and implausible, a result of the fact that the contents of the curly braces in (7) don't constitute a natural class; (b) rule (7) doesn't collapse with another syncope rule presented by them, namely a deletion in the final syllable of titan, metal, atom, angel, minister (cf. titanic, metallic, atomic, angelic, ministerial); and (c) the combination of alpha variables and curly brackets in (7) is uninterpretable according to the conventions of Chomsky and Halle 1968. The first and third objections don't take into account the fact that the formulation of rule (7) is transparent an attempt to avoid stating a negative environment, as in

(8) \varepsilon \to \emptyset / - \quad \begin{cases} 
-\text{son} \\
+\text{cor} \\
-\text{dist} \\
\text{astry} \end{cases} \quad # \quad \begin{cases} 
-\text{son} \\
+\text{cor} \\
-\text{dist} \\
\text{astry} \end{cases} \quad #

or, better,

(9) \varepsilon \to \emptyset / # ___ [-son] # except / \quad \begin{cases} 
+\text{cor} \\
-\text{dist} \\
\text{astry} \end{cases} \quad # \quad \begin{cases} 
+\text{cor} \\
-\text{dist} \\
\text{astry} \end{cases} \quad #
or even:

\[
\begin{array}{cccccc}
1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 \\
\hline
\text{-son} & \# & \text{[-son]} & \# & \text{+cor} & \text{-dist} \text{astri}
\end{array}
\]

Cohen and Utschig's second objection is not necessarily weighty, since a language might have several distinct syncope (or epenthesis) rules. Moreover, their syncope rule for titan et al. is not very plausible phonetically (it deletes \( \text{a} \) between C and \([\text{+consonant}] \# \)); neither is Miner's syncope rule, of course, but Miner's rule refers to word-internal \# and is therefore clearly a morphophonemic rather than phonological (or 'allophonic') rule. A phonetically plausible alternative analysis of the titan cases would be to derive the final syllabic resonant \( (\text{R}) \) from a full vowel plus resonant \( (\text{VR}) \) via vowel reduction \( (\text{AR}) \), vowel assimilation \( (\text{RR}) \), and monophthongization \( (\text{V}) \); see the discussion of 'pseudo-syncope' in Semiloff-Zelasko 1973.

The remaining Cohen-Utschig objection to Miner's analysis concerns the URH. They point out (sec. 2.2) that Miner's syncope rule and an English flapping rule should (under the URH) apply simultaneously, to yield \(*[\text{thndzl}] \) from /\text{bent\#az}/ \text{bats}. However, it is possible to maintain, with King 1973:567f., that languages have both phonological rules and ('low-level') phonetic rules and that all of the former precede all of the latter. If the inflectional syncope rule is a phonological rule and flapping is a phonetic rule, then there is no ordering problem. Still another way to account for the interaction between flapping and the inflectional syncope rule would be to use the fact that flapping is optional for many speakers, while the inflectional syncope rule is obligatory for all speakers. Then, by a principle of applicational precedence due to Ringen 1972, in forms to which both rules would be applicable the obligatory rule (syncope) applies first; after this the optional rule may apply if its conditions are still satisfied. In the case at hand the optional rule (flapping) would no longer be applicable, for syncope would have removed the conditions for its application.

Cohen and Utschig then confront a potential conflict between the URH and the vowelless analysis of the English inflectional endings: if /\text{c\#z}/ underlies churches, then both epenthesis and devoicing ought to apply simultaneously, giving *[\text{c\#z}s]. In this case they appeal to a distinction between (phonological) epenthesis and (phonetic) devoicing; devoicing, they claim (following Harms 1973), is not only phonetic but also universal, hence not really a 'rule' of English at all but rather a physiological process. Miner 1972:fn. 3 disputes this treatment of devoicing, pointing out that the physiological requirements would be equally satisfied by the voicing of a stem-final voiceless obstruent or by the insertion of a vowel as by the devoicing of a suffixal voiced obstruent. Devoicing might nevertheless be treated as a phonetic, rather than phonological, rule of English (like flapping in the discussion above).
This concludes the list of items concerned with selecting an underlying form for some or all of the inflectional endings in English. None of the writers surveyed here gives an argument for a particular vowel in the endings, though the vowels favored by supporters of the /Vz/ and /Vd/ analyses are /i/ (Lightner 1970, Sloat and Hoard 1973b) and /a/ (Luelsdorff, Lightner 1968, Miner). Supporters of the /z/ and /d/ analyses write epenthesis rules that insert 'neutral' vowels, /e/ or /o/.

One remaining problem area is the GenPl. As it is put in Dr. Latham's English Language (cited by Bomhaug 1961:256), 'In the plural number, however, [the genitive] is rare; so rare, indeed, that whenever the plural ends in e (as it always does) there is no genitive'. Kruisinga 1932:sec. 829 echoes this conclusion:

The genitive suffix is never added to nouns with a plural suffix, no matter whether this is final or not. Thus the plurals fathers, fathers-in-law, and such groups as the queens of England never take a genitive suffix, although the groups father-in-law or queen of England do...We can state this in another way: English has no genitive plural. The explanation of the apparent exceptions men's, women's, children's has already been given...It may be added here that the plurals lice, mice, and geese, though formally isolated from the noun-stems, do not take a genitive suffix either.

That is, regular nouns have the GenPl identical to the Pl (although Delack 1971:fn. 7 reports forcing items like Joneses' [ˈʃəʊznəz] from informants), a fact that could be given a generative account in several ways—for instance, by a rule simplifying the sequence of morphemes S + S, by a rule simplifying the clusters sz, zz, sz, etc. (see footnote 9), or by a condition preventing segmentalization of the Gen suffix in regular Pl forms (recall the discussion in section A above). Kruisinga, however, maintains that Gen and Pl don't occur together even in irregular forms; of the umlaut plurals men, geese, teeth, feet, lice, mice, and women, he says, 'These plurals with vowel-change must be looked upon as suppletive, rather than inflectional, forms. All of them that denote persons: men, women, and children, are so completely isolated from the corresponding singular that they can take a sibilant suffix to serve as a genitive: men's, women's, children's' (sec. 761). I do not understand this claim. Moreover, as pointed out in Zwicky 1969:419, there are other acceptable irregular GenPls: oxen's, addenda's, both sheep's, seraphim's, etc. Apparently all zero-Pl and those irregular—Pl nouns with Pls ending in sonorants have GenPl forms, while the few irregular Pls ending in obstruents (feet, teeth, mice, geese, lice) do not (*feet's, *teeth's, etc.).

Kruisinga's account also rules out phrases like *the queens of England's because these would be cases of a Gen suffix added to nouns with a (nonfinal) Pl suffix. However, the occurrence or nonoccurrence of the Pl suffix is irrelevant, as can be seen from cases with umlaut or zero Pls: The man I mentioned's golf score is usually quite low
vs. *The men I mentioned's golf scores are usually quite low, Any sheep from Calgary's wool is beautiful, *All sheep from Calgary's wool is beautiful. Apparently, the GenPl is unacceptable whenever the NP in question doesn't end in its head N, as in the examples already cited and in A passer-by's arms were hurt in the accident vs. *Two passers-by's arms were hurt in the accident. That is, plurality is associated with the head word of an NP, genitivitiy with the final word of an NP, and to be acceptable, GenPl NPs must have Gen and Pl associated with the same word (whether or not Gen and Pl are realized as suffixes). The implications of these facts about GenPl NPs for the morphological description of English need further study.

Footnotes

*This work was supported in part by the John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation.

1. I do not consider analyses in which there is no attempt to fix on a single underlying form (or to argue that several distinct underlying forms are needed), as when Bloch 1947 simply lists the automatic alternants of the Prs suffix (Prs is represented as /z/, but as Bloch says in sec. 3.2 of the paper, this is merely 'to simplify the listing'). Nor do I consider analyses in which two or more distinct underlying forms are set up for the regular alternants of the Past and PastP suffixes because of internal Pets like dwell and put, in which the t-d-d alternations are nonautomatic—analyses like those of Bloch and of Juillard and Macris 1962:ch. 2, which set up three morphemes for Pets (one for the alternants d and â€œd, one for t in both regular and internal Pets, and one for $\emptyset$ in both internal and irregular Pets) and four for PastP (the three above plus one for the alternants n and â€œn).

2. This is not quite true, since (as Silva and Zwicky 1973: sec. 2.2) point out, certain idioms with a markedly casual style require auxiliary reduction: You're telling me!, So's your old man! How's your ass?

3. On the other hand, it has sometimes been argued that facts that might seem to motivate rules with opposite effects do not really do so, as when Eliasson 1972 maintains that Swedish alternations between unstressed e and $\emptyset$ don't motivate both a syncope and an epenthesis rule, but only several syncope rules.

4. Compare the discussion by Mulder 1966:196, where the failure of automatic alternation is taken to motivate distinct phonological forms for the regular English Pl:

...the English forms 'eggs' /egz/ and 'sacks' /sakz/ are straightforward cases of neutralization of opposition between /s/ and /z/, because such forms as /...gs/ and /...ks/ are structurally not possible.

However, in the English forms 'sins' /sinz/, 'ells' /elz/, and 'plays' /pleiz/, matters are different, because such forms as 'since' /sinz/, 'else' /els/, and 'place'
/plcis/ can also occur. The expression of the plural morpheme in English apparently has three regular forms: /s/, /z/, and /iz/. Because /s/ represents both /s/ and /z/, however, /s/ and /z/ are not allomorphs in respect to each other. In fact, therefore, the English plural morpheme has only two regular phonological forms, i.e. /s/ or /z/ on the one hand and /iz/ on the other. The prediction of /z/ and /iz/ belongs to the domain of morphophonology; the prediction of /s/ belongs to phonology proper.

In respect of /iz/, though /s/ cannot follow a phonoeme of the hissing and hushing order, there is, however, no phonological rule which prohibits /s/ from following /i/. Therefore, also /iz/ is a phonologically determined variant of a certain morpheme, i.e. it is a case of semi-phonological determination.

5. Miner 1972:26-8 notes a difficulty with assuming that the internal formations result from a change of boundary from # to +: sometimes it is the stem, sometimes the suffix, that is responsible for this change. Such a manipulation of boundaries goes beyond a proposal put forth by Stanley 1973:202-6, according to which only affixes could trigger the denotation of boundaries.

6. It is also possible, of course, that some forms require one treatment, some the other.

7. Negative environment statements in phonology have been proposed by Zwicky 1970b and Sampson 1973, among others. Zwicky 1970b notes that negative environment statements and curly brackets can be traded for one another in many cases, while Zwicky 1970c observes that curly brackets and paired alpha variables can be traded for one another in certain cases. Consequently, the issues at hand in this bibliography are tied to the curly brackets problem; see the discussion in McCawley 1971.

8. For King, this assumption eliminates a large number of putative historical changes in which rules would be added within the phonological component of a language.

9. Or by simplification of the final cluster, as evidenced in English in forms like long [lɔŋ] < /lɔŋ/, Black English and general casual [kɔl] cold, and perhaps (as pointed out to me by G. K. Pullum) the Chinese/Dutch/Irish/Swiss as opposed to the Indians/Israelis/Greeks/Yugoslavs.
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Bibliography VI

A Critical Bibliography on the Tense/Lax Distinction in Vowels

Patricia Donegan Miller

A. Introductory remarks

References to a vowel distinction known variously as tense/lax, open/close, or narrow/wide have appeared in the literature of phonetics and phonology for at least a hundred years. Phonologists point out that the sound patterns of many languages indicate the existence of such a distinction; but phoneticians, thus far, through a variety of experimental approaches, have been unable to discover a consistent and particularized articulatory correlate of the distinction, although there does seem to be a rough acoustic correlate (a kind of 'centralization vs. peripheralization' with respect to the acoustical vowel diagram).

The following annotated bibliography is intended to note the major references to and descriptions of this distinction, and thus to document the search for its phonetic correlates. A variety of approaches to the distinction have been taken, and I will group the references around these major themes. I will use the terms tense and lax to refer to the phonological distinction, but I intend them as labels, without assuming particular physical correlates.

B. The literature

The original distinction referred to the shape of the vocal tract and was further defined in terms of articulatory effort.

Melville Bell (1867) refers to the distinction primary vs. wide with tense vowels being primary, and lax ones wide. Wide refers to the greater width of the pharyngeal cross-section for lax as opposed to tense vowels.

Sweet (1906) bases his narrow vs. wide distinction on the shape of the tongue and the resulting passage: narrow (tense) vowels have "a feeling of tenseness in that part of the tongue where the sound is formed, the surface of the tongue being made more convex than in its natural 'wide' shape, in which it is relaxed and flattened. This convexity...narrows the passage--whence the name." Sweet distinguishes the narrow/wide opposition from vowel height, maintaining that one can raise [ɛ] to [i] without producing an intermediate [e].

Sievers (1901) calls the distinction gespannt (tense) vs. ungespannt (lax), and ascribes it to the tension of the tongue musculature and vocal bands. Sievers preferred his terminology to Sweet's or Bell's because his direct reference to tenseness would avoid confusion of this distinction with the height distinction.
Stumpf (1926) describes vowels in terms of the vocalic triangle. Since [i] is lowered and retracted when laxed, and [u] is lowered and advanced when laxed, he described the distinction which we call tense/lax in terms of a shift toward the middle of the vowel triangle. This seems to parallel Bell's notion of the tense vowels as primary.

Daniel Jones (1964) expresses doubts that differences in muscular tension correspond to the real facts of the tense/lax distinction. He regards tense/lax as a distinction applicable only to high vowels, [e/ε] being a distinction of height. He notes that lax [i] is lowered and retracted from the close position of [i], and that lax [u] is lowered and advanced as compared with [u], and he is apparently unwilling to make any further declaration on tenseness vs. laxness.

However, he does observe that the tense/lax difference may be felt by placing the fingers on the throat and noting the different muscular tensions for the tense/lax pairs.

Raphael (1971) describes an electromyographic experiment to test the tense/lax hypothesis via a via the traditional vowel triangle. When genioglossus activity was measured for front vowels, the order of decreasing activity was [i, e, ɪ, æ], with [ɪ] and [æ] transposed from their usual triangle positions with respect to height. Tongue height, however, may be based on more than just genioglossus activity. Jaw opening for [ɛ] and [ε] is greater than for [ɪ] and [æ], so the tongue bunching activity may be counterbalanced; and tongue backing may be involved in the production of [ɪ] and [ɛ], although the data acquired on the superior constrictor (an indicator of tongue backing) were not wholly consistent in this experiment. Raphael concludes that although his data do not strongly affirm the picture presented by the vowel triangle, they do allow for the possibility of such a view.

Meyer (1910) and others have concerned themselves with the possibility that the distinction is related to degree of air flow: tense vowels are associated with lower air flow than lax ones. When Meyer measured air flow for tense and lax vowels, he found that there is a stronger approximation of the vocal cords and a correspondingly smaller air flow for tense vowels than for the corresponding lax ones.

Heffner (1950) points out that an acoustic and perceptual distinction of the tense/lax variety does seem to exist, but notes that 'there is nothing in the acoustic data that permits us to class [ɪ] with [i], or [ɛ] with [e], or to group any of the rest together'. He also points out that the distinction 'is not due merely to a difference in the elevation of the tongue.' He prefers to attribute the distinction to a difference in 'laryngeal positions and air pressures', noting Meyer's findings as to the 'breath consumption' of the various vowels. (pp. 96-98).

An attempt to verify Meyer's (1910) conclusions about the stronger vocal cord approximation and consequently smaller air flow of tense vowels is reported by Schumacher (1966). Tubes passed through the nose to the pharynx and esophagus were connected to manometers which measured supra-glottal and sub-glottal air pressure respectively. Mean air flow was measured by means of a flow meter. Mean air flow
was 1 1/3 times higher for lax vowels than for tense ones (both in closed syllables); sub-glottal pressure was the same. Tense vowels were 'characterized by a higher supraglottal air pressure', Schumacher observes, but it is difficult to see what the manometer connected to the pharynx was actually measuring in his experiment. (pp. 85-86). The air flow results support Meyer (1910), however.

Stetson (1951) suggested that tense/lax was related to syllable articulation and the manner in which the vowel is arrested. A syllable, for Stetson, 'is constituted by a ballistic movement of the intercostal muscles' (p. 33). He maintains that the lax vowels are arrested by a consonantal movement alone, while tense vowels are arrested by both the consonantal movement and a contraction of the arresting chest muscles (external intercostals). This explanation is dependent on the chest pulse theory of the syllable, however, which phoneticians no longer consider tenable.

A number of phoneticians have associated the distinction with length and with acoustic distance from a neutral vowel; in addition some retain a definition in terms of articulatory effort.

Jakobson Fant and Halle (1952) maintain that tense phonemes, in contra-distinction to lax ones, display a longer sound interval. They do not cite measurements to support this notion, and their attempt to distinguish tenseness from length (on the basis that the former is an inherent, 'protensity' feature and the latter a prosodic feature defined with reference to the syllabic chain) is not particularly successful. They maintain that tenseness differs from diffuseness because diffuse vowels are intrinsically shorter than compact ones, but that 'tense vowels have a longer duration than the corresponding lax ones'. [But since lax vowels are less diffuse than their tense counterparts, one would expect a canceling effect.]

Jakobson, Fant and Halle also state that, associated with their longer duration, tense vowels are articulated 'with greater distinctness and pressure' and with greater deviation from the neutral position (an open [[element]] (p. 16)); and they note that this parallels the acoustic fact that the sum of the deviations of the formants of a tense vowel (from the neutral vowel [element]) is always greater than that of the corresponding lax vowel.

In their 1964 paper, 'Tenseness and Laxness', Jakobson and Halle remark on Stumpf's (1926) and Jones' (1964) observations that laxness involves a shift toward the middle of the vocalic triangle. They reiterate their position that tenseness involves a greater deviation from the neutral position of the tract (very open [element]), and they again relate this to the longer duration of tense segments and to their heightened sub-glottal pressure. [Note, however, that Schuhmacher (1966) found no difference in sub-glottal pressure.] This article is a modest expansion of the material in Jakobson et al. (1952).

The 'shift toward the middle of the vocalic triangle' is tested by H. P. Jørgensen (1966) in terms of the acoustical vowel diagram. Jørgensen measured formants of German vowels in German words spoken
by four speakers. He notes that the lax vowels were all lower than the corresponding tense ones (for one speaker, even lax /a/ had a higher F₁), and that the lax vowels were more centralized, i.e., F₁ was characteristically higher for lax back vowels than for their tense counterparts, and F₁ was characteristically lower for lax front vowels than for their tense counterparts. F₁ and F₂ values were very close for tense and lax /a/. Jørgensen maintains, however, that the apparent acoustic centralization of non-low vowels does not necessarily reflect an articulatory centralization.

Requiring that phonetic features represent physical scales describing independently characterizable aspects of the speech event, Chomsky and Halle (1968) describe tense/lax in articulatory terms rather than acoustic ones. They refer again to the greater muscular effort, greater duration of the 'appropriate configuration', and greater deviation from neutral or rest position (which is now assumed to be that of [c]) which characterize tense vowels (pp. 324-5). In Chapter 9, they claim that the unmarked value for tenseness is [+tense].

A number of linguists have attempted to associate tense/lax with tongue root advancement/retraction.

Ladefoged (1964) points out that many West African languages have a kind of vowel harmony based on something like tense/lax, where the vowels in any given word are either all from the tense set of vowels or all from the lax set. The articulatory correlates of the distinction seem to be hard to pin down, but by cineradiology the author finds that, in Igbo, 'in each case the body of the tongue is more retracted for the vowels of set 2. So it appears that there is a physiological parameter that distinguishes between these two sets of vowels, despite the fact that it is difficult to specify a unique auditory property that characterizes one or the other set.' (pp. 39-40). He refers to Sweet's mention of convexity or 'bunching up' of the tongue for 'narrow' vowels, and he suggests a redefinition of tense-lax or a return to Sweet's 'narrow-wide'.

Stewart (1967) describes the vowel harmony systems of dialects of Twi and Fante. In attempting to characterize the 'raised/unraised' contrast of their harmony systems, he notes that the 'raised' vowels are produced with the upper surface of the tongue raised and the lower surface of the chin lowered, and he suggests that the important factor must be a pushing forward of the root of the tongue. He notes that Ladefoged's (1964) cineradiology data for Igbo support this hypothesis. He maintains that the wide pharynx associated with raised vowels would account for their 'breathy' quality, and that advancing would also account for their greater susceptibility to palatalization (as opposed to their unraised counterparts. Stewart claims that raised/unraised (i.e. advanced/unadvanced) must be distinguished from tense/lax (in the Jakobson-Halle sense) for several reasons:

1. Unadvanced African back vowels show no shift toward the middle of the vocalic triangle,
2. Advanced and unadvanced vowels do not appear to have the length difference that Jakobson and Halle claimed to exist between
tense and lax vowels, and

3. Phonological evidence from the harmony systems studied
indicates that unadvanced may be the unmarked member of the
opposition, while lax is the marked member of tense/lax, and
unadvanced is supposed to correspond to lax.

He remarks that 'the implications for their lax/tense distinction
are serious if its supposed role in vowel harmony in African
languages is the only evidence of its autonomy.' (p. 202), and he
suggests that (1) if the African and European distinctions are to
be identified, tongue root position is vital and length and tension
are not (although he presents no experimental evidence against
these correlates), and (2) that if such identification is possible,
there is a strong case for viewing unadvanced or lax as the unmarked
member.

In light of Halle and Stevens' (1969) suggested revision of
vowel features, this article takes on a good bit of importance. It
shows the origins of their suggestion, but it also makes apparent
the premature nature of their claims regarding the marked and unmarked
members of the opposition.

Chomsky and Halle (1968) also introduce an extra feature to
account for the African vowel harmony systems: this is the feature
covered/non-covered. Based on Ladefoged's X-ray tracings, they
determine that 'covered sounds are produced with a pharynx in which
the walls are narrowed and tensed and the larynx raised; uncovered
sounds are produced without a special narrowing and tensing of the
pharynx.' They associate a dull or breathy quality with 'covered'
vowels. Chomsky and Halle here make no attempt to identify this
distinction with tense/lax.

In an attempt to integrate tense/lax and covered/non-covered
(tense root), Halle and Stevens (1969) re-examine Bell's
decisive role in the tense-lax distinction. Noting that the two
classes of Igbo vowels are distinguished by movements of the tongue
root, they suggest that (based on cineradiographs) English tense/lax
pairs are similarly distinguished--that tense vowels have a wider
cavity in the vicinity of the hyoid bone and lower pharynx. They
note that the acoustic consequences of such a distinction are
theoretically predictable: a lowering of F₁ with advancing, a
raising of F₂ for front vowels with advancing, and a lowering of
F₂ for back vowels with advancing. For non-low vowels at least,
these predictions fit the acoustic differences (between tense and
lax vowels) that actually occur. They would fit Ladefoged's African
data, except that his data show no downward F₂ shift for back vowels
with advancing. Halle and Stevens suggest that unmarked high vowels
are [±Advanced Root], and unmarked low vowels are [-Advanced Root];
for mid vowels, they don't know yet. They note that in many
languages advancing is concomitant with height.

It is suggested that a flattened-out sound wave form is
responsible for the dull or breathy character of vowels with advancing,
and the authors speculate on the reasons for this effect, but they
draw no firm conclusions.

Continuing the approach taken by Halle and Stevens, Perkell
(1971) proposes two revisions, based on physiology, of the features
specifying vowels. His 'suggested revisions' are the replacement
of [+Tense] by [±Advanced Tongue Root] and the replacement of [±Low]
by [±Constricted Pharynx] (the latter an unpublished suggestion of Kalle and Stevens). Using superimposed tracings of lateral cineradiographs of two speakers, Perkell attempts to provide 'a crude physiological framework corresponding to the features' (p. 128). That is, he attempts to associate each feature with the activity of a particular muscle group.

In [+High] vowels, the tongue body and mandible are higher (than for [-High]), and the posterior third of the genioglossus and the styloglossi are responsible. The sternohyoid and sternothyroid lower the hyoid bone and larynx during [+High] vowels. For [+Back] vowels, the styloglossi and hyoglossi pull the tongue body back. One speaker also used the pharyngeal constrictors for this. It is suggested that tongue root advancing is due to contraction of a small segment of the genioglossus at the tongue root. The contour of the posterior half of the tongue dorsum, the epiglottis, and the hyoid bone are farther back for [+Constricted Pharynx] vowels, probably due to contraction of the middle and lower pharyngeal constrictors and the hyoglossi.

Perkell points out that considerable muscular interaction is involved in achieving 'the phonetic and acoustic goals'; and he suggests that the physiological configurations correlated with the new features support these two suggested revisions.

Lindau, Jacobson and Ladefoged (1972) observe that the suggestion of the feature [±Advanced Tongue Root] involves two claims: that it distinguishes vowels in some way other than the features high and low distinguish them; and that the tense/lax distinction in English and German is identifiable with the distinction which governs African vowel harmony sets. In order to determine whether advancing is independent of the tongue height mechanisms, Lindau et al. traced cineradiographs or X-rays of four African speakers, one German, and six English speakers. Their measurements showed that advancing was clearly used to separate the tense/lax sets of Twi and Dho-Luo, and that high vowels were partly differentiated by advancing in Igo, but that in Ateso the vowel sets differed by height, not by a separate mechanism of advancing. In German, too, the difference in advancing between tense and lax vowels was non-significant; tongue height was attained by lifting and advancing, so advancing was not a separate mechanism for the German speaker. For English, it seems that 'there is a substantial variability in the mechanisms used to distinguish between vowels. Tongue height is attained by different combinations of jaw opening, lifting, and advanced tongue root for different speakers.' (p. 87). It is suggested that a vowel target may be a particular configuration in an acoustic space where the relations between formants play a crucial role.

The authors also note that the variation among English speakers (their use of different articulatory mechanisms to produce perceptually similar vowels) shows the need for caution in viewing the productions of a single speaker as characteristic of the language.

In 'An auditory motor theory of speech perception', which appeared simultaneously with Lindau et al. (1972), Ladefoged, Declerk, Lindau, and Papcun (1972) discuss the results of studies of
cinefluorograms of six speakers of American English; they note that various speakers use various combinations of mechanisms to produce what is perceptually the same sound. Regarding the tense/lax distinction, their speakers 2, 3, and 6 use advanced tongue root to produce tense vowels, but the other speakers vary considerably.

Ladefoged et al. suggest that speakers use acoustic rather than articulatory targets for vowels, noting Lindblom and Sundberg's (1971) observations that speakers can produce a given vowel with a variety of jaw openings—with no apparent need for modification governed by auditory feedback. F1 could be correlated with vowel height, and F2 may be correlated with the traditional front-back dimension, according to Ladefoged et al. Lip rounding, which is a fairly straightforward articulatory feature, has 'no uniform auditory or acoustic correlates', and may be organized by speakers in articulatory terms, even though vowel height and frontness are based on acoustic correlates.

The variety of approaches shown here is adequate testimony to the difficulty of finding precise phonetic correlates for this frequently-mentioned phonological distinction. In spite of the difficulty, however, the phonetician is not free to conclude that the distinction does not exist; such a conclusion would leave unexplained the phonological facts which argue for such a distinction.

C. Comments from a phonologist

A look at the phonological effects of tenseness and laxness may help clarify the sorts of phonetic correlates to be expected. In studying diachronic, synchronic, and developmental phonological substitutions, I have observed that vowels are distinguished from other vowels not only by height but also by color (Miller, forthcoming). Color includes principally palatality (tongue-fronting), and labiality (lip-rounding, lip-narrowing).

The distinction between chromatic vowels (those marked by one or more color) and achromatics (vowels without color, like ê, w, â) is revealed in context-free phonological processes such as raising, which applies to chromatic vowels and not to achromatic vowels, or lowering, which applies to achromatic vowels if it applies to chromatic ones. Presumably, raising is a phonological means of optimizing color—by providing a closer articulation which makes increased palatality or labiality possible. Achromatic vowels, which are free of the close articulations associated with palatality and labiality, are especially susceptible to lowering, which seems to be a phonological means of optimizing sonority (in the traditional sense). A similar hierarchy of susceptibility appears in bleaching, the loss of palatality and/or labiality: the susceptibility of a vowel to bleaching is an inverse function of its height, and thus apparently of its degree of palatality or labiality.

The way these substitutions respond to color or degree of color is exactly paralleled by the way they respond to tenseness. If lax vowels are raised, the corresponding tense vowels are raised. Conversely, if tense vowels are lowered or bleached, the corresponding
lax vowels are lowered or bleached. This strongly suggests that tenseness is a relatively greater degree of color—palatality or labiality or (in front rounded vowels) both.

These facts suggest that achromatic (nonpalatal, nonlabial) vowels could not participate in a tense/lax distinction. There is some phonological evidence for this conclusion: languages that give up a long/short distinction typically recode it, in the chromatic vowels, as a tense/lax distinction. But unless one or both of the pair [a:/æ] is 'colored' (changed to [æ] or [e]), these achromatic vowels merge. A well-known example is Romance (Labov et al., 1972).

In some languages, the length distinction is not lost, but tense/lax is superimposed on long/short. This appears to be the case in Modern German; here, as Jørgensen's (1966) study shows, the non-low, chromatic vowels show a quality distinction for tense/lax pairs, but the two achromatics display nearly identical formant values, suggesting that the so-called tense/lax distinction for this pair may really be long/short instead.

The phonological distinction 'intense/non-intense color' corresponds to and summarizes many of the various kinds of physical correlates associated with tense/lax.

A number of authors (Jakobson, Fant and Halle (1952), Jakobson and Halle (1964), Jørgensen (1966), Ladefoged et al. (1972)) point out the lower F1 value and the more extreme F2 values of tense vowels as opposed to the corresponding lax ones: this amounts to the acoustic centralization of lax vowels and peripherality of tense ones. Correspondingly, even though the articulatory correlates of tenseness remain rather ill-defined, there is general agreement that the articulatory gesture is somehow more extreme for the tense member of a tense-lax pair. Raphael determined that genioglossus activity is greater for the tense vowels [i, e] than for the lax [ɪ, ɛ]; and Meyer (1910) and Schuhmacher (1966) note a lower airflow in tense vowels which suggests a more constricted oral articulation.

Jakobson, Fant and Halle (1952) maintain that length is one of the physical correlates of tenseness, but none of the studies surveyed have pursued their claim. The above-mentioned tendency for length to be recoded as tenseness or for tenseness to be superimposed on length is evidence that tenseness is phonologically related to length, but this tendency could be accounted for by pointing out that the greater duration of long vowels apparently allows time for the more extreme articulations associated with tenseness. If Jakobson et al. are correct in claiming that tense vowels are inherently longer than the corresponding lax vowels, one might expect to find languages whose tense vowels become phonologically long, or are treated as long by a phonological process. That is, a process might class all tense vowels together with (tense and lax) long vowels—e.g. [ɪ, ɪ, ɪ] would undergo or condition the process but [ɪ] would not—but I do not know of any clear cases of such a situation.

The precise relationship of tenseness to tongue-root advancement is not clear, but judging from the work of Ladefoged et al. (1972) and Lindau et al. (1972), it does not look as if they can be regarded
as the same feature, on either articulatory or acoustic grounds. In any event I know of no phonological evidence that the two features are the same—e.g. there do not seem to be any languages where vowel harmony is based on a tense/lax distinction of the 'European' variety; and, as far as I know, there is no relation between the advanced-tongue-root distinction and length in African vowel harmony languages which display an advancing distinction. For speakers of languages like German or English who advance the tongue-root in producing a tense/lax distinction, advancing may serve as a color-amplifying gesture (for palatal vowels) which occurs in conjunction with tongue lifting. The relation of advancement to tenseness in back or round vowels is not well-established, although Perkell found that advancing bore some relation to the [u/v] distinction for two speakers; in general, the articulatory correlates of tenseness have been less thoroughly studied for non-palatal vowels.

In suggesting that the phonological distinction tense/lax can be described as intensity/nonintensity of color, I do not mean to imply that no more precise physical description can be or ought to be found. On the contrary, the explanation of the phonological substitutions which are sensitive to this distinction depends on the discovery of its physical correlates. The investigation of these physical correlates, however, can be aided by attention to the kinds of substitutions which the distinction conditions.
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